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Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen and 
Boys, Men of E’19, welcome to the annual 
Grade 12 Speech Night. I would like to 
welcome tonight’s Guest-of-Honour, Mr Andrew 
Ihsaan Gasnolar, whose contributions to the Daily Maverick 
caught my eye a few months ago not only for their content 
but also because Gasnolar was a name I remembered 
from teaching at Rondebosch in 2001. The electronic age 
allows us to become hoarders of information that would 
otherwise be lost in the back of a dusty drawer, and so a 
quick search of my old documents produced this startling 
gem: ‘Andrew has worked consistently over the past two 
terms and has been rewarded with a very good set of 
results. I have been impressed with the mature attitude he 
has displayed in his classroom demeanour and in the way 
he has prepared himself for these examinations. Andrew is 
a well-mannered, conscientious student who is a pleasure 
to teach.’ While this seems a fairly generic comment, what 
does stand out for me, Andrew, is ‘teachability’. This is 
the primary characteristic that separates the successful 
from the unsuccessful in every walk of life: those who 
are teachable, and remain so, usually succeed. The 
unteachable usually fail.

In my report this evening I will reflect on an active school. 
While learning and teaching is where it all begins and 
our primary mandate is to deliver a national curriculum, 
this would be a dull place indeed, and essentially one-
dimensional, if it did not offer a broad range of opportunities 
to learn essential skills. Learning occurs when, through 
failure to master a problem, a student goes back, considers 
why errors occurred and develops a new strategy to 
succeed. This is so in every activity: in the classroom, on a 
stage or on a field. A good school should light the spark of 
curiosity and an openness to ‘teachability’ in young people 
while the paint is not yet dry.

This evening is an opportunity to reflect on the year past 
and to celebrate the achievements of the graduating group, 
the Matrics of 2019; my compliments to those learners 
whose achievements will be recognised this evening.

The results achieved by last year’s Matrics in the National 
Senior Certificate Examinations were once again a source 
of pride to us. For the eleventh year, our young men 

achieved a 100% pass rate and 94,6% 
university entrance rate. One hundred and 

forty nine candidates achieved a record 458 
A symbols with 20 students achieving a full house 

of A’s, while the school was again placed in the top ten 
schools and second among all of the public boys’ schools 
in the Western Cape for Senior Certificate results. Our 
top performer was Tim Schlesinger who was placed third 
overall in the Western Cape; and in Mathematics Tim was 
placed first in the Province and second in South Africa. Tim 
was named in the top 30 performers in the NSC. In almost 
every subject we had representation in the provincial top 
ten with Mathematics having an exceptional top six. This 
is a busy school where boys often participate in a range 
of activities often at the highest level, which makes this 
excellent academic achievement even more commendable. 
Such excellent results stem from the boys’ hard work, their 
teachers’ dedicated teaching and the unwavering support 
of the wonderful community that is ‘Bosch’. 

While the Matric examination remains the major 
benchmark in our academic success, there are a number 
of other touch points where we can check our progress. 
These include Olympiads, Expos and competitions, as well 
as the state and provincial benchmark tests in the Grade 
9 year. Mathematics has continued to be a top performer 
with Rondebosch coming first in the UCT Mathematics 
competition and being named by SAMO as the top 
performing school in South Africa in this competition. Some 
105,000 learners from more than 1,300 schools across 
the country participated in this Olympiad and this is the 
fifth time in the last six years that Rondebosch has been 
the top ranked school. Our strength across a broad range 
of subjects has been underlined this year by individual 
successes at a number of academic competitions: we had 
two boys in the top three in this year’s SAIPA National 
Accounting Olympiad in their respective categories. 
Nineteen Rondebosch boys participated in the Cape 
Town Science Expo held at the University of Cape Town 
and all 19 won medals: eight gold, six silver and five 
bronze. Ten special awards were received, six age group 
category prizes were won and six Grade 10s were invited 
to represent the region at the National Science Fair held 
in Johannesburg. In the world of academics, there is 
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no substitute for hard work and I am very conscious of 
the part played by excellent subject teachers in these 
achievements. 

While sport and academics play a prominent role, the 
school continues to offer a broad range of cultural 
activities. Those of you who attended one of the many 
music concerts can attest that Music is flourishing at the 
school; our bands and ensembles continue to astonish 
under the guidance of Mr Terrence Scarr. Most of our 
Jazz Band travelled to Makhanda to play in the National 
Festival where six Rondebosch Boys were selected for the 
prestigious 2019 National Schools’ Big Band. Added to this 
was the collaborative choral production in the City Hall 
with the Rustenburg and SACS choirs and orchestras of 
‘The Armed Man: A Mass for Peace’ by Karl Jenkins. The 
continued strength of debating was underlined by both the 
senior and junior debating teams reaching the final rounds 
of the Rotary inter-schools’ competition, and another highly 
entertaining combined drama production with Rustenburg 
took to the stage with a challenging production of “12 
Angry Jurors” in the Rondebosch Memorial Hall showing 
with close to a full house the first two evenings.

Most of our boys have participated in the various sporting 
disciplines on offer by the school. Our figures show us 
that of the 850 boys at school, at least 700 are on a 
sporting field at any given season. It is always our aim to 
compete with the very best the country has to offer and 
our success in offering sportsmen the opportunity to try out 
for provincial teams is clearly indicated by the number of 
provincial representatives the school has had in all sporting 
codes this year. 

In the summer term the Cricket teams proved their 
strength, producing excellent results. Twenty two boys 
were selected for the WP winter squads: eight in the U19, 
seven in the U17 and seven in the U15 squads while seven 
athletes competed for places in the Western Province 
High School Athletics Championships. Rondebosch rowing 
is becoming an increasing strength in the Western Cape 
with the RBHS oarsmen coming away from the SA Champs 
with many crews having reached the finals in their events 
and the club coming back with two silver medals and 
one bronze. In Water Polo seven boys were selected for 
Western Province U18A and B Water Polo teams for the 
Currie Cup tournament, while our junior sides did very well 
in the U14 and U15 tournaments against top national sides 
in September of this year, the U14 team winning in their 
age group proving that there is a good crop of talented 
players coming through. 

A number of boys in various age groups attended WP trials 
in several winter codes and we had provincial and national 
selections in both Rugby and Hockey, with 10 Rondebosch 
boys in the Western Province Hockey teams for the Inter-
Provincial Tournaments and eight boys in various Craven 
and Grant Khomo Rugby week sides.  Eight boys were 
chosen to represent the province in Squash across the 
age groups and the 1st Squash team won the Western 
Province Top Schools’ Squash Tournament for the twelfth 
consecutive year.  In addition to this, RBHS squash players 
were the winners at the SA Top Schools’ Tournament and 
went on to represent the province at the South African Top 
Schools U19 Championship in Pietermaritzburg where they 
placed second, losing narrowly to Selborne in the final. 
Football in the local league has gone well with our U19A 
side having a successful season. The Rondebosch First 
Golf team was undefeated and accordingly won the WP 
Schools’ Golf South League. 
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We have had SA selections at the U18 level in the major 
winter sporting codes with the addition of Squash 
and Chess. In this regard, the following boys are to be 
congratulated: in Hockey: Jordan New, Liam Sorensen and 
Cole Walbrugh; in Rugby: Bryan le Roux and Lukhanyo 
‘Boepa’ Vokozela (Grade 11) received U18 selections while 
Dalvon Blood (Grade 11) made the U18 SA sevens side. 
Giyan Sulcas (Grade 8) and Jacques Duminy (Grade 11) 
were both called up to the South African Schools’ Squash 
Squad and, for the first time in many years, we had a 
national Chess selection in Nico Martin (Grade 11), who 
was selected to represent South Africa at the World Youth 
Chess Championships in India. 

Clearly the kind of success mentioned here does not come 
without deep commitment from players, parents and 
coaches. I thank our parents for their unstinting support 
of their sons through long hours of sports practices and 
seemingly ever lengthening seasons. It is crucial that our 
teams are supported by teaching staff and their work in 
ensuring that Rondebosch is a force to be reckoned with is 
recognised and appreciated. 

The Department of Education of the Western Cape has 
recently looked at the many massive systemic problems 
that they have had to deal with in schools across 
the province and have made the connection between 
schools which value values and academic and personal 
success. They have initiated a province wide initiative 
called Transform to Perform with the aim of entrenching 
transformative values in schools. This initiate underscores 
the move we made as a result of our strategic talks to 
employ a senior staff member to focus on matters of 
Civic and Social Engagement. Mr Siljeur, through the 
CSR programme has continued to made good progress in 
setting up opportunities for boys to find a voice, and Dr 
Teubes, through various Leadership Days and interventions 
and a focused values programme, have begun to speak to 
the hearts of our scholars. In this regard, I would like to 
thank the prefects for an excellent year of service to the 
school, particularly Lehan Botha and Josquin du Toit for 
their exceptional example and strong leadership this year.

The outdoor and adventure programme continues to be 
an immensely important arm of the school. This year four 
groups of seven Grade Eleven boys went on the White 
Rhino Trail and we will end the year with the Grade 9s 
going out on a new version of the six year old Journey 
programme. Two outreach experiences during the holidays 
saw Rondebosch boys at work at Tyali Secondary School in 
the Transkei, while our young men have made an incredible 
impact in various initiatives, many in collaboration with 
neighbouring schools. There have been colloquiums held 
speaking of Mental Health issues and, more recently, 
interactions with Rustenburg girls around gender and 
ways of dealing with gender related abuse and violence. 
Also noteworthy are the Langa Community Project, class 
initiatives, Habitat for Humanity and hundreds of hours 
of community service. The school has also launched the 
‘Bridges of Hope’ initiative which provides volunteers 
with the opportunity to mentor young people from 
disadvantaged communities. The International Exchange 
Programme has made it possible for two exchange 
students to be with us during the third term on the 
reciprocal Wrekin Exchange, and we were visited by a 
group of Minnetonka High students in August on the South 
African leg of that exchange programme.

It seems right at this occasion to make mention of the 
retirement at the end of this year of Mrs Sharon Lyall from 
her position as Receptionist. Over her twenty-one years 
of service Sharon has grown to become synonymous with 
Rondebosch; being the first voice and face that callers and 
visitors hear and see. In spite of having sons of her own, 
Mrs Lyall has also become something of a mother figure to 
our many boys, particularly in times of distress. On behalf 
of the pupils, parents and teachers who have had the 
benefit of Mrs Lyall’s cheerful smile and readiness to be of 
service, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs 
Lyall for her dedication to the school. 

Rondebosch remains in good health and this has as 
much to do with the operations of the school as with 
the incredible and fierce loyalty one experiences in every 
conversation one has with members of the Bosch family. 
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The school is mindful of and grateful for the incredible 
generosity of its Old Boys in assisting us to grow the 
physical facilities of the campus; evidenced this year in 
the development of the Indoor Cricket Centre and the 
expansion of the boarding facilities. A clear indication of 
the strength of the school is the number of substantial 
endowments, fundraising and donations over the past 120 
odd years – funding which has also allowed the school to 
offer scholarships in the fields of Academics, Music and 
Sport and to develop facilities that are the envy of most 
other South African schools.

It is evident that the more involved the community 
caring for the school becomes, the stronger the school 
becomes. I am therefore appreciative of the time and 
commitment of the managers, teachers, parents and Old 
Boys who are completely committed to the delivery of 
excellence at Rondebosch. I would like to pay homage 
to an exceptionally hard-working and committed staff, 
both those in the classroom and those in administration 
and support. I also value the support offered to the High 
School and the excellent preparatory work done by our 
counterparts at Rondebosch Boys’ Prep, with a special 
word of thanks to Ian Ryan who has stepped into the role 
of Head of the Preparatory School firmly wearing his own 
shoes. I am grateful to the Old Boys’ Union, the Trusts and 
the parents’ support committees, especially the Board 
of Governors and the chairman, Mr Gary Fisher, without 
whose enthusiasm and nudging support, I would not be 
kept on my toes. 

It seems that increasingly the call is for schools to be 
places which challenge their students to form a moral 
backbone, to exhibit a courageous heart and to reach out 
and embrace their fellow South Africans. In encouraging 
our boys to do this, it seems to me that we too as a school 
need to be courageous. Through the ‘Twittersphere’ and 
the ‘Instagramosphere’ and other social media platforms 
it seems that everyone claims the right to be a critic. This 
means that when boys of Rondebosch line the streets 
in opposition to gender-based violence we must brace 

ourselves for various critics to accuse us of being a stewing 
pot for ‘toxic masculinity’.  

Theodore Roosevelt gives us some perspective in this 
regard when he says: “It is not the critic who counts; not 
the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, 
or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. 
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the 
arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; 
who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again 
and again, because there is no effort without error and 
shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; 
who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who 
spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows 
in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the 
worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that 
his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls 
who neither know victory nor defeat.”

We have pressures from so many quarters to exhibit 
excellence, particularly in sport. While it may be the desire 
in the minds of some to see domination on a galactic 
scale as our sporting goal, like all activities at our school 
the vision is very simple – ‘raise good men’. If anything we 
must be an incubator for developing ‘good men’ on a global 
scale. Michael Thompson in his excellent book, ‘Raising 
Cain’ holds that boys need to learn that emotional courage 
is courage. As we develop our future plans, we will continue 
to keep at the forefront the outcomes made explicit in 
the 125 Vison that the young men who leave Rondebosch 
will be ‘resilient and adaptable and equipped with the 
educational, ethical, social and emotional competencies to 
effect significant and lasting change in the world.’ 

As I look across this eager sea of E’19 faces ‘marred by the 
dust and sweat of the arena’ and reflect on the journey of 
‘enthusiasms and devotions’ that has brought them here, I 
know that they will do us proud.

S SIMPSON
HEADMASTER
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SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY

Seated: J Volmink, M Probyn, G Fisher (Chairman), S Simpson (Headmaster), S Schlesinger, S Ebrahim.
Standing: G Pienaar, J Klette, A van Rensburg, J de Kock, D Frost, T Tshapela, W Domingo, E du Toit, N Teubes, P Coutts, A Ross.
Absent: S Grobler, C Chalmers, J Samson, B Rutherford & F Shaw

The 2019 academic year has run its course and the 
numerous milestones that sum up an active and successful 
year at RBHS are a matter of record. You will read in the 
Headmaster’s report about the extraordinary achievements 
of this school across virtually every pursuit and endeavour. 
The job of managing a state educational institution is an 
exceptionally demanding one and I would like to recognise 
the Headmaster and his staff and management team 
for their leadership. Importantly, they have ensured that 
Rondebosch Boys’ High School remains a relevant and 
active corporate citizen, contributing to national education 
outcomes as well as maintaining a culture of excellence. 

The School Governing Body (SGB) met formally on eight 
occasions this year and there has been a high level of 
committee activity in-between meetings, both scheduled 
and ad hoc. The Rondebosch Schools are very fortunate 
to have a high caliber of elected parents and staff serving 
on their SGBs. The High School has the added privilege of 
having its Head and Deputy Head Prefects as ex officio 
members. Sitting around the table with representatives from 
the learner body provides the SGB with unique insight into 
the mind of the Bosch boy and is a useful sounding board in 
taking decisions that affect school life. 

The SGB has said goodbye to three of its parent members 
this year, namely Sarah Grobler, Vaughan van Eden and 
Fraser Shaw, who are parents of Matric boys. These three 
people have served this school and its parent and learner 

community with distinction. I would like to express a 
profound thank you to each of them on behalf of all Bosch 
parents and to wish them well in adjusting to life outside of 
the immediate Bosch community – apparently not always 
such an easy task!

The School held a successful by-election in the fourth term: 
Jillian Klette (Hostel Management Committee), Brennan 
Rutherford (Estates Committee) and Professor John Volmink 
were duly elected to serve on the SGB for the remainder 
of the current term of office. Professor Volmink is a new 
face around the table and is also Chairman of the Umalusi 
Council, a national body directly responsible for setting and 
monitoring standards for general and further education in 
South Africa. 

It is worth noting the two major capital expenditure projects 
that have commenced during 2019, namely the indoor cricket 
centre and the extension to Mason House. The cricket centre 
has been funded by the Carleton Lloyd Education Trust 
(CLET), which was established on the death of enigmatic 
Old Boy Carleton Lloyd and is, according to his wishes, set 
aside for the benefit of both Rondebosch Schools and Old 
Boys. CLET has over the past 15 years disbursed R40,8m 
(adjusted for inflation) in support of 24 separate capex 
projects and some R11m in scholarships, primarily in support 
of previously disadvantaged learners. This staggering legacy 
from one man cannot be measured. 
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The hostel extension will accommodate eight additional 
boarders per grade, beginning with Grade 8 from 2021, 
as well as additional educator accommodation. This is an 
important project for the school – the boarding houses play 
a vital role in the fabric of RBHS, offering opportunities 
for those families who recognise the value of a Bosch 
education but live outside of the immediate area, as well 
as accommodating scholarship boys. This project is funded 
with reserves built up over the years by the boarding 
houses and is not drawn from general school fees. The 
boarding house reserve fund accumulates as a result of 
renting out the boarding houses during holiday times to 
touring sports teams. 

An important annual parent meeting is the budget meeting, 
where parents vote on the following year’s budget, without 
which the school could not function. This year’s meeting 
was concluded with unanimous approval of the proposed 
budget together with the fees for 2020. The School 
and SGB are well aware of the increasing slice of family 
budgets that are allocated to school fees and the zero-
based budgeting process bears the scrutiny of many ‘fiscal 
eyes’ before being proposed to parents. It is only through 
the culture of fee-paying, however, that RBHS is able to 
deliver the product we have come to expect, and it is 
critical that we maintain this. 

SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY

I shared on Speech Night this year what I had recently 
learned about the meaning of the often misunderstood 
concept of ubuntu. ‘Ntu’ as we know, is the word for person 
in the Nguni languages and ‘ubu’ is associated with being 
‘incomplete’. In other words, I acknowledge that I’m an 
incomplete person and it is my community that completes 
me. Another way of putting it is ‘I am because we are’. 
I mentioned that this reminded me of the Rondebosch 
community with its inclusive nature and I encouraged the 
E’19s to go out into the world and use their wings to fly 
higher and wider, but never to forget where and with whom 
they developed their wings.

RBHS is in the first place a community school. The word 
community is defined as a small or large social unit who 
have something in common, such as norms,  values, or 
identity. There is much to draw on from this definition, both 
in terms of the challenges and opportunities currently facing 
our community. One thing I can say with confidence is that 
the school continues to look ahead, actively seeking ways to 
be relevant through initiatives such as its transformation and 
diversity forum, as it readies our boys to take their place as 
responsible citizens in the South Africa of the future. 

It remains to wish the Bosch Community everything of the 
best as 2019 draws to a close and a peaceful festive season. 
Altius et Latius.

G Fisher
CHAIRMAN
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STAFF
HEADMASTER
Mr S Simpson B A, HDE, B Ed (Hons)
 
DEPUTY HEADMASTERS:  
Mr S Ebrahim, B Sc, HDE: Physical Sciences 
Mr G Pienaar, HDE: Engineering Graphics & Design 
Dr N Teubes, M A (Phys Ed), DPhil: Life Sciences 

Heads of Department: 
Mrs S Carletti, B Sc (Hons), B Ed: Mathematics
Mr G Endley, B A (Phys Ed), HDE: Geography
Mr K Jenkins, B A Fine Arts (Hons), HDE: Visual Arts
Mr A Nel, B A (Ed), B A (Hons): Afrikaans 
Mr L Nel, B Comm, HED: Accounting, EMS
Mr B Siljeur, HDE: Life Orientation, Maths Literacy

TEACHERS
Ms L Arnott, B Sc (Hons), PGCE: Physical Sciences
Ms P Ashwell, B A, HOD: English (from April)
Mr E Bam, B Ed : Economics, EMS, Technology 
Ms M Barnard, M Ed, B Bus Sci (Hons), PGCE: Mathematics (from September)
Ms D Baws, B A (Hons): English (from July)
Mr R Bowley, B Sc (Hons), PGCE : Life Sciences, Natural Sciences
Mr K Buitendag, M Mus: Music
Ms G Cator, B A (Hons), HDE: English (part-time)
Mr R Claassen, B Comm (Acc): Accounting, Physical Sciences
Mr R Dalrymple, B Proc, B A: English
Mr M de Kock, B Mus (Hons): Music
Mr W Domingo, B Soc Sci, PGCE: History
Mrs E du Toit, M A, B A (Hons), PGCE: Mathematics 
Mr T Edwards, B Sc (Hons), PGCE: Mathematics
Ms N Foster, B Sc, HDE: Life Sciences (part-time)
Mr A Fransman, B Ed (Hons): Afrikaans
Ms E Fraser, B A, HDE: English (from April)
Mr D Geldenhuys, B A (Ed), B A (Human Movement Science)(Hons): 

Mathematics
Ms P Ghignone, B Sc (Ed), B Sc (Medicine)(Hons), PGCE: Mathematics

Ms W Govender, ND Chem Eng, PGCE: Information Technology, Natural 
Sciences, Technology

Mr W Guma, ND Sport Management, B Tech Sports Management, PGCE: 
EMS, Life Orientation, Technology

Mr B Halday, B Sc (Ed), B Ed: Natural Sciences, Physical Sciences
Mr S Harris, B Ed: Economics
Ms V Joubert, B Mus Ed, B Mus (Hons), M Mus: Music
Ms L Kannemeyer, B Sc, HDE: Life Sciences
Ms M Kershaw, HED: History
Dr P Kew, M Sc, B VSc, B A (Hons): English
Ms B Lee, B A, HDE: Afrikaans
Ms A McLean, B A, HDE: English 
Mr D Mitchell, B A, PGCE: Natural Sciences, Life Sciences, Technology, Life 

Orientation 
Mr C Morrison, B A (Hons), PGCE : History, English 
Ms M Nell, N Dip Architectural Studies, PGCE: Engineering Graphics & 

Design, Technology (from July)
Ms P Newham, B A (Hons), PGCE, M A: Visual Arts, Creative Arts
Ms C Nicholls, B A, PGCE: Afrikaans
Mr Z Nongqotho, B A (Hons), HDE: Xhosa
Mr G Paarman, B A, HDE: Geography 
Mr P Pearson, B A (Hons), HDE, M A: English (until June)
Mr S Pelser, TTHDE: Afrikaans
Mr G Quaite, B Ed: Engineering Graphics & Design, Technology (until July)
Mr T Scarr, B Mus: Music 
Mr O Slingers, B Sc, B A (Hons), M Sc: Geography
Mr J Snijmann, B A (Ed), B A (Hons): Afrikaans 
Ms T Starke, B A (Hons): Life Orientation
Dr R Toerien, B Sc (Hons), HDE, PhD: Physical Sciences (part-time)
Ms M van Zyl, B Sc (Hons), PGCE: Mathematics
Ms S Verster, B Sc, PGCE: Mathematics (until August)
Mr G Vlotman, Advanced Diploma Sport Management, PGCE: EMS, Life 

Orientation (until June)
Mr D Watt, B A (Hons), STD: English (until March)
Mr C Wren-Sargent, B A, B Ed: English (part-time) (until March)
Mr J Zeeman, B A, PGCE: English, Physical Education

First Row Standing (L-R):  R Claassen, O Slingers, G Paarman, T Pressly, J Zeeman, J Carew, C Morrison, R Dalrymple,  T Edwards, W Guma, M van Zyl
Second Row Seated (L-R):  A Nel, G Endley, L Nel, G Pienaar, S Ebrahim, S Simpson, N Teubes, K Jenkins, S Carletti, B Siljeur, T Scarr
Third Row Standing (L-R):  P Ashwell, Z Ndima, W Govender, B Lee, M Barnard, R Toerien, R Bowley, A McLean, N Maqoko,  J Papier, L Arnott, N Foster, M Kershaw,  
T Starke, C Nicholls, V Joubert, K Duncan, P Kew, B Mketse
Fourth Row (L-R):  W Wood, G Zangqa, A Fransman, M Nokonya, J de Kock, A van Rensburg, S Harris, A Lemmon, A Manamathela, W Domingo, L Mzima, S Lyall,  
J Harker, G Cator, L Shanker, D Sithole, S Lindani, T Mbinda
Fifth Row (L-R):  A Mketse, D Mkiva, G Wakyoni, A Barnard, K Poswa, B Kili, P Ghignone, V Nzima, S Mhlamanezana, E Fraser, L Kannemeyer, M Brooks, M Nell, S Nkubu, 
A Matyalana, D Geldenhuys, Z Nongqotho, A Landu, P Yalezo, N Mzimdaka
Sixth Row (L-R):  B Taylor, L Byren, B Halday, G Johnson, A Kanonge , M de Kock, D Mitchell, P Coutts, E Bam, K Mketso, E Mketso, J Snijmann, K Buitendag, E du Toit,  
P Newham, K Appiah
Absent:  F Brooks, S Damster, L Forbes, A Magson, P Ogilvie
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INTERNSHIPS
Mr K Appiah, B Marketing Communication, PGD Sports Management: 

Conversational Xhosa, EMS
Mr K Barnett: Drama, English, History (until June)
Mr L Byren, B Sc: Information Technology, Mathematics, Technology
Mr J Carew, B Soc Sci, PGD Sports Management: EMS, History, Life 

Orientation (from July)
Mr M Palframan: Mathematics, Visual Arts (until June)
Mr B Taylor, B Bus Sci: Mathematics

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Business Manager:  Mr P Coutts
IT Operations & Innovations Manager:  Mr L Forbes
IT Engineer:  Mr E Lebepe
IT Support:  Mr F Brooks, Mr A Magson
Sports Administrators:  Mr G Vlotman (until June), Mr J Zeeman,  

Mr J Carew (from July)
Librarian:  Mrs J Harker 
School Secretaries:  Mrs S Damster, Mrs S Lyall
Bursar:  Mrs A Barnard 
Accounts Department:  Mrs J de Wit (until February), Ms L Shanker (from 

March) 
Bursar (School Fees):  Mrs T Pressly 
Laboratory Assistant:  Mr J Papier 
Music Department Administrative Secretary:  Mrs J Sheard (part-time)
Music Department Technical Assistant:  Mr C Baron
Printing:  Mrs M Brooks (part-time)
Headmaster’s PA:  Mrs A van Rensburg

BOARDING HOUSE STAFF
Canigou Superintendent:  Mr G Pienaar 
Head of Canigou:  Mr R Claassen
Canigou Housemasters:  Mr A Nel, Mr D Geldenhuys, Mr W Guma,  

Mr J Snijmann
Head of Mason House:  Mr T Edwards
Mason House Housemasters:  Mr R Dalrymple, Mr K Jenkins
Mason House Student Masters: Mr K Appiah, Mr B Taylor
Matrons:  Mrs K Duncan (Hostel Manager), Mrs A Lemmon (Catering 

Manager)
Support Staff:  Mr T Lamani, Mr L Manamathela, Mr A Matyalama,  

Mrs N Mbombela, Mrs N Moqoko, Mrs V Mxamli, Mrs Z Ndima,  
Mr M Nokonya, Mrs D Sithole, Mr G Zangqa

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Mrs P Ogilvie – Public Relations / Marketing / Communications
Mrs J de Kock – Marketing Manager
Ms S Salih – Marketing Assistant (part-time)

BOSCH SHOP
Manageress: Mrs M Napoli
Assistants:  Mesdames T Azevedo, D Greyling, D van der Schyff

TUCK SHOP & CATERING
Tuck Shop Manageress: Mrs L Biermann
Catering:  Mrs M Macleod-Smith

ESTATES
Estates Managers: Mr G Johnson, Mr W Wood
Buildings: Mr A Mketse

SUPPORT STAFF – BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Buildings:  Messrs T Khanzi, M Kili, S Lindani, X Lingani, Z Maweza,  

S Mhlamanzana, Z Mketse, E Mketso, K Mketso, L Mzima, S Nkubu,  
N Yalezo and Mrs P Mketse.

Grounds:  Messrs B Bakubaku, F Kanonge, E Kazunga, A Landu,  
M Mayongo, L Mbambani, T Mbinda, E Mkangelwa,  D Mkiva,  
N Mzimdaka, V Mzima, K Poswa, S Poswa, G Wakyoni, B Wayiti

GOVERNING BODY 2019
Parent Members Ex officio
Mr G Fisher (Chairman) Mr S Simpson
Ms C Chalmers Mr S Ebrahim
Mrs S Grobler (Secretary) (until October) Mr G Pienaar
Mrs J Klette (from October)  Dr N Teubes
Mr B Rutherford (from October)
Ms J Samson
Mr S Schlesinger
Mr F Shaw (Treasurer) (until October)
Mr V van Eden (until October)
Dr J Volmink (from October)

Educator Members Non-Educator Member
Mr W Domingo Mr P Coutts
Mrs E du Toit

By invitation Pupils
Mr M Probyn (Chairman: OBU)  Lehan Botha (until September)
Mr A Ross (OBU)  Josquin du Toit (until September)
Mrs J de Kock (Marketing)  David Frost (from October)
Mrs A van Rensburg (Minuting Secretary)  Thando Tshapela (from October)

STAFF
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STAFF NEWS
The new year brought a number of new faces to the 
staffroom, with Mr Pearson and the familiar face of Mr Watt 
in the English department and the History department 
welcoming Mr Morrison. Early on we bade farewell to Mrs 
Jenny De Witt in the finance office.  She was replaced by 
Mrs Lisa Shanker.

Also in the first term, the staff development at the 
picturesque Du Kloof Lodge saw the staff unwind but 
also engage with interesting discussion sessions such as 
environmental sustainability and the progress on the Bosch 
125 plan.

The end of the term saw the retirement of Rondebosch icon 
Mr Chris Wren-Sargent after more than three decades of 
service to the school. In his role as English teacher, HOD and 
later Deputy Headmaster, Mr Wren-Sargent had a massive 
impact on all of the learners he interacted with, but had an 
equal if not greater effect on those who had the privilege to 
work with him. 

During the year we saw the emigration of Mr Quaite (China), 
Mr Vlotman (New Zealand) and Mr Pearson (Australia).   
Mr Palframan also moved, slightly closer, to the Eastern 
Cape, Mr Barnett to the distant Northern Suburbs to pursue 
a career in interior design and Ms Verster who took up a 
teaching position at Reddam.

We welcomed Ms Barnard to the Maths Department, Mrs 
Coleman to the Art Department, the English Department 
was bolstered by Mmes Fraser, Ashwell and Baws and the 
contingent of new staff completed by Ms Snyders in Drama, 
Ms Nell in EGD and Mr Carew in Life Orientation and EMS.

Messrs Bowley, Domingo, Harris and Nel accompanied two 
hockey teams on their tour to the Netherlands and Spain. 
On the local front Messrs Mitchell and Morrison as well as 

Mmes Cator and Du Toit went with groups on the annual 
White Rhino Trail. Messrs De Kock and Scarr accompanied 
the various bands to the National Arts Festival and were 
joined by Mr Jenkins taking a group on Art and Culture 
tour. Mr Edwards and Ms Starke took a World Challenge 
group to Nepal and Mr Paarman accompanied the annual 
Transkei Outreach Programme. Ms Starke along with Mr van 
Rensburg, Dr Teubes and Mr Wren-Sargent joined the Grade 
9 boys in a very eventful 2019 Journey.

A number of staff members have once again been appointed 
as markers for the Senior National Exams, positions that 
lead to them bringing back valuable certificate skills and 
knowledge to the school.  Notably, Mr Ebrahim (Chief 
Marker: Physical Sciences), Mrs Carletti (Senior Marker: 
Mathematics), Mrs Kannemeyer (Internal Moderator: 
Biology), Mr Nongqotho (Internal Moderator: isiXhosa FAL), 
Mr Jenkins (Senior Marker: Visual Arts) are amongst those 
appointed.

Our congratulations go to Ms Regnart who tied the knot 
during the year and became Mrs Fraser, as well as Mr 
Edwards who was married to Aimeé in December. Further 
congratulations go to Mr Domingo and his wife Urooj on the 
birth of their daughter Alayna. 

Our condolences go to Ms Foster who lost her brother,  
Mr Appiah on the loss of his grandmother, Mr Nonqotho who 
lost his brother-in-law, Mr Guma who lost his cousin and Mr 
Pelser on the passing of his father. We were also saddened 
to learn that one of our security personnel,  
Mr Garcia, passed away in October.

Sadly, at the end 2019 we say goodbye to Messrs Byren and 
Taylor who finish their internships and long-serving secretary 
and the face of Rondebosch, Ms Sharon Lyall.

STAFF NEWS

TUCKSHOP
A huge thank you to all of the many Mums and Dads 
who generously contributed their time and energy to the 
tuckshop and assisted with the numerous catering events.

L Biermann
TUCKSHOP

M MacLeod Smith
CATERING

CONGRATULATIONS!

Elizabeth and Andrew 
Fraser (E’83) tied the 
knot on 22 June 2019

Congrats to Waseem 
and Urooj Domingo 
on the birth of their 
daughter, Alayna, born 
14 October 2019

Newlyweds Trevor and 
Aimeé Edwards, married 
on 7 December 2019
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CHRIS WREN-SARGENT
A tribute to my friend…Wren

Best to keep this light-hearted as 
there is always great sadness when 
a legend retires!

It is a great privilege to say a few 
words today, having been asked 
probably because we have spent 
so much time together. Wren 

quoted a little stat the other day in which he 
calculated that the two of us, in total, had spent six months 
fishing together – that is...probably fishing for the same 
fish! Well, I have done my own calculations – of those six 
months, he spent four months sleeping, a month and a half 
playing Sudoku and the rest cleaning his equipment!

More factually accurate is that he spent 27 years at Bosch, 
arriving in 1992. He reached iconic status as Head of the 
English Department, which he led for many years. He was 
Academic Deputy for 17 years and was extensively involved 
in sport, notably hockey and tennis, the latter as MiC. He 
is a keen rugby supporter and I hope our Saturday morning 
breakfast rituals continue.

He is admired for so many reasons: 
• His pragmatic and sensible approach to dealing with 

issues. He has a unique way of dealing with young boys, 
particularly in dealing with difficult boys. We will definitely 
miss his experience, his knowledge and wisdom.

• His direct approach and ability to get to the pith and 
marrow of issues whilst always keeping the bigger 
picture in mind.

• His genuine interest in the welfare of boys. Walking 
anywhere on the grounds with him is always a slow affair 
as he stops and engages with just about every learner. 
There is always a firm handshake and a genuine interest 
in the young man’s well-being. It is not surprising that 
he is deeply respected by so many boys. We saw that in 
the way they responded to him in his final assembly. His 
legacy at Bosch has been cemented.

• Our slow walks to the pool were compounded by the fact 
that he was always pulling weeds or picking up litter. He 
truly lives Lord Robert Baden-Powell’s famous Scout quote: 
Leave the world a little better than you found it. That is 
exactly what Chris has done:  he left leave Bosch in a 
better space than he found it. 

On a lighter note…we will miss:
• His range of colourful socks.
• The interesting conversations, the laughs and the serious 

stuff.
• His wisdom on so many fronts… general knowledge on 

current affairs, books, music, trees, birds and so much 
more. Don’t ask Cirri... ask Chris.

On a personal level, I greatly admire how organised his 
garage is! But more impressive is his ability to sleep 
anywhere and at any time: I once drifted past his float tube 
in mid-winter at Lakenvlei in the rain to find him fast asleep, 
in shorts nogal!

We wish Chris well and look forward to enjoying his company 
at school events during his retirement.

N Teubes

STAFF FAREWELLS

SHARON LYALL
Sharon, after 21 years of being the 
positive face of Rondebosch Boys’ High 
School reception, not to mention the 
voice on the other side of the phone 
for parents needing to make contact 
with their sons, retired at the end of 
this year. 

What has made Sharon different from 
the usual receptionist is her inward 
focus. Her customers have been the 
generations of pupils who, from Grade 
8 to Grade 12, came to rely on her for 
friendship, information and guidance. 
The esteem in which she is held can be 

readily seen by the steady stream of 
choc’s and boys that come in gratitude 
for assistance rendered. She has been 
a good mother to many a Bosch boy.

She has likewise been a good mother 
to her own two sons, Rafe (E2005), who 
received his Doctorate in Molecular and 
Cellular Biology and who is currently 
continuing research in Bulgaria and 
Ross (E2008) who is an archaeologist 
working various digs in Southern Africa. 
The boys probably get their tendency 
to research and dig from Sharon’s great 
interest in genealogy which she looks 

forward to 
pursuing. 

The last 21 
years at 
RBHS have 
been good 
fun, Sharon 
says, 
especially 
considering all the amazing people 
she has met and the boys she has seen 
growing up to become fine young men.

P Coutts

Brenden Taylor Jenny de Wit Kyle Barnett Liam Byren Michael Palframan
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SARAH VERSTER
There are four things that Sarah loves 
above all others: her family, her friends, 
her students and of course, trying 
out new restaurants. She started her 
teaching career at Rondebosch five 
years ago and has proved herself to be 
a passionate and ambitious person. This 
was reflected in both her teaching and 
in the numerous societies and sports 
with which she was involved during her 
time here. An example of this is when 
she became Head of Andrews. It was 
not difficult to spot the Andrews notice 
board with its colourful display filled with 
photos and results – even if those results 
weren’t always the best.

Sarah is someone who strongly believes 
that everyone should be treated equally 
and fairly. The first thing she tackled when 
she became Head of Houses was to even 
out the points awarded to sporting and 
to cultural events – one was not more 
important than the other – and of course 
growing her colourful board to include 

everyone. The same rules applied when she 
took over the Rondebosch Instagram page. 

Sarah also has an excellent eye for 
detail and was invaluable when setting 
assessments and creating resources in the 
Maths Department. I, for one, would not be 
surprised to see her name as the author 
of a best-selling textbook in the not so 
distant future. 

At the beginning of the year she initiated 
the LGBTQ+ Society (aka the Pride 
Society). She often spoke of how much 
joy it gave her to see the society grow 
so quickly and to see the boys involved 
gain confidence in their place in the 
school. She was so proud of how far the 
society came in such a short time and the 
students are so grateful to have this safe 
space to express themselves freely and 
without judgement.

Lastly, and most importantly, was her 
commitment to her boys. She never had 
any issue with sacrificing her own free 

time to do extra 
lessons whenever 
they asked. She 
was always there 
to listen when 
they needed 
it, standing on 
the side of the 
field cheering 
them on over weekends 
and spending countless hours organising 
Interact events over the years. She 
showed her dedication both in and 
outside the classroom and we know her 
boys are so thankful for her efforts and 
will miss her dearly.

It was an absolute treat to have Sarah in 
our department. We thank her for all that 
she contributed to our Department and 
to the school as a whole and we wish her 
all the very best for her new journey at 
Reddam. She will be missed.

D Geldenhuys

GARTH QUAITE
It is difficult to 
believe that Garth 
was only at 
Rondebosch for a 
little over five and 
a half years as he 
became involved 
in so many 
different spheres 

of school life in a relatively short 
space of time.

Garth’s primary role was as a teacher of 
EGD where he proved to be a popular 
and effective educator. His experience 
in the subject was further enhanced by 
being a Matric marker. Garth always 
developed good working relationships 
with his classes, although his choice of 

music in the classroom was always an 
area of concern.

Outside of the classroom, Garth was 
very busy primarily with his beloved 
security portfolio, something I am sure 
that he will miss terribly. He was also 
a popular Grade Head for Grade 12 
for the last number of years where he 
always managed to win the banter 
battles. Garth was respected as a calm 
and kind presence as a Grade Head.

On the sports field, besides playing a 
starring role in the staff soccer side, 
Garth enjoyed success with both 
the cricket and rugby sides that he 
coached. He became a highly respected 
rugby referee and was instrumental 

in allocating referees on Saturdays as 
well as mentoring young and upcoming 
referees.

Garth is without doubt a people’s 
person, a real giver of energy which was 
important in the staffroom environment. 
He is kind and caring and genuinely 
interested in those around him. It is no 
surprise that he was the catalyst for 
many of the social events that the staff 
enjoyed together.

Garth’s time at Rondebosch and 
the personal characteristics that he 
possesses will stand him in good stead 
for his new adventure in China and we all 
wish him the very best. He will be missed.
R Dalrymple

STAFF FAREWELLS

GARETH VLOTMAN
Gareth was a loyal and dedicated 
servant of Rondebosch over the years. 
His willingness to wrestle with any 
obstacle (whether it be searching the 
corridors for players for the 5th rugby 
team, organising a soccer fixture with 
Rylands HS or sorting out PE marks) will 
definitely be missed. 

He made massive contributions to the 
LO, EMS and Sports Administration 
Departments, as well as in the role of 
chief invigilator where he was known as 
the ‘Bulldog’ who kept the boys in line.

He was an exceptional mentor to the 
young staff that have drifted in and out 
of the LO Department and I am sure 
that his impact will be long lasting. 

We thank him for his contributions 
to the Sports Department in the last 
year or so. I think it is testament to 
his ability to cope with any challenge 
thrown at him. That, along with serving 
the LO Department for such a long 
period will definitely stand him in good 
stead in New Zealand. 

We wish him 
all the best 
with the 
journey that 
lies ahead. 
When I was 
at school, 
the boys 
used to call him Buzz Lightyear, 
so we leave him with these words: To 
infinity and beyond. 
Thank you and good luck.
J Zeeman
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Head Prefect’s Valedictory Speech
Good morning staff, parents and most importantly the men 
of Rondebosch and welcome to one of the most significant 
traditions that is held in your time here. Many Old Boys, 
parents and brothers have sat in these chairs, sang the 
hymns and been a part of this day before us. It is unchanged 
and as important as the first time it was held and is most 
certainly an occasion that can bring tears to any young man. 

Firstly, I would like to congratulate David, Thando and 
your group of prefects. This might be said every year, but 
I can assure you that David is a whole lot calmer than I 
was a year ago. I can remember walking up to Xander and 
I pretty much forgot what to say and had to mumble my 
way through it. I know the nerves are high and emotions are 
all over the place, but rest assured, you have an extensive 
support team behind you, and you are the best 18 men for 
the job. With this honour you can embrace and grab every 
opportunity with both hands, to ensure you all leave your 
own legacy behind. Rondebosch has offered you all so much 
over the past four years, in various aspects, and I urge you 
to make use of the privilege that you have been granted to 
make all those boys sitting in the Grade 11 gallery proud. 
Grade 11s, you are now moving into the last stretch of your 
schooling career as you take on the position of being the 
seniors of Rondebosch. The school is often judged on the 
performance of the group of Matrics. I urge you to take a 
moment to realise the opportunity you all have to add value 
to the school, in whatever aspect it may be, and by the way 
you present yourself - the rest of the Rondebosch community 
will look up to the men of E’20 and I encourage you to make 
the most out of your last year. It will be one of the best!

I wanted to make sure this 
Valedictory was extra special for 
the men of E’19. There was quite 
a bit of pressure walking up here 
for today, considering Xander’s 
speech last year and my track record 
of performances on stage over the course of the past 
year. Every time Valedictory was brought up, I was asked 
if I had started my speech or I was encouraged to begin it 
straight away. As the day approached, my thoughts became 
collected and I realised just how lucky I was to be the 
Head of such a diverse and magnificent grade that made 
this address not as daunting as it may have seemed in the 
beginning. Today’s piece is a mere reflection of the Matric 
class of 2019 and our journey through high school, one with 
great moments of joy, a few disappointments, but most 
certainly one filled with triumph and pride.

Our time as seniors of the school started off with a bang, 
when our musicians hit the stage at Cabaret. A night led 
superbly by Noah, Cuff and George who introduced the 
cheerleaders of 2019 and it could not have gotten any 
better after hearing the chants of Gasko flipping Gasko 
going wild on the Rondebosch Instagram page - you can 
only imagine how good the night was. Unfortunately, due to 
the slightly cramped venue, a large portion of our grade was 
man down for the next couple of weeks as an unknown virus 
spread throughout, but I have no doubt that it was most 
certainly worth it. 

As we are still suffering the repercussions of the drought 
we had recently, the Newlands Gala, unfortunately, could 
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not take place. This, however, did not stop the school and 
the Matrics from showing off their serious potential in the 
pool. A true representation of our grade’s ability to adapt 
came when it was time for the Matrics to lay claim to 
their position in the school by completing the Matric relay 
with ease. Then the heart-breaking news that there would 
be no Paarl Athletics fortunately seemed to have been a 
mere myth as Mr Geldenhuys and the Sports Department 
managed to pull some strings to get us loose from the 
boycott on Paarl Boys’. They truly did let the boys play. 
This was where our run of form continued as Noah and the 
cheerleaders had their first proper opportunity to show off 
the intense vibe that the men of E’19 contained. There might 
have been a couple of shaky new songs along the way, 
but give any one of the 11 cheerleaders, besides Dayyaan, 
a drum and they will be sure to get “let’s go Boschy boys” 
firing in the crowd. But in all seriousness, on behalf of the 
grade and the school, I would like to thank you for all the 
time and effort you put into getting the school to back 
our boys on the field. The group of you have truly been an 
inspiration and have most certainly reignited the spark of 
gees that has been missing over the past couple of years.

The support coming from the side of the sports field and on 
the stands, means more to the boys on the pitch than the 
supporters often realise. When I look back at all the sporting 
heroics that took place over the past year, the common 
dominator was the chanting voices of support coming from 
the side. Under the leadership of Liam Sorenson, the 1st 
team hockey side produced some serious results throughout 
the course of the year: winning the Knockouts for the second 
year in a row, but the most memorable victory was the last 
fixture on the hockey calendar – BishBosch. This thrilling 
encounter left many Bosch boys speechless and was one for 
the books. They set the platform for the rugby boys, which 
led to the end of one of the most successful rugby seasons 

in the last couple of years. The 1st XV led by Jordan Collier 
was a side feared by many throughout the winter season, 
they won many against all odds and topped it all off with a 
memorable win against Bishops on the Tinkie. 

But sport is most certainly not the only area of school life 
that we excelled in. Even with the new Academic Colours 
system in place, the brains trust of 2019 made sure to 
keep up the high name of the school throughout the year. 
Academics might not be the strongest point of many in our 
grade, but we are in line to be the first Matric class to have 
a 100% bachelors pass rate in Rondebosch history. Just to 
continue the long standing UCT Maths competition streak of 
winning, the mathletes made sure to continue our consistent 
form. We once again had multiple members form part of 
the National Schools’ Big Band and our Drama Department 
showed off their class at the production of the 12 Angry 
Jurors. 

Matric wouldn’t quite be Matric without a couple of slip ups 
along the way. Thankfully we are given the opportunity to 
let the world know about these mistakes during SNL. I can 
only imagine the fear that must have been accumulating in 
the staff room, especially after two postponements. When 
the men of E’19 were given full licence to get onto the stage, 
behind the mic and begin ripping into moments that made 
our time here at Rondebosch even better. I honestly wouldn’t 
blame Mr Quaite if he was sitting in China right now 
having traumatic flashbacks of the build up to SNL. Putting 
together a show of this magnitude is not an easy task and 
a massive thank you must go out to all the staff and boys 
who played a part in making sure that the evening was 
such a success. A special thanks to Gary Allen and Is’maeel 
Arend who found the confident young men to walk around in 
boxers, covered in baby oil and had many sleepless nights to 
ensure everything ran smoothly on the night. 

HEAD PREFECT
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Over the course of the year, as the boys became more 
comfortable and settled in on the lawn, we began to see 
some interesting things unfold. This includes MMA action 
which led to some near death experiences, the buggas 
moving their patch dependent on where the shade was, HM 
on their own down on the Tinkies side of the lawn and who 
could forget red brick footy that brought out the competitive 
side of many. It didn’t take long before we were told to 
calm down and to be reminded that the lawn was strictly 
a place for small talk and eating lunch after a serious day 
of class. This was because some cricket on the lawn came 
about, with the main objective to see who could hit the ball 
through a window into Mr Simpson’s office, through the main 
entrance of the school into Ms Lyall’s office or who could 
take a one handed speccy. The lawn became a space where 
we could forget about all the work that lay ahead of us, the 
stress that came with figuring out our futures and we could 
just be careless teenage boys in our last year of high school. 

When the third term came around, whispers of silly season 
became louder and louder. Josquin and I had decided it 
was time to call an all important meeting to discuss the 
process that we required to fulfil our grade’s needs. After a 
couple of meetings, we came to an agreement that Noah 
and Dayyaan should be brought into the mix as this would 
help with the management of the 160 eager Matrics through 
the exciting end to our five years at Rondebosch. We said 
we would manage them, and so we tried. We managed 
them successfully for one full day. The second day our entire 
grade was called into the Memorial Hall during class to be 
spoken to by Mr Ebrahim, Mr Pienaar and our grade heads to 
be told to settle down and that the squirrels didn’t respond 
well to the sound of fire crackers. As the term continued and 
the reality of mocks settled in, the concern about where our 
‘Fiela se kind” books were and the need to get Gary’s LO 
notes for one last time was at a new level. But as the men 
of E’19 always do, we came through at the end of the tough 
four week period with smiles on our faces. All eyes were 
then on the once in a lifetime evening at Kelvin Grove, a 
midnight in Paris and it was most certainly one to remember. 
Who could even consider forgetting Mr Edwards quoting 
Drake to end off an emotional message to our grade?

The last year of school for any pupil is directly impacted by 
the individuals he is surrounded by and I believe this is when 
I should thank each and every one of you sitting in front of 
me for the past five years of my life. Many of you sitting here 
might be scared of leaving an institution that has provided 
so much for you over the years, others might be super keen 
for their journey out of school and there will be some of 
you who are not certain about the way you are feeling at 
the moment. This is a terrifying and exciting time ahead of 
us and I want to encourage you all to take a moment and 
look back at all the memorable times, good or bad, and 
be grateful to have experienced them with the men sitting 
beside you. 

I certainly do believe that beneath all the success of the 
Matric class of E’19 there was a solid platform created by 
the magnificent teaching staff, our individual support teams 
and our parents. To all the parents gathered here today, you 
all have truly raised a group of decent young men and by 
investing their time in an institution like this, you have given 
us a head start for what lies ahead for us in the future. 

To Mr Simpson, I would like to thank you all on behalf of 
the grade for your support and patience throughout the 
five years and specifically this one. Sir, you were always 
out there trying to accommodate our needs and being as 
reasonable as we ever could have asked for. To Mr Edwards, 
it has been an absolute privilege to have had you be a part 
of our grade for our time here at Rondebosch. Somehow you 
managed not to miss a thing, whether it be the contents 
in Rattray’s pockets, or some inside banter between boys 
in the grade that you managed to understand. I believe 
you are a role model for many of the men at Rondebosch. 
To Mr Harris, you only joined us half way through the third 
term, but you truly did become one of us with ease. Thank 
you for being there and looking out for all the small things 
within our grade and for making the last bit of this year a 
memorable one. 

A school like this can only run smoothly, efficiently and 
the way it does because of the staff that is so caring and 
passionate. I would like to thank each and every member 
of staff for always being there with an open heart willing 
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to help and support all the boys along our journey at 
Rondebosch. 

Now to the 17 prefects who had my back through the times 
I was and wasn’t present at school. Just like that, a year 
of busy schedules, midnight experiences at Greyton, last 
post duties and all of George’s stories in the proom, they 
have come to an end. Throughout this year I have often 
wondered how we have managed to turn a group filled with 
so many different types of characters and personalities 
into a functioning unit that has left people, especially Mr 
Ross, coming up to us less and less throughout the year and 
asking us, “What do prefects really do?”. I take my hat off to 
every single one of you, because whenever you were posed 
with a challenge or something to do, you did it efficiently 
and with excitement. Over the time I have spent with you, 
I’ve had moments of being rather grumpy and slightly 
upset, but all those times are greatly outnumbered by the 
times of laughter and joy, which I have shared with you all. 
This year wouldn’t have been the same if it wasn’t for the 
unrecognised work that was done behind the scenes. On 
behalf of the grade, I thank you for all the time and energy 
that you have put in in order to make this year something 
special for everyone.

To Mr Nel, all 18 of us appreciate all the effort and all that 
you have done for us. You can’t buy experience, and all your 
experience and attention to detail is hard to ignore and 
every register period got us into good moods and ready 
to conquer the day. To Mr Paarman, sir, for someone who 
always says they don’t have much to say, but ends up 
speaking at the end of every morning meeting, thank you 
for all your wise words throughout the year. Between the 
two of you, you have been the core of the prefect body and 
a strong contributing factor to the success of the group 
through the course of the year. 

Now to the person who I could not have gotten through 
year without, Josquin. I actually remember the first time I 
met Josquin in Grade 8 on athletics day when he introduced 
himself as Chow. I can’t express how different myself and 

Josquin are, Josquin does drama, I don’t. Josquin listens to 
jazz music, I don’t and Josquin dresses, well, like Josquin. 
But the ways in which we differ and our different views on 
life is what I believe allowed us to come to the most suitable 
conclusions in many tough situations when having to make a 
final call. I have been called a part time student throughout 
the year due to my sporting commitments, but Josquin has 
always been there to pick up where I left off and always 
made sure that when I got back, the school and prefect body 
was still in order and under control. Between all the stressful 
BOG meetings and the good times in and out of the school, 
I always found comfort in your presence. It has honestly 
been a privilege to lead the school that I love with you and 
I could not have asked for anyone better to double check 
my speeches and to be at my side through what has been a 
rather chaotic year. So thank you. 

In life it is rare to find yourself in a situation where you are 
left speechless or to the point of tears. This is one of those 
times for me. There are no words to express my gratitude 
towards everything Rondebosch has offered me and just 
how thankful I have been to be the head of a grade that has 
continuously strived for greatness.

Eleanor Roosevelt once said, “You gain strength, courage and 
confidence by every experience in which you really stop to 
look fear in the face. You are able to say to yourself, ‘I have 
lived through this horror. I can take the next thing that comes 
along.’ You must do the thing you think you cannot do.”

To the men of E’19, our schooling career is about to come 
to an end and life will be taking us on different paths and 
various journeys, which will be filled with many challenges 
and new incredible memories. I encourage you all to make 
the most of every situation, embrace the adventures, strive 
to be the best and simply, enjoy every moment. We are here, 
we have made it and now is our time to go out into the world 
and do what has never been done before.
Altius et Latius 

Lehan Botha E’19
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OLD BOYS’ UNION
Let me start by thanking our out-going chairman, Adrian Dommisse, for all of the time and 
hard work he put into the Old Boys’ Union during his tenure. He can be proud of developing the 
Union and leaving it a better place. 

At the end of last year we said farewell to Tony Ryan after 21 years as Head of the Prep School 
and it gave me great pleasure to welcome Ian Ryan as the new Head. Ian has hit the ground 
running and integrated well into the Bosch community, working well with Shaun Simpson at the 
High School, and has made an immediate impact on the Prep School. I have enjoyed working 
with both Shaun and Ian as Chairman and commend them and their staff for the excellent boys 
that they are producing at Rondebosch. 

It was a special day for me in October to welcome the class of E2019 into the Old Boys fold 
as I handed them their Old Boys’ ties at the Valedictory service. We wish them well as they 
enter the next phase of their lives and remind them that, although they may have left the High 
School, they are always welcome to join their fellow Old Boys at the Heritage Centre: we urge 
them to get involved with the Union when they get an opportunity.

The joy of welcoming the new members of E2019 is tempered by the sad passing of a number 
of Old Boys this year, in particular Union Vice Presidents Clive ‘Mousey’ Young and Wilfrid 
Chetwin. ‘Mousey’ Young was fondly remembered by many Old Boys for the impact he had on 
their lives while they were at Rondebosch. These memories were created in his Accounting 
classes or on the sports fields, and many Old Boys remember a favourite pun, which he 
delivered with his uniquely dry humour.

It was a busy year for the Union starting with the Old Boys’ Dinner in March and thank you 
again to Nick Hamman (E2009) for his keynote speech. We have also had many sub-union 
and reunion events during the year. Thank you to all of the organisers and guest speakers for 
their part in arranging these events and continuing to support the fellowship of the Old Boys’ 
Union. We can be proud of having a Union of close on 8,000 members across 59 countries with 
gatherings as afar as the UK, Middle East and Australia, as well as all over South Africa. 

Closer to home we had very enjoyable summer and winter Old Boys versus school boys Sports 
Days. In particular, it was heartening to see the number of hockey teams growing and the 
introduction of football into the programme. I urge the E2019s to get involved next year so that 
we can increase the number of teams even further. 

At my last count there were around 150 Old Boys who had contributed their time to support 
the Prep and High Schools in a variety of activities from coaching sports, tutoring music 
to guiding the Grade 9s on the Bosch Journey and assisting with the Transkei Outreach 
Programme. We held a function to thank them in person for their time, but I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank them again for investing their time, passion and expertise into making 
Rondebosch the excellent schools that they are.

It was a pleasure to host Bill Schroder, E1961 Head Boy, former Rondebosch teacher and long-
time Head of Pretoria Boys’ High for his book launch and to get his perspective on education in 
South Africa.

This year we started a young Old Boys’ Group, who are assisting us in understanding how we 
can support and remain relevant to young Old Boys as they transition from school boys into 
adults. I look forward to engaging with them further in the year ahead.

The final event of the year was, as always, the poignant Remembrance Day Service where we 
honoured all of the Rondebosch men who served and died on active service during various 
conflicts. We thank the school for continuing with this important annual act of remembrance as 
well as the regular, weekly sounding of the Last Post on the steps of the Memorial Hall. 

The Rondebosch Old Boys’ Union & Heritage Centre, the home of Old Boys on the school 
campus, is well used by both schools for meetings and events and by the Union for informal 
events and E-year reunions. We invite Old Boys and also boys, staff and parents to visit 
the Centre and learn more about the history of Rondebosch as we approach our 125th year 
celebrations in 2022.
Altius et Latius 

M Probyn
CHAIRMAN
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Staff

Our intern in Mason House, Brenden Taylor has completed 
his PGCE and will not be at Rondebosch next year. I must 
thank Brenden for his calm nature and the mature wisdom 
with which he performed his duties. He certainly added value 
to the House and played a valuable mentorship role for the 
boys. Our best wishes accompany him for his future plans.

After four years in the position of Senior Housemaster of 
Canigou, Rudi Claassen has asked to be relieved of his 
duties in order to spend more time with his young family. 
Rudi made valuable contributions to the boarding house 
in the years he served as Assistant Housemaster and then 
Senior Housemaster in Canigou. In his typical accountant 
way and his natural enthusiasm for on-line/electronic 
systems, Rudi was instrumental in setting up admin systems 
that brought our planning and management systems into 
the 21st Century. Thank you for everything you did for the 
boarding house and the boys. May your own children now 
benefit from your inputs.

Ninia Mqoko finally retired after 31 years of service to 
the boarding house. Staff and boys said farewell in a 
very appropriate and well received special lunch. As said 
repeatedly by every speaker at that function, Ninia’s calm 
and caring nature made a huge impact on many generations 
of boarders. We wish her a very well-deserved break and 
happy retirement. Thank you so much for meaning so much 
to so many.

Boys

The 2019 Prefects did an outstanding job of leading the 
House, especially the Matrics, in setting a tone of a family 
where all is welcome. Credit must go to our Canigou Head 
Boy, Eric Jacobs, who worked very well with his Deputy, 
Fraser Sleet, and the Mason House Head Boy, Sanga 
Maqubela. The rest of the Prefect team was Jordan Collier, 
Keegan Mountjoy, Luyanda Rengo, Paul Rossouw, Matthew 
Cohen and Joshua King.

Congratulations to all of the boarders who received Colours 
Awards this year!

Distinction:
Kyle Henry (Rowing)
Jordan New (Hockey)

Luke Slabber (Swimming)
Lukhanyo Vokozela (Rugby)

Honours:
Dalvon Blood (Rugby)
Jordan Collier (Rugby)
Robbie Davidson (Cross 
Country)

Kian Davis (Rugby)
Jean-Luc de Waal (Hockey)
Tom Joubert (Golf)
Joshua King (Rugby)

Wikus Potgieter (Swimming)
Paul Rossouw (Hockey)
Jake Schoeman (Swimming)
Nathan Schoultz (Squash)

Fraser Sleet (Academics)
Giyan Sulcas (Squash)
Thando Tshapela (Soccer)

Colours:
Sebastian Bauriedl (Rugby)
Matthew Cohen (Rugby)
Eric Jacobs (Academics)
Jason Johnson (Rugby)
Seaton Loftus (Rugby)
Justin Klette (Soccer) 
Douglas Krone (Academics)
Lamla Nunu (Rugby)
Asakhe Mali (Soccer)

Max Orgovanyi (Golf)
Aidan Rooke (Golf)
Paul Rossouw (Academics)
Zac Schmidt (Academics and 
Soccer)
Campbell Slater (Rugby)
Tiaan van Loggerenberg 
(Rugby)

Building and facilities

Our expansion project is making rapid progress. The 
scheduled handover date for phase one (Mason House) is 
the end of March 2020. We look forward to providing extra 
accommodation at a time when demand for boarding space 
is on the increase.

Boarding House Council

Parents serve on our Boarding House Council as area 
representatives to help govern the boarding house and be 
a voice for the parents. In this regard, I need to thank the 
BHC for their contributions under the leadership of Jillian 
Klette this year. Sadly, we have to say farewell to three 
members of our Board. Our West Coast representative, 
Andrew Bannatyne, emigrated to the UK earlier this year. 
Andrew’s detailed interest in the boarding house was always 
of great value to ensure that we maintain our standards. 
Wendy Rossouw represented the Northern Suburbs for 
a number of years and always gave her considered and 
empathetic input for the benefit of the boys. Her son, Paul, 
has finished Matric, which means she had to step down. 
Another Matriculant’s mother, Sarah Grobler, also finishes 
many years of being a boarder parent after seeing two sons, 
Matthew and Thomas, through the school. Sarah was the 
legal representative appointed by the School’s Board to the 
BHC. Sarah’s legal input, as well as her motherly advice was 
always important in helping us to stay on ‘the right path’ at 
times when matters got complicated.

The Boarding House, Canigou House, is healthy and strong, 
and continues to be an integral part of Rondebosch culture. 
As we would like to say: We are the backbone of the school.

G Pienaar

THE BOARDING HOUSE

THE BOARDING HOUSE
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ACADEMIC

2019 GRADES 8–11 PRIZE LIST
GRADE 8

1st Naadir Mowzer
2nd Muzzammil Mohamed
3rd Mats Engelbrecht

GRADE 9

1st and Alex Clarke Prize  
for Mathematics Daniel Schlesinger
2nd and Marjorie Clarke Prize  
for Music Jason de Villiers
3rd and Alex Clarke Prize  
for English Michael Smith

GRADE 10

English and Engineering  
Graphics & Design  Sebastian Montoya Pelaez
Afrikaans Albertus van der Merwe
isiXhosa Siviwe Nkonzombi
AP Mathematics and  
Information Technology André Toerien
Mathematics, Physical Sciences,  
History and Economics Ethan Cunningham
Mathematical Literacy Michael Wright-Joubert
Life Sciences Alexander White
Geography Thomas Raynham
Visual Arts Sean Veldboer
Accounting Ziyaad Banderker
Music Nicholas Ford

GRADE 11

English and Life Sciences Benjamin Wittenberg
Afrikaans, AP Mathematics, 
Mathematics, Physical Sciences 
and Visual Arts Steffan Brundyn
isiXhosa Thando Tshapela
History and Economics Samuel Bovim
Mathematical Literacy Dillon Erntzen
Geography and Music David Frost
Information Technology and  
Accounting Veren Naidoo
Visual Arts Angus Duncan
Engineering Graphics & Design Rhys Ravat

AFRIKAANS BESTE SPREKER GRAAD 10
Albertus van der Merwe

AFRIKAANS BESTE SPREKER GRAAD 11
Albertus van der Westhuizen

ENGLISH BEST SPEAKER
Alexander White

ANDREW FORD PERFORMANCE TROPHY
Dante Webber

ENTRY SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 2020
Carleton Lloyd Education  
Trust Scholarships Nathan Ball
 Raeeq Daniels
 Simthandile Mafuya

 Isaac Partridge
 David Simon
RBPS All-rounder Scholarship Pierre du Plessis
Music Scholarship Etienne Toerien
Academic Scholarships Dawid Adler
 Etienne Toerien 
Sports Scholarships Tom Barnard
 Caleb Belelie
 Pierre du Plessis
 Luca Gersowsky
 Collin Kemp
 Caleb Louw
 Dylan Miller
 Alexander West

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION AWARDS
Steffan Brundyn David Frost James Rose
Angus Duncan Veren Naidoo Benjamin Wittenberg

SPORTS DISTINCTION AWARDS
Jack Buchanan (Golf)
Wonhee Lee (Swimming)
Nico Martin (Chess)
Jonathan Sands (Rowing)
Reese Scheepers (Hockey)
Luke Slabber (Swimming)
Gavin Smith (Swimming)
Lukhanyo Vokozela (Rugby)

CULTURAL DISTINCTION AWARDS
Nicholas Ford (Music)

SERVICE DISTINCTION AWARDS 
Alex Hillman 
Mark McLagan 
Tiago Negus

MARCO BAGULEY MEMORIAL AWARD
Awarded to a Grade 8 pupil who has shown overall ability and 
involvement in a variety of sports offered at the school, and who 
has displayed a high level of enthusiasm and sportsmanship
Jack Buchanan

HECTOR KLETTE FLOATING TROPHY 
Awarded to a Grade 8 pupil for participation in school life
Ryan du Rand

MARTIN BARKER SHIELD
Awarded to a Grade 9 pupil for participation in school life
Thomas McKeown

ARTHUR BINEDELL SHIELD
Awarded to a Grade 10 pupil for participation in school life
Ethan Cunningham and Alexander White

G H BROSTER TROPHY
Awarded to a Grade 11 pupil for participation in school life
Alex Hillman and Mark McLagan
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2019 GRADE 12 PRIZE LIST
English, Physical Sciences and Accounting Christopher Dean
Afrikaans and History Ismaa’eel Arend
isiXhosa Luyanda Rengo
AP Mathematics, Mathematics and  
Information Technology Timothy Murphy
Mathematical Literacy Andrew Bam
Life Sciences Aadam Mowlana
Geography John Caine
Visual Arts Patric McKeown
Economics Daniel Loebenstein
Engineering Graphics and Design Richard Meyers
Music Luke Borain

DISTINCTION AWARDS

ACADEMIC
Gary Allen Josquin du Toit Aadam Mowlana
Ismaa’eel Arend Craig Engelsman Sean Muller
Luke Borain Jordan Hazell Timothy Murphy
Charl Botha Michael Hooper Fraser Sleet 
Bradley de Kock Eric Jacobs Theon Smith 
Dylan de Kock Douglas Krone Thomas Soboil
Christopher Dean Patric McKeown Bernard Strauss
Luke Delmulle Richard Meyers Liam Truter 
 
CULTURE
Luke Borain (Music)
Josquin du Toit (Drama)

SERVICE
Conor Colquhoun

SPORT
Lehan Botha (Cricket) Patric McKeown (Cross-Country)
Jordan Collier (Cricket) Jordan New (Hockey)
Douglas Cox (Hockey) Guy Sheena (Cricket)
George du Plooy (Rowing) Liam Sorensen (Hockey)
Troy Fisher (Waterpolo) Dehann Theron (Swimming)
Kyle Henry (Rowing) Cole Walbrugh (Hockey)
Bryan le Roux (Rugby) Thomas White (Rowing)
Thando Longwe-Smit (Tennis) 

OUTSIDE COMPETITIONS
UCT Mathematics Competition 
Matthew Blows and Theon Smith (1st) 

GRADE 12 PRIZE LIST

National Mathematics Olympiad Top 100  
Christopher Dean, Luke Delmulle, Timothy Murphy

SAIPA Accounting Olympiad
Christopher Dean

National Schools’ Big Band 
Luke Borain, Jason le Roux

ABRSM Grade 8 
Luke Borain – Distinction (piano)

President’s Award – Gold 
Patric McKeown

SA U18A Hockey 
Jordan New, Liam Sorensen, Cole Walbrugh

SA U18 Rugby
Bryan le Roux

SPECIAL AWARDS
Afrikaans Beste Spreker 
George du Plooy
London Old Boys’ Shield for English Composition 
Gary Allen
PricewaterhouseCooper’s Prize 
Christopher Dean
Emilio Farella Trophy 
Luke Borain
Alan van der Merwe Pianist of the Year 
Luke Borain
The Leaver Trophy   
Luke Delmulle
The Mike Reeler Altius et Latius Award 
Patric McKeown
Academic Merit Shield 
Christopher Dean
Honikman Shield and Beecher and Nonna Steer Award 
for Leadership 
Lehan Botha
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ACCOLADES

Senior

NAME SURNAME ACHIEVEMENT

Stijr Bakker Netherland U19
Thomas Borain National jazz band WP squash
Ethan Cunningham WP cricket U17
Ben Day WP and SA development squad 

rowing
Oliver Faure Gold medal science expo, Inter-

national Science fair gold medal
Nicholas Ford SA Senior debating and SA 

Junior debating, SA National 
schools big band

Muhammad- 
Ziyaad

Galvaan WP Touch rugby U17A

Zuhayr Halday Eskom Science Expo gold and ISF 
finalist

James Hawkins WP hockey U16
Joel Hunt Eskom Science Expo gold and ISF 

finalist
Callum Mackenzie WP rowing
Jono McConnell WP waterpolo U16
Jibreel Obaray WP Touch rugby U17A
Richard Oliver WP Waterpolo U16A
Luke Slabber WP and SA swimming
Brett Sparks SA hockey U16
Griffin Stone WP and SA development squad 

rowing
Andre Toerien Eskom Science Expo gold, ISF 

finalist and WP maths
Sean Veldboer WP Judo Eskom Science Expo 

gold and ISF finalist
Alexander White Eskom Science Expo gold, ISF 

finalist, WP maths and WP 
debating

Dalvon Blood U18 SA Sevens, U18 WP craven 
week Rugby

Robert Blow WP Hockey U18B
Cameron Brooks WP Squash U19B
Steffan Brundyn WP maths A
Kian Davis WP rugby U18 and U17 SA Green 

squad
Jacques Duminy WP and SA squash
Guy Ellis Brown WP waterpolo U19
Will MacDonald Provincial Irish Rugby
Neill Marais National School Big Band
Michael Moore WP cricket U19
Veren Naidoo WP maths and squash
Tiago Negus WP golf U19

NAME SURNAME ACHIEVEMENT

Lamla Nunu WP rugby U18 and U17 SA Green 
squad

Jonathan Sands WP rowing U18
Reese Scheepers WP cricket U17, SA Hockey U19
Alex Smith WP maths
Gavin Smith WP and SA Swimming
Keagan Stewart U19A Waterpolo
Quinn van Oordt WP U19 cricket
Cameron van Rensuburg WP Cricket U17
Lukhanyo Vokozela WP Craven week rugby, U18 SA 

Schools’ rugby and U17 SA rugby 
training camp

Dante Webber National jazz band
Luke Borain National Jazz Band
Charl Botha Western Cape Stillwater Life-

saving
Lehan Botha WP cricket U19A
Jordan Collier WP cricket U19A
Luke Delmulle WP Squash U19A
George du Plooy WP U18 rowing
Kyle Henry WP Rowing
Jason Johnson WP Craven week U19
Aaron Kisten WP Power lifting
Kyle Klein WP cricket U19A and Nether-

lands U19
Bryan le Roux WP Craven Week and SA Schools 

Rugby U18
Jason le Roux National school Jazz band
Thando Longwe-Smit SA Tennis
Patric McKeown WP Cross Country
Jay Reiback U19A Waterpolo
Isma-eel Safodien WP Craven week U19
Jake Schoeman WP and SA Surf Lifesaving
Guy Sheena WP cricket U19A
Cole Walbrugh SA hockey U18A and WP U19 

cricket
Thomas White WP rowing U19
Rourke Fisher WP waterpolo
Troy Fisher WP waterpolo
Aneeq Gamieldien WP cricket
Daniel Kalell WP Waterpolo
Jordan New SA U18A hockey
Richard Oliver WP waterpolo
Conor van Eden
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Junior

ACCOLADES

ACCOLADES
NAME SURNAME ACHIEVEMENT

Djuma Amissi WP Athletics

Erwin Bartman WP karate

Jamie Brookes WP and SA baseball U15

Jack Buchanan WP golf and tennis

Daniel Cloete WP Squash U14A and SA top 10

Mats Engelbrecht WP tennis

Yaseen Gabriels WP Touch rugby

Tristan Galp National go-karting

Ethan Gordon WP lifesaving and WP touch

Cameron Grant WP waterpolo

Ethan Holgate WP maths

Luke Johnson WP waterpolo

Ethan Klerck WP waterpolo

Raphael Lamprecht WP Squash U14A

Taylor Luck WP Swimming

Matthew Malherbe WP Touch rugby

Stuart McBeth WP waterpolo

Bongile Mfunelwa WP cricket U15

Luca Miller WC Hockey U14A and WP wa-
terpolo

Imran Moosa WP Maths

Nathan Msakiwe WP hockey

Unika Ngxonono WP waterpolo

Joshua Pender WP waterpolo

Ben Reiback WP waterpolo

Ethan Roos WP Mounted games 

Callum Sayer WP Indoor Cricket Team u14

Giyan Sulcas WP Cricket U15 and SA and WP 
Squash U14

Jake Twigg U14 WP Hockey

NAME SURNAME ACHIEVEMENT

David Van Zyl WP waterpolo

Sebastiaan White WP waterpolo

Luca Benewith WP Waterpolo

Jonathan Birhange WP Rugby

Gareth Blackmore WP rugby and Lifesaving

Alexander Blows SA u16 hockey

Pierre Botha Western Cape Stillwater Lifesav-
ing

Andy Botha WP and SA Waterpolo

Fayaad Daniels WP cricket

Joshua DeVilliers WP Waterpolo

Cameron Fraser WP cricket

Jacques Jooste WP Cricket U15

Mark Mansvelt WP Waterpolo

Connor McTavish WP Waterpolo

Josh Medcalf WP and Waterpolo

Lihlumelo Ncwana WP Waterpolo

Enoch Ntandini WP Touch rugby U16A

Nick Owen WP Waterpolo

Greame Pedegana WP rugby

Wikus Potgieter WP swimming

Jamie Ricketts WP Rugby

Keenan Roberts WP squash

Finlay Schellhorn WP Waterpolo

Michael Taylor WP touch rugby

Kieran Urquart WP golf

Josh Wilkinson WP Waterpolo

Ethan Young WP Disas U16

Warrick Jones WP lifesaving 

Ben Reiback  
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COLOURS
ACADEMIC COLOURS 

DISTINCTION
Allen, Gary
Arend, Ismaa’eel
Brundyn, Steffan
Dean, Christopher
Duncan, Angus
Frost, David
Murphy, Timothy
Naidoo, Veren
Rose, James
Strauss, Bernard
Truter, Liam
Wittenberg, Benjamin

HONOURS
Arend, Ismaa’eel
Bovim, Samuel
Caine, John
Choi, David
Cunningham, Ethan
De Kock, Bradley
Delmulle, Luke
Du Toit, Josquin
Engelsman, Craig
Hazell, Jordan
Heynes, Jared
Hooper, Michael
Martin, Nico
McKeown, Patric
Meyers, Richard
Montoya Pelaez, Sebastian
Mowlana, Aadam
Muller, Sean
Randeree, Azhar
Schlesinger, Samuel
Shaw, Oliver
Sleet, Fraser
Smith, Alex
Smith, Theon
Soboil, Thomas
Stead, Max
Strauss, Bernard
Toerien, André
Truter, Liam
Van der Walt, Luke
Van der Westhuizen, Albert
Van Houten, Luc
White, Alexander

COLOURS
Abrahams, Nihaad
Banderker, Ziyaad
Barday, Lugmaan
Beneke, Luke
Bezuidenhout, Christian
Blows, Matthew
Borain, Luke

Botha, Charl
Bronn, Kyle
Davis, Samuel
De Kock, Dylan
Delmulle, Keenan
Du Plooy, George
Ellis-Brown, Guy
Goatley, Geoffrey
Halday, Zuhayr
Hart, Peter
Hofmeyr, Thomas
Hooper, Michael
Jacobs, Eric
Krone, Douglas
Laugksch, Alexander
Lee, David
Lee, Wonhee
Loebenstein, Daniel
Maree, Daniel
McDonald, Ross
McKeown, Patric
Meyer, Dayyaan
Muller, Michael
Nogueira, Luke
Panagiotidis, Stefanos
Prowse, James
Ravat, Rhys
Ritchie, James
Rossouw, Paul
Salaam, Nur
Schmidt, Zachary
Shaw, Oliver
Soboil, Thomas
Stauch, Jaden
Strauss, Jean
Tshapela, Thando
Veitch, Robin
Walker, Liam
Webber, Dante

SPORT COLOURS 

DISTINCTION
Botha, Lehan (Cricket)
Buchanan, Jack (Golf)
Collier, Jordan (Cricket)
Cox, Douglas (Hockey)
Duminy, Jacques (Squash)
Du Plooy, George (Rowing)
Fisher, Troy (Water polo)
Henry, Kyle (Rowing)
Lee, Wonhee (Swimming)
Le Roux, Bryan (Rugby)
Longwe-Smith, Thando (Tennis)
Martin, Nico (Chess)
McKeown, Patric (Cross Country)
New, Jordan (Hockey)
Sands, Jonathan (Rowing)

Scheepers, Reese (Hockey)
Sheena, Guy (Cricket)
Slabber, Luke (Swimming)
Smith, Gavin (Swimming)
Sorensen, Liam (Hockey)
Vokozela, Lukhanyo (Rugby)
Walbrugh, Cole (Hockey)
White, Thomas (Rowing)

HONOURS
Bezuidenhout, Christiaan (Rowing)
Blomdal, Gabriel (Swimming)
Blood, Dalvon (Athletics, Rugby)
Blow, Robert (Hockey)
Blows, Matthew (Soccer)
Borain, Thomas (Squash)
Botha, Charl (Swimming)
Botha, Pierre (Swimming)
Brooks, Cameron (Squash)
Clegg, Robert (Rowing)
Collier, Jordan (Rugby)
Davidson, Robbie (Cross Country)
Davis, Kian (Rugby)
Delmulle, Luke (Squash)
De Waal, Jean-Luc (Hockey)
Ellis Brown, Guy (Water Polo)
Fisher, Troy (Rugby)
Frost, David (Hockey)
Gray, Matthew (Rugby)
Hillman, Alex (Basketball)
Hofmeister, Rajiv (Swimming)
Jacobs, Junaid (Rowing)
Joubert, Grant (Tennis)
Joubert, Thomas (Golf)
Kelly, Tim (Water Polo)
Klein, Kyle (Cricket)
King, Joshua (Rugby)
Lee, David (Basketball)
McKeown, Patric (Athletics)
Meterlerkamp, Marc (Rowing)
Moore, Michael (Cricket)
Potgieter, Wikus (Swimming)
Rossouw, Paul (Hockey)
Safodien, Ishma-eel (Rugby)
Schoeman, Jake (Swimming)
Schoultz, Nathan (Squash)
Sheppard, Kian (Soccer)
Smith, Luke (Athletics)
Sparks, Brett (Hockey)
Stead, Max (Hockey)
Stewart, Keagan (Water Polo)
Sulcas, Giyan (Squash)
Tshapela, Thando (Soccer)
Urquhart, Kieran (Golf)
Van Eden, Conor (Rugby)
Van Oordt, Quinn (Cricket)
Van Selm, David (Water Polo)
Walbrugh, Cole (Cricket)
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Weng, Jerry (Basketball)
White, Michael (Hockey)

COLOURS
Abbas, Yazeed (Tennis)
Accom, Tristan (Athletics)
Banderker, Ziyaad (Table tennis)
Barday, Furqaan (Chess)
Bauriedl, Sebastian (Rugby)
Botha, Lehan (Rugby)
Bransby, Damien (Soccer)
Campbell, Matthew (Golf)
Catteneo, Kelian (Rugby)
Choi, Jihoon (Table tennis)
Cohen, Matthew (Rugby)
Cunningham, Ethan (Cricket)
De Kock, Bradley (Hockey)
Dun, Craig (Table tennis)
Fisher, Rourke (Water polo)
Fraser, Cameron (Cricket)
Gallant, Zihaad (Table tennis)
Gilliam, Clev (Rowing)
Gray, Joseph (Hockey)
Haffejee, Amaan (Soccer)
Harley, Jonathan (Basketball)
Hazell, Jordan (Hockey)
Huang, Rick (Basketball)
Jackson, Kyle (Rugby)
Jansen van Rensburg, Cameron 

(Rugby)
Johnson, Jason (Rugby)
Kalell, Daniel (Water polo)
Kim, Tae Heon (Chess)
Klette, Justin (Soccer)
Kotze, Connor (Rugby)
Lakey, Ethan (Soccer)
Loftus, Seaton (Rugby)
Louw, Charl (Table tennis)
Luck, Taylor (Swimming)
MacLeod Smith, Matthew (Rugby)
Mali, Asakhe (Soccer)
Masumpa, Bukhobakhe (Soccer)
McDonald, William (Rugby)
Melia, Kieron (Basketball)
Miller, Matthew (Hockey)
Moosa, Imran (Chess)
Moss, Robbie (Tennis)
Mountjoy, Keegan (Cricket)
Naicker, Shivaan (Basketball)
Nates, Ethan (Cricket)
Ndude, Mfundo (Basketball)
Negus, Tiago (Golf)
Nkonzombi, Siviwe (Cricket)
Nunu, Lamla (Rugby)
Oliver, Richard (Water Polo)
Orgovanyi, Max (Golf)
Pangarker, Fayaaz (Soccer)
Potgieter, Matthew (Basketball)

Redcliffe, Zachary (Basketball)
Reiback, Jay (Water polo)
Ritchie, James (Soccer)
Rooke, Aidan (Golf)
Rose, James (Soccer)
Schlesinger, Sam (Rowing)
Schmidt, Zachary (Soccer)
Shaw, Oliver (Water polo)
Slater, Campbell (Rugby)
Stevens, Liam (Soccer)
Stofile, Jongisizwe (Soccer)
Strydom, Corbett (Water polo)
Tredoux, Jake (Rugby)
Van Loggerenberg, Tiaan (Rugby)
Van Rhyn, Ben (Soccer)
Van Schalkwyk, Jordan (Rugby)
Walker, Liam (Tennis)
Whyte, Duke (Basketball)
Young, Alec (Rugby)

CULTURAL 

DISTINCTION
Borain, Luke (Music)
Du Toit, Josquin (Drama)
Ford, Nicholas (Music)

HONOURS
Bovim, Sam (Music)
Caldis, Miltiades (Debating)
Du Plooy, George (Drama)
Ford, Nicholas (Debating)
Frost, David (Music)
Gordon, Daniel (Music)
Haarhof, Tate (Music)
Le Borgne, Connor (Drama)
Le Roux, Jason (Music)
Lubbe, Matthew (Drama)
Marais, Neill (Music)
Strauss, Jean (Music)
Toerien, André (Music)
Webber, Dante (Music)
White, Alex (Debating)

COLOURS
Africa, Ethan (Music)
Borain, Thomas (Music)
Coleman, Ethan (Music)
De Kock, Cameron (Debating)
Faure, Oliver (Music)
Gray, Matthew (Music)
Halday, Zuhayr (Music)
Heynes, Jared (Music)
Hooper, Michael (Music)
Klein, Aidan (Music)
Lipinski, Nicolas (Music)
Metelerkamp, Marc (Debating)
McKeown, Patric (Music)
Montoya-Pelaez, Sebastian (Music)

Plüddemann, Kevin (Music)
Raynham, Thomas (Music)
Smith, Alex (Music)
Stofile, Jongisizwe (Drama)
Stronach, Michael (Music)
Traest, Callum (Music)
Van Oudtshoorn, Ethan (Music)
Van Rensburg, Shaun (Music)

SERVICE 

DISTINCTION
Hillman, Alex (First Aid, Interact)
McLagan, Mark (First Aid, Sound and 

Lighting)
Negus, Tiago (Cricket Scoring and 

Umpiring)

HONOURS
Fisher, Troy (Water Polo)
Forbes, Josh (First Aid)
Kelly, Tim (Water Polo)
Le Borne, Connor (Sound and Lighting)
McBeth, Rhys (Water Polo)
Montoya-Palaez, Seb (Sound and 

Lighting)
Raynham, Thomas (Sound and 

Lighting)
White, Alex (Sound and Lighting)
White, Michael (First Aid, Hockey 

Umpiring)
Whyte, Duke (Water Polo)

COLOURS
Aitken, Reece (Sound and Lighting)
Botha, Theunis (First Aid)
Bovim, Sam (Hockey Umpiring)
Branquinho, Jake (Water Polo)
Colquhoun, Finlay (First Aid)
Culligan, Keegan (Hockey Umpiring)
Dawood, Mustapha (First Aid)
Devoti, Michele (First Aid)
Dietrich, Justin (Hockey Umpiring)
Frost, David (Hockey Umpiring)
Gloor, Jarryd (Hockey Umpiring)
Hawkins, James (Hockey Umpiring)
Huang, Rick (Basketball Table)
Jones, Ethan (Basketball Table)
Kisten, Aaron (First Aid)
Labuschagne, Kyle (First Aid)
Lee, David, (Basketball)
Madubela, Likho (Basketball Table)
McConnell, Jono (Hockey Umpiring)
Mcguinness, Josh (Water Polo)
Minty, Mohammed (First Aid)
Parker, Mika’eel (First Aid)
Stead, Max (Hockey Umpiring)
Stone, Griffin (First Aid)
Van Wyk, Stuart (Interact)
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SENIOR CERTIFICATE RESULTS

162 candidates completed the examinations.  There were no failures.  One candidate chose not to 
complete the examinations due to his selection to represent South Africa at an overseas competition.

Passed at Bachelor (Degree) Level (160 – this equals 98,77% of the candidates)
Allen, Gary; Allie, Amaan; Apperley, Sebastian; Arend, Ismaa’eel; Bam, Andrew; Bardien, Numayr; Bell, Ethan; 
Bezuidenhout, Christian; Blows, Matthew; Borain, Luke; Botha, Charl; Botha, Lehan; Bowman, Zack; Branquinho, 
Jake; Bronkhorst, Nicholas; Butler, Shaun; Caine, John; Caldis, Miltiades; Campbell, Matthew; Carelse, Jarred; 
Cattaneo, Kelian; Cohen, Matthew; Collier, Jordan; Cox, Douglas; Croft, Tom; Cuff, Liam; Davids, Rayaan; Davis, 
Samuel; De Kock, Bradley; De Kock, Dylan; De Lapelin Dumont, Sebastien; Dean, Christopher; Delmulle, Luke; Du 
Plooy, George; Du Toit, Josquin; Dun, Craig; Engelsman, Craig; Fisher, Troy; Forbes, Joshua; Fuller, Luke; Gaffoor, 
Irshaad; Gangen, Jivesh; Gomes, Tiago; Gossow, Luke; Gray, Joseph; Gray, Matt; Grobler, Thomas; Hartley, 
Yasin; Hazell, Jordan; Henderson, Oliver; Henry, Kyle; Hooper, Declan; Hooper, Michael; Hyde, Kieran; Jackson, 
Kyle; Jacobs, Eric; Jacobs, Junaid; Johnson, Jason; Kelly, Timothy; King, Joshua; Kisten, Aaron; Kitshoff, Brian; 
Klein, Kyle; Knutsen, Stuart; Kotzé, Connor; Kriger, Noah; Krone, Douglas; Labuschagne, Kyle; Lang, Alec; 
Laugksch, Alexander; Lavery, Connor; Le Roux, Bryan; Le Roux, Jason; Lee, David; Lekoma, Letsatsi; Lesch, 
Kyle; Leslie, Kai; Lighton, Thomas; Loebenstein, Daniel; Longwe-Smit, Thando; Louw, Charl; MacLeod Smith, 
Matthew; Majiet, Saaleh; Maker, Thaubaan; Mali, Asakhe; Manjra, Zakariyya; Maqubela, Sanga; McBeth, Rhys; 
McCall, Byron; McGuinness, Joshua; McKeown, Patric; Meyer, Dayyaan; Meyers, Richard; Moolla, Zaheer; Moore, 
Michael; Mosig, Jochen; Mountjoy, Keegan; Mowlana, Aadam; Muller, Sean; Murphy, Timothy; Nates, Ethan; 
New, Jordan; Omar, Mish’al; Owen, Timothy; Peigou Wonkam, Ramses; Petersen, Imad; Pickford, Bailey; Pienaar, 
Gustaf; Piper, Ryan; Ponton, Adam; Rasmussen, Gareth; Rattray, Dylan; Reiback, Jay; Rengo, Luyanda; Riddell, 
Callum; Robinson, Liam; Rooke, Aidan; Rossouw, Paul; Ryklief, Luqmaan; Safodien, Ishma-eel; Sakati, Mihle; 
Salaam, Nur; Samie, Abdul-Aziz; Schmidt, Zachary; Schoeman, Jake; Shaw, Oliver; Sheena, Guy; Sheppard, 
Kian; Siebel, Carlo; Slater, Campbell; Sleet, Fraser; Smith, Luke Edward; Smith, Luke Tristan; Smith, Matt; Smith, 
Theon; Soboil, Thomas; Sorensen, Liam; Stanley, Jordan; Stewart, Keagan; Stofile, Jongisizwe; Strauss, Bernard; 
Theron, Dehann; Toefy, Faiz; Tredoux, Jake; Truter, Liam; Van Eden, Conor; Van Houten, Daniel; Van Houten, 
Luc; Van Loggerenberg, Tiaan; Van Rensburg, Shaun; Van Selm, David; Van Wyk, Stuart; Veysie, Joel; Wakeford, 
Oliver; Walbrugh, Cole; Weng, Jerry; White, Thomas; Whyte, Duke; Wilson, Kyle; Wittels, Aidan.

Passed at Diploma Level (2 – this equals 1,23 % of the candidates)
Chadwick, Cameron; Rush, Connor

There were 468 subject distinctions in total.  The following candidates achieved 3 or more distinctions:
9 distinctions: Allen, Gary

8 distinctions: Borain, Luke; Dean, Christopher; Delmulle, Luke; Engelsman, Craig; Meyers, Richard; Muller, 
Sean; Murphy, Timothy; Strauss, Bernard; Truter, Liam.

7 distinctions: Arend, Ismaa’eel (out of 8 subjects); Blows, Matthew (out of 8 subjects); Botha, Charl (out of 
8 subjects); Caine, John; Cuff, Liam (out of 8 subjects); De Kock, Bradley (out of 8 subjects); Du Toit, Josquin 
(out of 8 subjects); Hooper, Michael (out of 8 subjects); Jacobs, Eric (out of 8 subjects); McKeown, Patric (out 
of 8 subjects); Mowlana, Aadam (out of 8 subjects); Salaam, Nur (out of 8 subjects); Shaw, Oliver (out of 8 
subjects); Sleet, Fraser (out of 8 subjects); Smith, Theon (out of 8 subjects); Soboil, Thomas; van Houten, Luc; 
Wakeford, Oliver (out of 8 subjects).

6 distinctions: Krone, Douglas (out of 8 subjects); Le Roux, Bryan; Loebenstein, Daniel; Rossouw, Paul.

5 distinctions: Carelse, Jarred; Davis, Samuel; De Kock, Dylan (out of 8 subjects); Hazell, Jordan (out of 8 
subjects); King, Joshua; Lee, David; Lesch, Kyle (out of 8 subjects); Louw, Charl (out of 8 subjects); Ryklief, 
Luqmaan (out of 8 subjects); Schmidt, Zachary (out of 8 subjects); White, Thomas (out of 9 subjects).

4 distinctions: Bezuidenhout, Christian; Cox, Douglas; Du Plooy, George; Gray, Matt; Hooper, Declan (out 
of 8 subjects); Laugksch, Alexander (out of 8 subjects); Lavery, Connor; Meyer, Dayyaan (out of 8 subjects); 
Pickford, Bailey; Rengo, Luyanda; Van Eden, Conor; Van Houten, Daniel; Walbrugh, Cole; Wittels, Aidan (out of 
8 subjects).

3 distinctions: Botha, Lehan; Bowman, Zack (out of 8 subjects); Branquinho, Jake; Henry, Kyle; Jackson, Kyle; 
Lang, Alec; Le Roux, Jason; Lighton, Thomas; Omar, Mish’al; Peigou Wonkam, Ramses; Toefy, Faiz; Veysie, Joel.

AS AT 08 JANUARY 2020
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The Music Department was very pleased to be joined on the 
part-time staff by Vasti Knoesen as choir mistress and voice 
coach. For their excellent work, thank you to Tatiana Thaele 
(flute), who will be pursuing her online teaching practice 
and Lance Thuynsma (clarinet) who has been appointed in a 
full-time post at Bergvliet Primary. Apart from the four full-
time staff members, headed by Terrence Scarr, the part-time 
teachers have also contributed to a successful year with 
various ensemble groups continuing their musical journeys.

About 40 Rondebosch boys contributed to the Combined 
Choral Concert at Cape Town City Hall, presenting a 
memorable performance of ‘The Armed Man: A Mass for 
Peace’ by Karl Jenkins under the baton of conductor Alex 
Fokkens.  

The Jazz Band attended the Standard Bank National Youth 
Jazz Festival in Makhanda (Grahamstown) in July, where 
they took part in five days of intensive Jazz activities – 
workshops, master classes, band practices and attending 
numerous performances by leading jazz musicians from 
South Africa and around the world.  

Six RBHS boys were selected for the Standard Bank 
National Schools Big Band:
• Dante Webber (alto saxophone)
• Thomas Borain (trombone)
• Neill Marais (baritone saxophone)
• Nicholas Ford (bass)
• Jason le Roux (alto saxophone)
• Luke Borain (tenor saxophone)

The Andrew Ford Jazz Trophy was awarded to Dante 
Webber (alto saxophone) and the Emilio Farella Cup was 
awarded to Luke Borain (piano). 

CULTURAL

MUSIC
Main events of 2019:
• Gig Band in January
• Sunset Concert in February
• Band Tour up the Garden Route in March
• Gala Music Concert in May
• Cape Town Big Band Jazz Festival at the Baxter Theatre  

in May
• Prestige Music Evening (including the Emilio Farella Cup 

Competition and the Andrew Ford Jazz Trophy) in the 
Reeler Theatre in August

• Jazz and Concert Band Matric Farewell Concert in  
October

• Cabaret in the Reeler Theatre in October
• Carol Service in Memorial Hall in November.

A number of boys enrolled for external music examinations 
and the following achieved outstanding results:

ABRSM
• Peter Njoroge  Piano Grade 5: 82%
• Sebastian Montoya Pelaez Singing Grade 5: 82%

Trinity Guildhall
• Thomas McKeown Classical Guitar Grade 6: 88%
• Zuhayr Halday Flute Grade 5: 83%
• SJ Swanepoel Piano Grade 5: 81%
• Oliver Delport  Piano Grade 7: 82%
• André Toerien Piano Grade 7: 88%

V Joubert
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Once again the Senior Concert Band had an eventful year. 
Saying goodbye to the previous year’s Matrics is always 
bittersweet. Soon, however, their spots were filled by 
new musicians. Just in time too, as the year had a very 
busy start. Parents had their first glimpse of the Music 
Department as we played at Open Day and, a few days 
later, we spent the evening on the Cricket A field as we 
performed in the annual Sunset Concert.

Amidst a busy first term, there was growing excitement 
amongst the musicians as we were getting closer to 
arguably the most thrilling event on the band calendar: our 
biennial band tour. Joined by the Jazz and Gig Bands, we 
drove up to Plettenberg Bay and played several gigs in the 
surrounding area. Some memorable performances were at 
Wittedrift High School and at the Plettenberg Community 
Centre. Our next concert, only a few weeks later, was the 
Gala Concert, which is always a brilliant display of the 
school’s musical talent – and this year was no exception.

Senior Concert Band
About halfway through the year, most of the band’s musicians 
took part in a 90-piece combined wind band with SACS 
and Rustenburg. This was part of a larger combined choral 
performance and an immense amount of work was put into 
it by the staff and students of all three schools. Clearly the 
effort was worth it though as both concert evenings were 
amazing and were thoroughly enjoyed by the audience.

Towards the end of the third term we once again said 
goodbye to the Matrics, this time those of E’19, as they 
began preparation for their final exams. Our last gig with 
this amazing group of talented musicians was the Matric 
Farewell concert with Luke Borain even attempting to 
conduct the band with a very makeshift baton: a feather.

Thank you to Mr Scarr for making another year amazing with 
his musical guidance, bad saxophone jokes and infectious 
enthusiasm. I know next year will be just as great.

A Smith
TEACHER IN CHARGE: T Scarr 

Senior Concert Band
First Row Seated (L-R):  J Strauss, M Hooper, D Frost, Mr S Simpson, L Borain, Mr T Scarr, J Le Roux, D Webber, T Haarhof
Second Row (L-R): M Stronach, A Toerien, N Marais, M Reed, N Pangarker, C Brasler, J Loebenstein, P Soboil, M Smith, A Maharaj,  J Heynes, J Valensky,  
E Van Oudtshoorn  
Third Row (L-R): D Schlesinger, E Holgate, J Nel, K Pluddemann, T Raynham, S Montoya-Pelaez, N Ford, J Swartz
Fourth Row (L-R):  A Klein, J De Villiers, J Baalbergen, C Traest, R Hofmeister, A Smith, D Gordon, T Borain, G Engelbrecht, Z Halday, N Lipinski, M Mosdell
Absent: M Gray, S van Rensburg, O Faure, E Coleman, E Africa

MUSIC
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For much of the beginning of 2019, the Music Departments 
of SACS, Rustenburg and Rondebosch were bustling 
with activity as they prepared for the biennial choral 
collaboration. This collective musical performance has been 
a long standing tradition between the three schools. This 
year we had the privilege of performing ‘The Armed Man: 
A Mass for Peace’ by contemporary composer Karl Jenkins 
– a poignant and very moving work dealing with the topic 
of war and violence. Accompanied by video footage, the 
hauntingly beautiful work was an eye-opener to many on 
the power of music to send a message. Many months of 
work finally culminated in two excellent performances in 
July in the beautiful Cape Town City Hall, under the baton 
of acclaimed orchestral conductor and Bosch Old Boy, 
Alexander Fokkens.

This year’s event was hosted by Rustenburg, where on 
countless evenings, some 250 plus young musicians would 
gather to practice the work, and enjoy a bit of pizza and 

Combined Schools Choral Concert
socialising at the same time. A mass choir and orchestra 
made up of students from all three of the schools were 
put together, as well as a combined concert band and a 
classical orchestra. The Armed Man was performed by the 
choir and orchestra; a piece of music selected by each 
school’s music department was performed by the 90 strong 
combined concert band; and Rustenburg Matric piano 
soloist, Jiyoon Jeon, played Chopin’s Piano Concerto no. 1 in 
E minor, accompanied by the combined orchestra.

The performances saw every participant give of their very 
best to create truly breath taking evenings of music. A huge 
vote of thanks must go to all of the teachers from the three 
music departments for the endless effort and time put into 
making the event a great success. There is no doubt that 
the entire experience had a profound impact on all of those 
involved, and we all look forward to the future editions of 
this collaborative effort.

N Ford

Saxophone Quartet
First Row Seated (L-R): Mr S Simpson,  
J Le Roux, Mr M de Kock
Second Row (left to right): L Borain,  
D Webber, N Marais

The Junior Jazz Band
This year has been a wonderful, roller-coaster ride for the 
Junior Jazz Band. As always, we started off a bit shakily, 
saying goodbye to certain members who have progressed 
to the Senior Jazz Band while welcoming new members. 
We also lost members during the year, however, we still 
managed to put together a successful band.

Our newly formed band put in their individual efforts to 
nail down the pieces for the Sunset Concert. We continued 
our hard work and had another successful performance at 
the Baxter. We had played with utmost enthusiasm and 
showcased multiple energetic solos in both performances. 
After that, the year went quiet in terms of performances 
and we spent most of our time tackling challenging 

arrangements. It is amazing to see how the musicians 
develop in this band. 

Once again, near the end of the year, some members 
progressed and new inexperienced musicians joined. Even 
with the new changes, the band is sounding incredible and 
the future for this band looks bright.

A special thanks to Mr de Kock, our respected Teacher in 
Charge and conductor, for all the hard work, patience and 
wisdom that he has put in. I’m certain that many more 
students will grow musically with his guidance. 

J Heynes
TEACHER IN CHARGE: M de Kock
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The Senior Jazz Band had an 
amazing 2019. Kicking off with 
our annual Sunset Concert before 
departing on tour to Knysna, we 
produced some incredibly musical 
and entertaining performances 
throughout the year. On tour we 
played various gigs around the 
Knysna / Plett area and began 
to create a tight band dynamic, 
which sustained us during the 
year.

We played many amazing 
performances including the annual 
Cape Town Big Band Jazz Festival 
at the Baxter Theatre and our 
annual Gala Concert, where many 
boys and ensembles were able 
to showcase their talents. There 
were also regular appearances in 
the Thursday assembly slot, which 
allowed the school to see the 
results of the hard work that goes 
on in the early hours at the Reeler Centre.

In the June holidays, we performed at the Standard Bank 
National Youth Jazz Festival in Makhanda. Six of our 
musicians, saxophonists Dante Webber, Jason le Roux, Luke 
Borain and Neill Marais, trombonist Thomas Borain and 
bass player Nicholas Ford, were selected for the National 
Schools Big Band under the leadership of Justin Sasman. 
These musicians went on to play with the legendary 
Wynton Marsalis and the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra 
in Johannesburg during the September holidays.

One of our most heart-warming gigs was when we were 
invited to perform at the Vera School for Learners with 
Autism. It was incredibly special to us as we toured the 

Senior Jazz Band

school and glimpsed a world to which we don’t often get 
exposed.

We ended off the year, as is tradition, with the Matric Band 
Farewell concert, where we said a heartfelt goodbye to 
players Luke Borain (Tenor Sax) and Jason le Roux (Alto 
Sax). They were vital members of the Jazz Band, bringing 
a keen musicality and always managing to make early 
morning rehearsals a lot of fun. They will be missed in our 
school’s Music Department. The new band for 2020 has 
been assembled and we look forward to the year to come.

N Ford
TEACHER IN CHARGE: T Scarr

Senior Jazz Band
First Row Seated (L-R): N Marais, D Frost, Mr S Simpson, J Le Roux, Mr T Scarr, L Borain, D Webber  
Second Row (L-R): A Klein, E Holgate, M Stronach, T Borain, N Lipinski, A Toerien
Third Row (L-R): T McKeown, D Gordon, T Haarhof, N Ford

Junior Jazz Band
First Row Seated (L-R): J Strauss,  
Mr S Simpson, J Heynes, Mr M de 
Kock, K Plüddemann
Second Row (L-R): E Van 
Oudtshoorn, N Wepener, K McKend, 
A Maharaj, M Reed, L Moore,  
C Brasler, C Traest
Third Row (L-R): M Smith,  
M Kabongo, P Njoroge,  
J Loebenstein, J Swartz, E Klerck

MUSIC
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After shining at the E’19 Cabaret, the Gig Band kicked off the year in 
style with the Clarke House Dinner, which set the wheels in motion 
for another stellar year. After the very successful Sunset Concert, 
we embarked on a band tour up the coast to Plettenberg Bay and 
Knysna. The tour was filled with laughs, jazz and waterslides but my 
highlight was the triangles on the lawn with David Frost and Jordan 
Valensky. 

The year flew by, but not without its fair share of excitement. Long 
Monday morning sessions with an occasional woodblock joke would 
very quickly turn into a space for all of us to regather our thoughts 
and set the mood for the upcoming week. Wednesday rehearsals 
always ended in tears of laughter after certain Baritone players 
made some “Corkers” – as Mr de Kock loved to say. The Gala Concert 
was a space to showcase how we had grown as a band and proved 
just how far hard work (and a little bit of busking) can get you.

Wrapping off the year with the Matric Farewell Concert was the 
perfect conclusion to an already turbo year. I’d like to personally 
thank the Gig Band, Mr de Kock and the entire Music staff for making 
my final year such a memorable experience filled with all kinds of 
crazy jazz. 

L Borain
TEACHER IN CHARGE: M de Kock

At the beginning of 2019 the Chamber Choir started off 
with a bang, rehearsing, together with the Mass Choir, 
for the prestigious ‘The Armed Man: A Mass for Peace’ 
performances in the Cape Town City Hall. This year the 
Chamber Choir consisted of 24 members ranging from 
Grade 8 up to Matric. They performed the famous Seal 
song, ‘Kiss from a Rose’, at the school’s annual Gala concert 
and also sang ‘The Star-Spangled Banner’ as the opening 
act at this year’s play, ‘12 Angry Jurors’. 

The Chamber Choir’s songs this year included ‘Mad World’, 
‘Come Colours Rise’ and ‘Imagine’. The choir conductor, 

Ms Vasti Knoesen, is always open to ideas for new pop 
repertoire and hopes for the choir to take part in the 
Eisteddfod in 2020. Another exciting collaboration to 
look forward to is the Rustenburg and Rondebosch play / 
musical ‘Wonka’, a rendition of the famous ‘Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory’, where members of the Chamber Choir 
will be involved in singing some of the smaller roles. We aim 
to expand the Chamber Choir in 2020. Come one, come all 
(who can sing)!

V Knoesen 
TEACHER IN CHARGE: V Knoesen

Chamber Choir

Chamber Choir
First Row Seated (L-R):   
P McKeown, D Krone, Mr S Simpson, 
M Hooper, Ms V Knoesen, C Lavery, 
A Smith
Second Row (L-R): L Xabe,  
A Morris, J Hallett, S Montoya-
Pelaez, T Muthama, S Vumisa,  
M Reed, T Galp
Third Row (L-R): E Van 
Oudtshoorn, J Nel, A Klein,  
A Toerien, J Heynes
Fourth Row (L-R): T McKeown,  
T Chakapfava, P Wamono, Z Halday
Absent: O Faure, Ms V Joubert

Gig Band

Gig Band
First Row Seated (L-R): J Le Roux, Mr S Simpson, L Borain,  
Mr M de Kock, P McKeown
Second Row (L-R): S Bovim, D Gordon, T Haarhoff, M Stronach
Third Row (L-R): D Frost, N Lipinski, D Webber, N Ford
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With Mr Buitendag as our conductor, we met every Tuesday 
and Friday morning at 07.10 to rehearse. The Junior Concert 
Band is a small ensemble that prepares younger players for 
the Senior Band. We were taught valuable lessons in band 
rehearsal etiquette, fundamentals such as ‘sitting on the 
top’ when playing high notes, the basics of improvisation, 
and the roles of all of the various instruments in the band. 

The band consisted of nine Grade 8 boys and one Grade 10 
and thanks to Mr Buitendag’s training, virtually every single 
one of us was promoted to the Senior Band in September! 

We performed at the Grade 8 Music Pupils Concert and at 
the Grade 8 and 9 Ensemble Concert. These performances 
really helped us experience what it is like to play in front of 
a big audience.

Our thanks go to Mr Buitendag for a truly wonderful 
experience!

N Wepener
TEACHER IN CHARGE: K Buitendag 

The String Ensemble experienced a new 
energy this year, with excited Grade 8s joining 
the group under Mr Cook in his second year 
in charge as conductor. The strings section of 
the Music Department had been fairly small in 
the last few years but the increase in numbers 
brought a fresh enthusiasm. The ensemble 
was made up of predominantly Grade 8 and 
9 boys, which allowed Mr Cook to focus on 
perfecting the basics, developing each boy’s 
technique and core ensemble playing skills. 
With his experience and wisdom, he subtly 
guided each musician without having to force 
participation, which kept the motivation alive. 
Mr Cook has been an incredible teacher in 
his gentle approach and we thank him for all 
of the time and work he put into the Strings 
Department this year. 

The Ensemble performed at the Music Pupils 
Concert in Term 3 and at the Grade 8 and 9 Ensemble 
Concert. Matthew Berry and Joseph Gray were also chosen 
to play in the orchestra for the Combined Schools Choral 
Concert in the City Hall. This was definitely a highlight of the 
year and required many hours of practice and commitment. 

The year has been extremely successful as a development 
platform for the younger players and the group is well poised 
for the future.

J Gray
Teacher in charge: K Cook

String Ensemble

String Orchestra
First Row Seated (L-R):  T Muthama, Mr S Simpson, J Gray, Mr T Scarr, M Berry  
Second Row (L-R): L Brierley-Bekker, C Dearlove, L Johnston, L Ncwana, L Moore, A Morris, N Stulting

Junior Concert Band

Junior Concert Band
First Row Seated (L-R): J Hallett, Mr S Simpson, 
R Layman, Mr K Buitendag, C Whitson
Second Row (L-R): K McKend,  L Moore, ZE Li,  
C Yip, N Wepener, I Lorgat
Third Row (L-R): A Davis, L Miller, E Klerck,  
B Bovim, J Heynes

MUSIC
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CULTURAL EVENING 
AND INTERHOUSE PLAYS
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Themed ‘It’s Time’, this year’s Cabaret was both a start for 
our grade to leave our legacy and also our opening number, 
which was performed by Guy Ellis-Brown. We aimed to give 
our audience a musical nostalgia trip as we travelled from 
the ’70s to modern day classics. Once again, we were met 
with sold-out shows and 350 people crammed into the 
Reeler Theatre to enjoy Concert Night, which left everyone 
speechless. 

Some of the vocal highlights included Sam Bovim’s rendition 
of ‘Rocket Man’ by Elton John and Ellis-Brown’s ‘Use 
Somebody’ by Kings of Leon. Our very own Bob Marley, 
Jared Heynes, performed ‘Buffalo Soldier’, amongst others, 
and Dante Webber sang and played saxophone on ‘Money’ 
by Pink Floyd. Other featured singers were David Frost, 
Luke Nogeuira, Alex Smith and Corbett Strydom. One of the 
highlights of the Concert Night show was Matthew Lubbe 
and Fayyad Galiem’s DJ set that had the crowd raising the 
roof.

Concert Night had the Grade 11 group in full swing 
supporting our ‘Hawaiian Beach Buzz’ theme. The night 
was led by our MCs: Colby van Staden, Connor le Borgne, 
Nogueira and Lubbe who added great banter and energy to 
the show. It was truly amazing and for many of our Grade 11 
musicians, a highlight of their school career.

A special thanks to: all the musicians who worked tirelessly 
to give E’20 an unforgettable experience; the Cabaret 
Committee without whom the show would never have been 
possible – Bovim, Tate Haarhoff, Joe Louw, James Prowse, 
Daniel Gordon and Kyle Bronn; the Sound and Lighting 
team; parents and RBHS staff involved; the music staff:  
Mr Scarr, Mr de Kock and Mr Buitendag; and Ms Ghignone, 
the Cabaret Co-ordinator. Thank you for a truly memorable 
Cabaret!

A Hillman, P Ghignone, T Scarr
TEACHER IN CHARGE: P Ghignone, T Scarr CHAIRMAN: A Hillman  
COMMITTEE:  S Bovim, K Bronn, D Gordon, T Haarhoff, A Hillman, J Louw,  
M McLagan, J Prowse

CABARET 

CABARET
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ART

Christian Bezuidenhout, white conte

Patric McKeown, etching

Letsatsi Lekoma, charcoal

Christian Bezuidenhout, white conte Christian Bezuidenhout, white conte

Timothy Owen, pen and cardboard

Thomas Croft, pen
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ART

Aidan Rooke, lino print

Luke Delmulle, oil painting

David van Selm, oil painting

Luke Delmulle, oil painting

Bailey Pickford, reverse glass painting

Patric McKeown, oil painting
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Kyle Henry, charcoal

Gareth Rasmussen, Photoshoped photograph

Patric McKeown, mixed media

Kyle Henry, charcoal

Kyle Wilson, digital photograph

Amaan Allie, charcoal
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ART

Faiz Toefy, digital works

Patric McKeown, acrylic painting

David Lee, acrylic painting

Eric Jacobs, digital photograph

David Lee, acrylic painting
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Faiz Toefy, mixed media

Grade 12 with Mr Jenkins

Eric Jacobs, digital photograph

Yu-Shih Weng, pencil crayon drawing

Cameron Chadwick, bronze sculpture

Bailey Pickford, reverse glass painting

Grade 12 with Mr Newham and Mr Shimbi
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ART

Christian Bezuidenhout, charcoal drawing

Jake Branquinho, reduction lino print

Luc Van Houten, oil painting Luc Van Houten, oil painting

Mihle Sakati, oil painting Mihle Sakati, oil painting

Connor Kotze, pen drawing
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This applied to ‘12 Angry Jurors’ in 
many ways. Not only is the death 
penalty a controversial hot topic 
that elicits a range of emotive 
opinions, but the events of the 
plot unfurled on the hottest day 
of the year. On stage, a number 
of the characters were hot-headed and unable to control 
their flaring tempers as tension in the confined space 
sizzled. Scathing words burned those who disagreed. Juror 
eight (Nicole Smith) put herself in the firing line when she 
stood against the majority, particularly Juror three (Robert 
Walker) who had reasons for being so hot under the collar. 
Of course, ongoing media coverage means that the United 
States of America is hot news worldwide. 

Then there is the hot talent of the cast. 

The actors were all teenagers, some of whom had never been 
on a theatre stage before. This was easy to forget given 
their strong stage presence, sterling ensemble interactions, 
nuanced portrayals and powerful characterisation. Adopting 
a particular dialect and sustaining this throughout a two 
hour production, never leaving the stage, was no mean 
feat. Even more commendable was that the actors studied 
Freudian instincts. Each applied emotional layers, ranging 
from the self-control of superego to the unrestrained id. Don’t 
underestimate the enormous skill and commitment it took to 
‘be’ a character, not pretend. 

Selecting a follow-up script for ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ 
(2018) was a challenge, however our goal has always been 
to tackle work in contrast to what has been seen before. 
This, we believe, is how creativity grows; through change 
and difference, exploration and experimentation. Theatre 
audiences need to be kept on their toes. Theatre directors 
cannot become complacent. Schools need to move forward. 

‘12 Angry Jurors’ might not have had 
the whimsy of its predecessor, but 
it spoke to its time by encouraging 
introspection and subsequent moral 
debate.  

One of the hallmarks of the 
Theatre Realism movement was abandoning the notion 
that characters are either ‘goodies’ or ‘baddies’. This easy 
categorisation was replaced with the antihero. Antiheroes 
are struggling, imperfect protagonists, often victims of much 
greater forces. All of the characters in 12 Angry Jurors are 
antiheroes, to a greater or lesser degree. Each exhibits 
shades of both virtue and vice. Quite possibly this is the 
ultimate message that the playwright hoped to impart: that 
there are no pure villains, only villainous acts, the worst of 
which might be ignorance. 

When called to weigh in on the value of human life, what 
could possibly be worse than remaining oblivious to just 
how precious it is. ‘12 Angry Jurors’ served to prick our 
consciences.

Directors: 
Mr Adrian Skelly (Head of the Arts Faculty, Rustenburg), Ms Carey Hickson-
Mahony (Principal of the Cape Academy of Dramatic Arts)
Stage cast:
Rondebosch:  George du Plooy, Josquin du Toit, Matthew Lubbé, Johann 
Lorimer, Jongisizwe Stofile, Robert Walker
Rustenburg: Darian Cloete, Alexis Fry, Lauren Heiberg, Myra Parolis, Danielle 
Sabor, Gabriella Sancho, Nicole Smith, Megan Sorour
Film cast: 
Rondebosch: Connor le Borgne, Imad Petersen, Ben Wittenburg
Rustenburg: Darian Cloete, Ashley Gernetzky, Georgia Haarhoff, Sarah 
Murashiki, Danielle Sabor
Crew: 
Rondebosch: Reece Aitken, Declan Hooper, Connor le Borgne, Mark McLagan, 
Sebastien Montoya-Pelaez, Thomas Raynham, Aphiwe Skoti, Alex White
Rustenburg: Darian Cloete, Yakira Davidson, Sarah Irwin, Miyo Jappie, A Skelly

Proudly Sponsored by

IT’S HOT!

27 stores countrywide
For your nearest store, call toll-free 0800 007 261

OutdoorwarehousezaOutdoorW

Go to outdoorwarehouse.co.za to learn more and shop online

With such a wide 
range, the choice is 

already an adventure
Come explore the greatest 

selection of quality gear for hiking, 
camping, off-road, braais, picnics 

and more in Southern Africa.
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After six years of hiking the majestic peaks of the 
Matroosberg, the Bosch Journey took a new route towards 
Diepkloof in the beautiful Breede Valley, where the farm lies 
snug against the De Hoop Nature Reserve and the Potberg 
Mountain.

Before their departure, Mr Simpson encouraged the Grade 9s 
to push themselves out of their comfort zones; which they 
quickly had to do as they hit the raw and sparse landscape 
that would be home for the next 10 days. The boys had to 
rapidly get into their stride on the never ending gravel roads 
where one can easily get lost – while also finding one’s self 
at the same time. Going off-track is not for the faint hearted, 
but the boys braved it as they moved in and between 
some of the well-known creepy crawlies of the region – did 
someone say snake, spider or scorpion?

The outreach project remains one of the most important 
components of the Bosch Journey. Here the boys had an 
opportunity to interact and connect with the children of Ou 
Plaas Primary School and to give back. It wasn’t all fun and 
games though as they picked up paint brushes and rollers 
in an effort to bring some much needed colour to the school 
buildings. 

The Journey took to the water this year, where the boys 
had to battle the wind and tides to make their way up and 
down the aptly named Breede River, which curves like a big 
black snake all the way to St Sebastian Bay. They also had 
an opportunity to try their hands at some fishing but, with 
the saltwater not quite in yet, the dream of a fish braai 
quickly evaporated in the unforgiving heat. The equestrian 
husbandry was also a major hit amongst the Grade 9s who 
revelled in the presence of these majestic animals with the 
ability to touch your soul.

The daunting challenge of a 24-hour solo in the bush took 
on a new meaning when the alone time increased to 36 
hours – a serious challenge in every way and form. Here one 
learns so much about one’s self in the quiet moments of the 
day and the stillness of the night – where one can only gaze 
in awe at the beautiful stars that almost seem in reach in 
those parts of the world.

As always, the last day arrived with great excitement and, 
from early morning, the parents gathered in the distance in 
the hope of catching a glimpse of their boys – or their new 
sons. The parent guard that formed was filled with nerves 
and excitement and overflowing with pride as the first group 
started to appear on the horizon.

Then the pace of the march picked up as the army of boy 
ants got closer. Before they knew it, they walked through the 
applause and past their parents – maybe just that little bit 
taller and broader; and, hopefully, more aware and thankful 
for the comforts of their everyday lives.

The closing message from the Headmaster was that the 
Journey has the ability to change you in many ways if you 
allow yourself to reflect on your experiences. It has the 
capacity to reveal character – good and bad. Let it again be 
known that the Bosch Boys stood tall in this challenge. 

We say thank you and salute every guide and Old Boy who 
made this Journey a success and which is made so special 
by the principle of investing in our future generations.  
The class of E2022 has taken us on a different  
journey – they have taken Rondebosch Higher  
and Wider. Altius et Latius.

C van Rensburg

GRADE 9 JOURNEY

PASTORAL

PASTORAL
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PREFECTS

REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL OF LEARNERS

Prefects
Front Row Seated (L-R):  M Blows, Mr A Nel, L Botha, Mr S Simpson, J du Toit, Mr G Paarman, P McKeown
Second Row (L-R):  C van Eden, G Allen, C Dean, C Walbrugh, J Collier, S Maqubela
Third Row (L-R):  L Cuff, J Stofile, G du Plooy, M Gray, L Sorensen, C Engelsman, I Arend, E Jacobs

RCL
Front Row Seated (L-R):   
L Cuff, M Blows, Mr S Simpson, 
L Botha, Ms L Kannemeyer,  
J du Toit, P McKeown
Second Row (L-R):   
I Safodien, A Morris, G Allen,  
C Walbrugh, S Roman, A Kisten, 
E Bartman
Third Row (L-R):  C Dearlove, 
M Kabonga, R Scheepers,  
T van Wyk, I Petersen, A Walsh, 
D Cloete
Fourth Row (L-R):  C Whitson, 
S Brundyn, S Rey, K Roberts,  
L Ryklief, T Chakapfava,  
C de Kock, C J van Rensburg
Fifth Row (L-R):  A Mowlana, 
A White, S Panagiotidis,  
K Culligan, J Prowse, D Biccard, 
T Soboil, Z Bowman
Absent:  J Louw, W Lee
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INTERACT

Interact
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr S Simpson, S van Wyk, Ms S Verster
Second Row (L-R):  A Hillman, R Davidson

SOCIETIES

The Interact year began in Term 4 of 2018 with the election of 
a new committee. Our first major event was the Rustenburg 
Girls’ Christmas Party during which the boys played soccer 
and spent an afternoon with the children. Interact also 
organised the collection for the ground staff’s Christmas 
hampers.

Term 1 started with the annual 25 hour long Habitat for 
Humanity Cyclathon. The boys showed amazing dedication 
and overall it was a great success. The money raised was 
used to help build housing for those in need. The Cape Town 
Cycle Tour was equally successful and we helped the Signal 
Hill Rotary Club with the release of cyclists from the gates.

We also assisted with the Peninsula Marathon water table 
to keep the thousands of runners hydrated. This was our 
practice run before the big event, the Two Oceans marathon. 
We are grateful to Rustenburg for their support as this was 
the 30th year that we have helped with the race. 

Interact organised sandwich drives and these were donated 
to The Haven Night Shelter. We will continue to support, 
in our small way, the feeding of the homeless on a regular 
basis. We also partnered with Springfield for a Liesbeek 
River clean up. 

Sadly, we also said goodbye to our Teacher in Charge, Ms 
Verster, during Term 3. We wish her all the best and are sure 
that she will have a good influence at her new school. 

In the third term a new strong and diverse committee was 
elected. We are motivated and excited to establish regular 
events and plan to support two causes consistently: one 
environmental and one for social upliftment. 

Interact has partnered with Bishops to work with 
Communitree’s project of greening pockets of the Southern 
Suburbs with heritage and indigenous plants. The boys 
spent a number of Sundays working in the garden in the 
fourth term and are excited to continue with this project in 
2020. The aim is to bring the original vegetation back to 
these areas along the Liesbeek River and, in so doing, to 
attract the birds too. It also enhances the area and makes it 
safer for children to walk through on their way to and from 
the local schools.

We look forward to 2020 and in a very real way bringing 
about interest in community service, social upliftment and 
care for the environment.

E Fraser, S van Wyk, S Verster
TEACHERS IN CHARGE: E Fraser, S Verster

SOCIETIES
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Towards the end of 2018, the committee for 2019 organised 
our first event as a team, the annual end of year thikr. To 
say this was a success is an understatement. The thikr was 
well run by Moulana Muneer of Anwaarul Islaam, and the 
attendance was great. The restaurant was full of Muslim 
and non-Muslim boys and girls from Rustenburg. This is 
where I saw the potential we had for a great year for the 
MSA in 2019. 

At the beginning of February, we held a workshop followed 
by a braai that Mr Halday organised. The first term also 
brought a guest speaker, Sufyaan Altalib, giving a beautiful 
talk during the societies period. The term ended with a 
wonderful day at Rustenburg’s annual MSA Fun Day. The 
children who came had a great time in a day filled with fun 
activities.

Term 2 began with a hike led by Old Boy, Zubair Mohamed-
Fakier, who took us on an awesome trail, starting in 
Newlands Forest and finishing in Kirstenbosch, where we 
ended our day with a picnic. A few weeks into the term we 
had a thikr to prepare ourselves for the mid-year exams. 
During the month of Ramadan, we also had an iftaar 

program at Rustenburg. 
After the breaking of 
the fast there was a 
programme, which was 
then followed by Taraweeh 
that was led beautifully by 
Bosch boys.

At the start of Term 3 we 
were invited to a really good 
MSA event at Westerford. 
We also added in a thikr, 
which was uplifting for all. 
The term ended on a really 
high note with our MSA 
food drive. This has to be 
my highlight of the year. A 
group of Bosch boys and 
Rustenburg girls met up at 
Pinelands Islamic Centre 
and put together a pot of 
Akhni, which was given 

to Fajrul Islam 
which distributed 
it to about 
150 people 
in a township. We 
also managed to prepare just under 500 
sandwiches and drove around donating them to 
people in need. 

All in all, I believe that it was a great year for 
the MSA. The events went really well with great 
attendance. Also it was very good to see the Salah 
room reaching maximum capacity consistently. 
A huge thank you to the committee of 2019 and 
the members of the society. An even bigger thank 
you to Ismaa’eel Arend and Mr Halday for their 
continuous hard work throughout the year.

Z Moolla
TEACHER IN CHARGE: B Halday CHAIRMAN: Z Moolla

Muslim Students Association

Ubuntu
In 2018, the Ubuntu Society saw a rise in unity with a strong 
committee being nominated to lead. In 2019 this went from 
strength to strength under the guidance of Mr Nongqotho 
who we truly value and appreciate. 

We were able to showcase our talents by performing at 
neighboring schools, in an attempt to share the diversities 
of our backgrounds and ethnicities whilst also meeting new 
people and forming relationships with these students. The 
Grade 10 boys felt a calling every time they stepped on a 
stage to perform, they truly entertained crowds and soon 

gained a name for themselves. This greatly contributed to 
the fantastic year that the society had.

Whilst all of this was happening, we were extremely 
honoured to host a joint cultural evening with Herschel. 
Our theme for the year was ‘Unity’ with the aim of bringing 
together people from different backgrounds to share 
cultures and entertainment. It was a success as we were 
able to experience not only African but European cultures 
as well. Performances ranging from poetry, singing, gumboot 
dancing, hip-hop dancing to traditional dancing were on the 
menu. Through the help of Ms Biermann, we were also able 
to provide food for our visitors, which also helped make 
it a success. A special thank you to the security team for 

MSA
First Row (L-R):  A Mowlana, Mr S Simpson, Z Moolla, Mr B Halday, I Arend
Second Row (L-R):  A Randeree, Y Khan, I Safodien
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Rondebosch Christian 
Union 

The Rondebosch Christian Union continues to grow 
annually. The year started with a bang as the RCU 
members embarked on a memorable camp to Rocklands 
in Simon’s Town. A weekend of praise, worship and 
fellowship was enjoyed and many new friendships were 
born. The camp certainly was a highlight of the year!

The RCU met frequently on a Tuesday, seeking biblical 
wisdom from the numerous guest speakers we were 
fortunate to have. The boys thoroughly enjoyed their 
time and many discussions were sparked as a result. 
In less formal times, the RCU boys enjoyed a social 
braai at the RBHS pool, a very successful camp 2020 
fundraiser screening The Chronicles of Narnia and 
numerous class socials in the war room. 

2019 was truly a remarkable year of spiritual and 
emotional growth and it is my prayer that we continue 
to bear fruit into 2020 and onwards.

O Slingers
TEACHER IN CHARGE: O Slingers CHAIRMAN: D Frost COMMITTEE:   
T Haarhoff, K Plüddemann, T Raynham, A Smith, B van Rhyn

RCU
First Row Seated (L-R):  A Smith, Mr S Simpson, D Frost, Mr O Slingers, 
T Haarhoff
Second Row (L-R):  K Plüddemann, B Van Rhyn, T Raynham

Jewish Society 
The Jewish Society has been going strong for almost three 
years, under the guidance of Ms Verster, and is still growing. 
Started by Matt Ginsberg in 2017, it continued to run under 
the chairmanship of Aidan Wittels in 2018 and 2019 gaining 
momentum to become a well-attended society. 

Any Jewish, “Jew-ish” or interested students are invited to join 
us to share “challah” (traditional braided bread) every Friday 
and catch up on events and highlights of the week. The boys 
discuss cultural and religious aspects and ensure that the 
most important holy days don’t clash with the school calendar. 
We encourage the boys to grow the society further under the 
incoming leadership and our best wishes to Ms Ashwell who 
will be taking over as Teacher in Charge. 

Thank you and well done to the committee and Ms Verster on 
creating a welcoming environment with delicious challah, which 
encouraged the boys to attend our weekly meetings. We wish 
the new members and incoming chairman the best for 2020.

A Wittels
TEACHERS IN CHARGE: P Ashwell, S Verster CHAIRMAN: A Wittels COMMITTEE:  
G Sheena, E Nates, J Reiback, O Shaw, J du Toit, K Amos, D de Kock, C de Kock,  
L Cuff, G Hutchinson, G Brorson, R Isserow

Jewish Society
First Row Seated (L-R):  G Sheena, Mr S Simpson, A Wittels, Ms S Verster, K Amos
Second Row (L-R):  G Hutchinson, L Cuff, R Isserow, O Shaw, G Brorson, C de Kock, 
D de Kock, J du Toit 

making sure that everyone was safe going home after an 
eventful and successful night.

We, as the Ubuntu Committee of 2019, headed by Luyanda 
Rengo and Jongisizwe Stofile, would like to show our 
appreciation to the founder of the society, Mnu Nongqotho 
as well as the Headmaster, Mr Simpson and the school for 
granting us the opportunity to keep the society alive and 
running throughout this year. And we would also like to 
extend our thanks to our boys who make the society what it 
is and for their support and cooperation throughout the year.

L Rengo
TEACHER IN CHARGE: Z Nongqotho

Ubuntu
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr Z Nongqotho, L Rengo, Mr S Simpson
Second Row (L-R):  J Stofile, M Sakati, M Ndude
Absent:  K Lesch, S Maqubela, S Nkonzombi, T Tshapela

SOCIETIES
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Civic Engagement
First Row Seated (L-R):  C De Kock, Mr S Simpson, M Blows, Mr B Siljeur, J Du Toit
Second Row (L-R):  A Kisten, T Muthama, I Petersen, T Van Wyk, N Ford, I Safodien
Third Row (L-R):  A Mowlana, M Sakati, O Shaw, K Bronn, S Rey

Funchem 
The Funchem society has continued to expand our 
community outreach this year. We started with our annual 
outreach to Heideveld Primary School where our boys 
entertained the Grade 7 learners with an explosive show. The 
boys also worked in small groups directly with the learners to 
guide them through an acids and bases practical experiment.

We had the opportunity to cross Campground Road to 
visit the Prep School to regale the Grade 7s during their 
teachers’ planning day. They were treated to one of our 
shows, which included some new exciting experiments as 
well as a rocket design and launching competition.

We extend a huge thank you to our amazing lab technician, 
Mr Jeremy Papier, (who masterminds each week’s activities) 
and Dr René Toerien for her assistance and co-ordination of 
our outreach excursions.
L Arnott

The purpose of Civic and Social Responsibility (CSR) is to improve 
our boys’ ethical citizenship, social literacy and emotional 
balance. The CSR portfolio has developed significantly over the 
past two years. This is largely due to the interest and willingness 
of our students to improve the culture of our school and develop 
understanding of our broader community. This is in line with our 
Bosch 125 vision: “In its 125th year, the young men of Rondebosch 
are confident and able to pursue their dreams. They are resilient 
and adaptable and equipped with the educational, ethical, social 
and emotional competencies to effect significant and lasting 
change in a changing world”.

Over the past year, CSR has developed five focus areas. They 
are: Black and White Identity/Consciousness, Mental Health, 
the Environment, Gender-Based Violence and Gender Equality 
and the Pride Society. We have been actively engaging with 
schools from across the Cape Flats in various ways to achieve 

Funchem
First Row Seated (L-R):  Dr R Toerien, S Mosig, Mr S Simpson, A Toerien, Mr J Papier,  
Z Halday, Ms L Arnott
Second Row (L-R):  R Loe, C Brasler, M Berry, N Msakiwe, A Adams
Third Row (L-R):  T Murray, T Luck, L Cloete-Hopkins, C MacDonald 
Absent:  T Galp

our goals of sharing our privilege and improving our 
social and cultural literacy. Our students have initiated 
and participated in discussions around the various focus 
areas. Students from schools as far away as Khayelitsha 
have attended these sessions.

I must commend the courageous young men of CSR 
for putting themselves in the frontline of addressing 
the injustices of society, despite often receiving fierce 
criticism. I would like to make special mention of 
students Matthew Blows, Josquin du Toit, Nick Ford, 
Cameron de Kock, Timothy Muthama and our teachers 
Mr Slingers, Ms Fraser and Mr Morrison.

We have put firm plans in place for the continued growth 
of the CSR portfolio next year and to strive towards 
realising the Bosch 125 Vision for the young men of 
Rondebosch Boys’ High School.

B Siljeur
TEACHER IN CHARGE: B Siljeur 

Civic and Social Responsibility 
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The Culinary Society aims to offer boys an opportunity to 
learn both basic and more advanced cooking skills, as well 
as giving those who appreciate food the chance to indulge 
in good food experiences. There was keen sign-up from the 
Grade 8s, as well as solid representation from the seniors 
who have formed an enthusiastic core to the society.

The year kicked off with what proved to be one of the 
highlights – an event at Silwood Kitchen where a group 
of our more experienced members learned to make 
fresh pasta from scratch. This was swathed in a sauce 
of ham, asparagus, cream and parmesan to form a 
decadent Italian feast. The portions were so large that 
only the rowers in the group were able to polish them 
off – fortunately the rest all had containers on hand for 
‘padkos’. The meal was finished off with raspberry soufflés 
(which all worked perfectly).  

The culinary calendar would not be complete without the 
tuckshop events, where wonderful and ingenious ways 
of transforming recipes into delicious culinary feasts are 
celebrated.  A few of the recipes we tackled included 
butter chicken with home-made parathas; savoury 
muffins; and goat’s cheese and sweet potato samosas. 
The sweet tooth was catered for by an abundance of 
sweet treats, including apple crumble with real custard; 
mini cheesecakes with Bar-One and raspberry topping; 
halva and tahini chocolate brownies; Mexican-style HOT 
hot chocolate; choc-chip cookies; and chai cake topped 
with ginger and honey infused cream cheese icing. Mr 
Harris also made a guest appearance to demonstrate 
his indulgent microwave fudge. The tuckshop events 
are always useful to teach the members about new 
processes and methods (and a selection of easy recipes), 
which they can use at home to impress their families. 

We pay tribute to the outgoing chairman, Oliver 
Henderson. He has been a keen member of the society 

Culinary Society
First Row Seated (L-R):  S Brundyn, Mr S Simpson, O Henderson, Dr P Kew,  
B Couldridge
Second Row (L-R):  K McKend, C Stevens, M Smith, L Jordan
Third Row (L-R):  A Stemmet, J Thompson, A White, A Taylor, J Grobler
Fourth Row (L-R):  S Mosig, S Joubert, G Stones, G Fraser

Culinary Society

The President’s Award for Youth Empowerment in South Africa
The President’s Award (TPA) in 2019 grew tremendously with 21 
new members. Many of our boys also completed various levels 
of the award: Kai Amos, Robbie Davidson, Zuhayr Halday, Rhys 
Ravat and Sebastian Rey received their bronze awards; Guy Ellis 
Brown and Mark McLagan received their silver awards. Ravat 
also submitted his silver award, which is under assessment.  

The highlight of 2019 was Patric McKeown’s gold standard 
achievement. He has displayed qualities of perseverance, 
commitment and a huge sense of social responsibility. Apart 
from completing the four categories, he successfully completed 
a compulsory residential project for six consecutive days. He 
completed this through Edge of Africa and stayed in a dormitory 
in Knysna. He learnt a huge amount about township communities 
and gained invaluable experience.

B Halday
TEACHER IN CHARGE: Mr B Halday CHAIRMAN: P McKeown COMMITTEE: Z Halday, 
A Kisten, T White

for four years and has been an inspirational chairman. He 
has encouraged us to stretch our culinary boundaries – 
including making macaroons and meringue roulades! – and 
has been proactive in organising outside events. His absolute 
commitment is epitomised by him transporting his ice-cream 
machine to school on his motorbike so that we could indulge in 
his signature granadilla and choc-chip ice-cream.

This has been an excellent year for the Culinary Society and an 
energetic new committee is already making plans for an even 
more action-packed year in 2020. 

P Kew
TEACHER IN CHARGE: P Kew CHAIRMAN: O Henderson COMMITTEE: S Brundyn,  
B Couldridge, G Fraser, Z Gallant, S Joubert, G Stones 

President’s Award
First Row Seated (l-r):  Mr B Halday, P McKeown, A Kisten, Mr S Simpson
Second Row (l-r):  Z Halday, T White

SOCIETIES
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Sound and Lighting
It’s been another busy year for the Rondebosch Sound 
and Lighting Crew. From managing outdoor events, like 
inter-house athletics and swimming galas, to the weekly 
assemblies, we have had our work cut out for us. Much 
of what we do is in the background and rarely gets any 
attention… except for when things go wrong – then we get 
lots of attention.

The crew is involved in many after school events as well, 
such as the Cultural Evening and the Richard Stirton concert 
where we had the opportunity to learn from some of the 
best in the local sound and lighting industry. However, the 
main event this year was the annual school play, ‘12 Angry 
Jurors’. We spent many hours after school in the weeks 
leading up to the play, mic-ing the stage, setting up lights 
and rehearsing with the cast and production team to make 
sure that the play was a success. It also gave us the chance 
to initiate our newest Grade 8 members, commonly referred 

to as Minion 1 and Minion 2! Effective lighting and sound are 
at its best when you don’t notice that it’s there, and we felt 
that our efforts definitely enhanced the production and took 
it to the next level.

A special gig each year is being involved in the Matric SNL 
Show. This is when we work with the Matrics and decide 
exactly what needs to happen and when. We are able to 
play endlessly and freely with all of Mr Scarr’s toys, creating 
grand explosions of psychedelic light, maxing out speakers 
and blasting students out of their seats with far too much 
bass. Occasionally, this does result in a small explosion or a 
piece of equipment that simply stops functioning; but, when 
in doubt, it’s common practice to blame it on the Grade 8s.

All of the hard work, extra hours and tireless commitment 
to the job culminates in the legendary Cabaret Show when 
the incoming Matrics host a show of music unlike any other. 

It’s the flagship of the Music Department and 
also of our crew. We go all out on special 
lighting for scenes, mood lighting and crystal 
clear sound; all in a bid to enhance an already 
fantastic production!

Our crew gives up hundreds of hours of our 
time each year, in order to make sure that 
every event in the school, big or small, gets 
the proper sound or lighting equipment and 
performance that it deserves, often without 
any recognition for our work. But we don’t 
mind, we do what we do because we love 
it. When an audience sits enthralled by a 
lighting display that blends perfectly with 
the drummer’s beat and singer’s vocals, that’s 
when we feel that our job has been well done 
and that it has all been worth it.

S Montoya Pelaez, A White
TEACHER IN CHARGE: T Scarr

Photographic Society
First Row Seated (L-R):  B Steyn, Mr S Simpson, A Hillman, Ms P Ashwell, A  Randeree
Second Row (L-R):  G Hawkins, J Hallett,  M Louw,  F Hindmarch, C Yip, L Madubela
Third Row (L-R):  M Lighton, S Mosig, N Lipinski, SJ Swanepoel
Absent:  A  Amm, L Delmulle

Photographic Society 

Sound and Lighting
First Row Seated (L-R):  T Raynham, Mr S Simpson, M McLagan, Mr T Scarr, C Le Borgne
Second Row (L-R):  A Skoti, S Montoya-Pelaez, R Aitken, A White, D Davidson

This year the intrepid band of photographers tried to 
capture the life of the school through their lenses.  
They looked at the buildings on the campus, the various 
sporting highlights and the general life of the school.   
We attended the Canon roadshow and were introduced 
to different skills and professionals in the business 
and will be exhibiting our best photos, some of which 
are featured in this magazine, in the library at the 
beginning of 2020. We hope to continue to develop our 
skills in the coming year, both with the advice of various 
specialists in the school as well as by attending courses 
in the private sector. 

P Ashwell
TEACHER IN CHARGE: P Ashwell CHAIRMAN: A Hillman 
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The First Aid Society had yet another 
successful year in its endeavours. We saw the 
society increase to a new high of 50 members 
on the roster. Many juniors, as well as seniors, 
were on active duty across multiple sporting 
codes including rugby, hockey and soccer, 
as well as providing assistance for several 
outside tournaments. 

This year we developed a digital way to log-
in injuries, which provided useful statistics 
to monitor player injuries and to give intel 
about teams and fields in order to allocate 
experienced first aiders accordingly.  We also 
adopted a new system of First Aid for rugby 
games, which has proven very successful. Our 
First Aiders now ‘run the line’ providing more of 
a practical approach by providing assistance 
where necessary. This also allows us to get to 
the break-down faster.

Our valuable first aiders were fuelled with 
passion and it was this that made them always 
ready to do their part. Whether it be the 7:30am start for 
rugby or the 9pm finish for hockey, a usual day could be 
working for up to seven hours.

During 2019 many of our juniors received their Level 1 
certificates and many of our seniors obtained their Level 
3, which is the highest level one can get as a minor. This 
provided an experienced backbone to lead the way and help 
many of the younger members. 

A huge thank you to our Old Boys, Conor Colquhoun and 
Robbie Schreiber, who are studying in the medical field, for 

their consistent help throughout the year; Melissa Bester 
for stepping in as our ‘doctor on duty’ and most importantly 
to Mr Rudrich Claassen and Ms Susan Carletti for their 
role in the running and maintaining of the society. As many 
have said before me, without your wisdom, enthusiasm and 
commitment along with some jovial banter along the side-
line, the First Aid Society would just never have been the 
same. With that in mind, we all offer our gratitude for the 
continued mark you have left on us.

A Hillman
TEACHER IN CHARGE: R Claassen CHAIRMAN: J Forbes COMMITTEE:  A Hillman

First Aid

Outdoor Society
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr S Simpson, A Klein, Mr B Taylor
Second Row (L-R):  Y Khan, S Mosig 

Outdoor Society 
This year, we focused on the rejuvenation and revitalisation of the 
Outdoor Society of old and aimed to create interest in, and excitement 
about, the outdoors. In recent years, the society was a bit neglected, 
however, we, as the committee, believe that it should be a society 
for anyone to come and have a good time in the outdoors. In this 
vein, our events this year have been ones that weren’t particularly 
challenging but were more for everyone to enjoy and not feel like they 
were climbing Mount Everest. These events consisted of hikes up Lion’s 
Head and Table Mountain, as well as our feature event of the 13 Peaks 
Challenge, which was undertaken during the third term holidays. 

Going forward, our vision is to create a space for all to join in, share 
stories and experience the outdoors. Nature changes the mind and 
relieves stress. It can make you forget about all the hardships that are 
pulling you down. There is a great quote by Sir Edmund Hillary, the 
first man to summit Everest, “It is not the mountain we conquer but 
ourselves”. This is true for all hiking or outdoor activities that we do as 
a society. It is a way to discover ourselves and who we truly are.

A Klein
TEACHER IN CHARGE: B Taylor CHAIRMAN: A Klein COMMITTEE:  Y Khan, S Mosig

First Aid
First Row Seated (l-r):  K Labuschagne, Mr R Claassen, A Hillman, Mr S Simpson, J Forbes, 
Mrs S Carletti, A Kisten
Second Row (L-R):  F Hindmarch, R Isserow, D Lee, L Ncwana, Y Narker, P Soboil
Third Row (L-R):  M Parker, R Hofmeister, L Truter, R Davidson, G Stone, T McKeown
Fourth Row (L-R):  M Devoti, M McLagan, M White, Y Khan
Absent:  T Botha, M Dawood, T Soboil, P Colquhoun
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History & Current Affairs
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr W Domingo, S Maqubela, Mr S Simpson, N Marais, 
Ms M Kershaw
Second Row (L-R):  D Biccard, J Prowse, S Bovim, T Botha
Third Row (L-R):  N Ford, A White, S Rey
Absent:  G Du Plooy, L Cuff, D Krone, M Parker, B Wittenberg

Pride Society
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr C Morrison, L van Houten, Mr S Simpson,  
P McKeown, Ms S Verster
Second Row (L-R):  B Wittenberg, J du Toit, A Duncan, A Joseph
Third Row (L-R):  L Cuff, C Bezuidenhout, O Shaw, M Smith, D de Kock,  
D Hooper
Absent:  E Bell, N Ford, A Hillman, A Laugksch, J Louw, M Metelerkamp,  
K Nicol, L Truter, S van Rensburg, S van Wyk

Pride Society
In 2019 the Pride Society officially launched. Open to 
both LGBTQ+ members and allies, the society aims to 
create a safe space for boys to feel comfortable with 
being who they are. Ms Verster headed up the society 
and, with her hard work and planning, we were able 
to hold a multi-school event. This event was a Pride 
Movie Night and learners from many local schools 
attended. After the movie all of the students were able 
to socialise (while eating amazing rainbow cupcakes) 
and it was, in all, a very successful launch event for the 
society. 

A couple of braais were also held so the boys could 
get to know each other better and we could bond with 
new members as our numbers grew. I am very proud 
of everybody who has helped and put in effort into 
launching and being a part of this society. I feel that 
it is a huge step in the right direction for the school as 
a whole. On behalf of the Matrics of E’19, we wish Mr 
Morrison all of the best as he takes over the society and 
we look forward to seeing how the society matures in 
its second year. We thank Ms Verster for all that she has 
done and wish her well at her new school. 

L van Houten
TEACHERS IN CHARGE: C Morrison, S Verster CHAIRMAN: L van Houten 

This year marked a truly enriching experience for the 
History and Current Affairs Society. The continuation 
of special guests engaging with the boys proved to be 
beneficial not only for the purposes of enrichment in 
History, but also in creating awareness of current affairs. 
Some highlights included Cameron Dugmore whose political 
insight gave the boys a lot to think about as they grow 
into young, politically aware adults; Kobus Pieterse, former 
liaison officer to President FW de Klerk, whose story was 
an interesting one which addressed the landscape of 
South Africa’s history from the perspective of FW de Klerk. 
It, therefore, gave the boys some much needed insight, 
especially the Matrics who used the information to better 
understand for exam purposes the work on the coming of 
democracy. Master’s student in History, Daniella Barnard 
also came in to discuss her study on the history of slang in 
Cape Town, focusing on the power of words and how their 
history has played a role in the nature of social and race 
relations in the city. 

The pinnacle of this year was undoubtedly our annual 
lecture. What was so special about this evening was the 
fact that the guest of honour was former anti-apartheid 
activist and Rivonia trialist Mr Dennis Goldberg. His retelling 
of our country’s past was so engaging and inspiring that it 
left an indelible mark on the boys to the point where they 
continue to refer to his story in the classroom. We were so 
privileged to listen to a man that had lived through it all 
and were truly thankful to him for taking time out to talk 
and to teach.All in all, a truly remarkable year for the HCA 
and one that undoubtedly will be viewed as an example of 
how to enrich and engage in the years to come.

W Domingo
TEACHERS IN CHARGE: W Domingo, M Kershaw CHAIRMEN: D Krone,  
G du Plooy, S Maqubela, L Ryklief COMMITTEE:  D Biccard, T Botha, S Bovim,  
L Cuff, N Ford, N Marais, M Meyer, M Parker, J Prowse, S Rey, A White,  
R Wilson, B Wittenberg

History and Current 
Affairs Society 
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Debating Society 

Blood Donations
Blood donations at Rondebosch have taken on another dimension 
in the last two years. The introduction of Peer Promoters made 
a huge difference in motivating Bosch Boys to donate regularly. 
The Peer Promoters are selected to promote blood donations 
amongst their grade. They are given special training and head 
out to boost donations at the Western Cape Blood Service 
(WCBS) headquarters in Pinelands.

The implementation of the Battle of the Blood donors has been 
very successful as, after beating SACS in 2018, we obliterated 
Bishops in 2019. Winning this trophy for two consecutive years 
shows why the Bosch gees is unrivalled.

Blood donation is a service of self-sacrifice, not like a normal gift 
that you buy in a shop. It takes a special kind of person as you 
give your very life fluid to save someone that you probably will 
never have the privilege to meet. The Blood Donation Service at 
Rondebosch offer boys an opportunity, once a term from the age of 
16, to give life via their donations. Apart from a small snack, post 
donation, there is no real reward for donating blood other than the 
knowledge that one donation could potentially save the lives of 
three people. It is a decision of true conscience and heart. 

We hope to see the day where almost all of our senior learners 
will make the world a better place, one donation at time.

A Fransman

Blood 
Donations
First Row Seated 
(L-R):  J Lorimer,  
Mr S Simpson, 
R Davidson
Second Row  
(L-R):  S Rey,  
Mr A Fransman,  
A Lorimer

Debating
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr A Taylor, N  Ford, Mr S Simpson, A White, Ms L Arnott
Second Row (L-R):  R Aitken, S Mosig, C de Kock, M Metelerkamp, J Bloemetje, N Stulting
Absent:  Mr J Winchester, J Hunt, M Caldis, S Veldboer, K Nicol, R Davidson, T McKeown

SOCIETIES

The major highlights of 2019 included the Rotary 
Debating League and the Western Cape Schools’ 
Debating Championships. 

The debaters took part in bi-weekly fixtures in 
the interschools Rotary Debating League, which 
provides an opportunity to apply what they have 
learned in training. This year, the juniors performed 
superbly, breaking from the pool stages into 
the octo-finals where, unfortunately, they were 
knocked out. Our seniors also did incredibly well; 
ranking top of their pool, they broke into the 
octo-finals, however they were knocked out in 
a stellar semi-final. The squad can be incredibly 
proud of themselves as such results would not be 
possible without every individual’s contribution and 
teamwork. 

The Western Cape Schools’ Debating 
Championships is the most competitive tournament 
on our calendar. Only the top performing schools 
are invited and we were thrilled to have our junior 
and senior teams attend. 

The junior team comprised Nicholas Stulting, 
Thomas McKeown and Sasha Mosig. While 
performing admirably at provincials; they did not 
progress to the break rounds. As a group of new 
debaters they can be incredibly proud of all that 
they achieved over such a short time period. 

Milto Caldis, Marc Metelerkamp, Cameron de Kock, 
Nicholas Ford and Alex White formed the senior 
team. Surpassing their own expectations, the boys 
debated superbly in the preliminary rounds and 
broke third into the quarter-finals with impressively 
high speaker scores. Unfortunately, the seniors 
were eliminated in their quarter-final. Despite this, 
several adjudicators approached me to commend 
the boys’ debating performance, social-awareness 
and sportsmanship. I could not have been more 
proud of this team.

Following their performance: Ford ranked as 
the fourth Best Senior Speaker, and along with 
White was selected for the Western Cape teams 
competing in the National Debating Championship 
this December. We wish them all the best for 
Nationals. 

Each week, I am astounded by the high level at 
which the boys think and articulate themselves. 
I am so often taken aback by their team spirit, 
eagerness to learn about real-world issues and 
their ability to engage with these topics maturely 
and with an open mind. I have no doubt that they 
will continue to learn and make debating into the 
rewarding space it has become. They have earned 
every success this year, and we are honoured to 
have coached such wonderful students.

J Winchester
TEACHER IN CHARGE: L Arnott
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Our season was off to a great start when we took three first 
places and five second places at the Paarl Boys’ Athletics 
meeting on 25 January. Patric McKeown was on his way to 
a blistering season winning the 3000m in 9 minutes 26.6 
seconds.

Only five days later two hurdles records were shattered 
during Interhouse Athletics. Ryan du Rand (U14) and Dalvon 
Blood (U19) were the Canigou stars responsible. Canigou 
also won on the day with 884 points, leaving the other 
houses in its wake by more than 150 points.

Best track and field athlete for each age group:
• U14 track – Ryan du Rand (Canigou) 
• U14 field – Djuma Amissi (Canigou)
• U15 track – Ken Tchimanga (Canigou)
• U15 field – Ken Tchimanga (Canigou)
• U16 track – Nur Gabriels (Ramage) 
• U16 field – Connor Davis (Canigou) 
• U17 track – Tristan Accom (Andrews) 
• U17 field – Jordan van Schalkwyk (Andrews)
• Open track – Dalvon Blood (Canigou) 
• Open field – Jason Johnson (Canigou)

Best junior as well as best track and field all-rounder:  
Ryan Du Rand (Canigou)
Best senior track and field athlete performance:  
Dalvon Blood (Canigou)

SACS hosted the Triangular this year and we were duly 
impressed by the depth of the opposition. Asakhe Mali took 
first place in the U19 high jump and Luke Smith won the 
110m hurdles in a phenomenal time of 14.9 seconds. Johann 
Lorimer won the 400m and long jump and Carlos da Costa 
won the U16 discus. Ken Tchimanga won the U15 100m 
hurdles, 200m and long jump. Djuma Amissi won the U14 
100m, 200m and long jump and Ryan du Rand won the 80m 
hurdles. The U14 relay team consisting of Djuma Amissi, 
Jack Buchanan, Yaseen Gabriels and Ethan Gordon took 
first place.

SUMMER SPORT

ATHLETICS

RBHS took five first places, three second places and three 
third places overall at the Zonal Athletics Championships. 
Djuma Amissi came first in the 200m and 100m, Ken 
Tchimanga won the 100m hurdles and Ryan du Rand took the 
honours in both the 800m and the 80m hurdles. 

The Western Province High School Championships on 1 and 
2 March made for a terrific end to the season. Djuma Amissi 
(U14 200m) and Ken Tchimanga (U15 300m hurdles) had the 
opportunity to shine finishing second in their events. Patric 
McKeown, Johann Lorimer, Alex Lorimer, Gary Allen and Ryan 
du Rand also made the finals and ran personal bests.

Ken Tchimanga made the final of the U15 Western Cape 
Championships and Djuma Amissi finished third in the 200m 
U14 final.

Only three of the four Spring Athletics Meetings took place 
as, unfortunately, we had to cancel our meeting due to heavy 
rainfall. Summary of the RBHS athletes who won their events 
at the Spring Meetings:
Wynberg Spring Meeting
• Johann Lorimer – 200m and 400m U16
• Djuma Amissi – 200m and Long Jump U14

Bishops Spring Meeting
• Patric McKeown – 1 500m U18
• Tristan Accom – 100m U17
• Djuma Amissi – 200m U17
• Johann Lorimer – Long Jump U17
• Tae-Heon Kim – 100m Hurdles U16

SACS Spring Meeting
• Patric McKeown – 1 500m U18
• Tristan Accom – 100m U17
• Johann Lorimer – 100m U16
• Djuma Amissi – 100m U14

Tristan Accom was awarded Athlete of the Meeting for his 
11.1 seconds in the 100m at the SACS Spring Meeting. 
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For their efforts this year the following boys  
received colours:
• Colours: Tristan Accom (re-award)
• Honours: Dalvon Blood (re-award), Patric McKeown  

(re-award), Luke Smith

The following athletes received awards at the end of the 
season for their outstanding performances:
• Best junior track athlete – Djuma Amissi
• Best junior field athlete – Djuma Amissi
• Best senior track athlete – Patric McKeown
• Best senior field athlete – Dalvon Blood
• Victor Ludorum for the best track and field  

athlete – Patric McKeown

D Geldenhuys
COACHES: J Evans, D Geldenhuys, M Julie, W Kew, T Klein, G Paarman,  
M van Zyl 
MANAGERS: E du Toit, S Ebrahim, D Geldenhuys, G Paarman, M Van Zyl 
TEAM: P McKeown (c), T Accom, E Africa, G Allen, D Amissi, J Birhange,  
G Blackmore, D Blood, O Bonnes, T Borain, W Brink, J Buchanan, D Cloete,  
B Cowan, C da Costa, R Davidson, C Davis, C de Kock, R du Rand, L Foord,  
D French, N Gabriels, Y Gabriels, M Galvaan, E Gordon, J Hallet, R Isaacs,  
S Joubert, M Kabonga Matala, S Kagaba, D Kalell, S Kemp, T Kim, J King,  
B Kitshoff, E Klerck, N Krone, A Laugksch, B le Roux, A Lorimer, J Lorimer,  
J Luc De Waal, C Macdonald, A Majiet, A Mali, T McKeown, R Meyers,  
M Miller, S Mukazi, M Muller, T Murphy, C Olivier, G Pedegana, P Phiri, R Piper, 
T Raynham, M Readhead, J Ricketts, Y Sands, J Schwartz, G Sheena, F Sleet,  
L Smith, T Smith, J Stofile, N Swier, K Tchimanga, J Tredoux, J van Schalkwyk,  
D van Selm, R Veitch,  J Veysie, N Volmink, R Walker, A White, G Whyte 

First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr S Ebrahim, Mr T Klein, Mr W Kew, P McKeown, Mr S Simpson, G Allen,  
Mr D Geldenhuys, Mr G Paarman, Ms M Van Zyl
Second Row (L-R):  J Buchanan, S Kemp, J Birhange, M Readhead, T Kim, J Hallet, E Gordon, T Smith
Third Row (L-R):  M Galvaan, T McKeown, T Raynham, B Cowan, J Swartz, S Joubert, C de Kock
Fourth Row (L-R):  J Lorimer, A Lorimer, A Laugksch, C Macdonald, B Kitshoff, L Smith, A White, D Amissi
Fifth Row (L-R):  R Davidson, G Pedegana, O Bonnes, D Kalell, P Phiri, R Du Rand, S Kagaba
Absent:  C Da Costa, J Van Schalkwyk, D Blood

ATHLETICS
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BASKETBALL

U19A 

The team had a mixture of key returning starters: 
captain, Luyanda Rengo, provincial player, Jerry Weng 
and Alex Hillman, as well as two promoted U16 players 
in Matthew Potgieter and Shivaan Naicker. This core was 
complemented by a number of support players including 
vice-captain, David Lee, and several new players including 
transfer, Mfundo Ndude, and promoted U16 players, Zack 
Redcliffe and Rick Huang.

The term began slowly as the starting lineup needed 
some time to learn one another’s play. The season began 
to turn for the better in week three as Bosch travelled to 
Westerford.  After jumping out to an 11-0 lead at the end 
of the first quarter, our opponents drew even in the third. 
Weng, however, took over scoring eight high fourteen 
points in quick fashion. He was helped by Hillman who 
added a quick four points down the stretch as the team 
went on to win comfortably. Unfortunately, Weng sustained 
a serious injury that kept him out of the lineup for the next 
two games.

In his absence, Ndude was given an opportunity to slot into 
the starting lineup and made an impact with his defensive 
skills and passing. Against Pinelands, Rengo benefitted from 
the assists and led the team with his season high of eight 
points. Although we led at the half, Pinelands was able to 
pull away in the final minutes. Nevertheless, the team made 
huge strides playing without their star player, Weng.

In one of the best games of the season, we came up 
against one of the top teams in the league: Wynberg. 
Injuries affected the team as key support members were 
missing. Nevertheless, the team shot a season high of 52% 
from the field and led the game at the half by five points. 
Hillman and Naicker dominated under the basket securing 
17 rebounds between them. Ndude led the team with 10 
points scored followed by Hillman (seven) and Potgeiter 
(six). After falling behind in the third, the team rallied to 
draw even with three minutes to play. Ultimately, the lack 
of substitutes, especially in the post positions, caught up 
with the team as Wynberg was able to steal the victory.
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The final league game of the season came against rivals, 
Bishops. The game was full of emotion as Weng was 
able to return to action and it marked the final game for 
long-time coach, Mr R Davis, who stepped down after 15 
years. The game began on shaky ground as the team got 
it in mind to just attempt three pointers (ending the game 
with a season high 23 attempts with only four made). As 
a result, they found themselves trailing four points after 
three quarters. Davis helped the team to refocus and the 
final quarter represented one of the finest in recent history 
as the team completely took control of the game to score 
a school record 25 points! This was led by Weng who had 
four consecutive steals followed by eight quick points. The 
momentum shifted as a number of players began to follow 
suit with smart ball control, crisp passing and intelligent 
shots from around the floor. Weng led all players by 17 
points, followed by Ndude who had his season high of 12, 
and Redcliffe had his best performance off the bench with 
five points. The final score was 41-28 to Bosch.

BASKETBALL

The term ended with the annual Old Boys’ game, which 
saw players from over a decade out of Bosch join in with 
more recent Old Boys. The match came down to a final 
three point attempt at the buzzer, which gave the Old Boys 
a one point victory. The term saw significant growth in the 
team and they are well positioned to move forward.

In the fourth term, the team lost some of its key players 
due to injury and exams – but the young side did not 
disappoint. We opened with a good win over SACS 
followed by another double over Westerford. Unfortunately, 
we lost to both Bishops and Wynberg.
R Davis, L Mncameni
P13 W8 L5 D0
COACH: R Davis, L Mncameni MANAGER: Z Nongqotho TEAM:  L Rengo (c),  
D Lee (vc), A Hillman, J Harley, R Huang, K Melia, S Naicker, M Ndude,  
M Potgieter, Z Redcliffe, J Richardson, M Turner, J Weng, D Whyte, G Whyte

U16A 

This year we were thrilled to have expanded our facilities 
to include a new outdoor full court located at the tennis 
courts. Along with our pre-season training it has already 
paid dividends to our game and, to date, we remain 
unbeaten on home ground. We extend our collective 
gratitude to the school for providing these new facilities. 

We remained focused on building our game time 
understanding and in particular encouraging the players to 
bring to each match the skills, techniques and strategies 
that we have practiced. In particular, we continued to 
work on our read of the game, to have more vision on the 
court and to respond ‘aggressively’ to the fluctuations 
of the game. In addition, we have worked on the speed 
of turnovers, implemented a fast break program and full 
court press – all directed at putting the opposition under 
pressure, whilst managing and controlling our own.

Basketball U19A
First Row Seated (L-R): J Harley, Mr S Simpson, L Rengo,  
Mr Z Nongqotho, D Lee
Second Row (L-R): M Ndude, I Petersen, S Naicker, A Hillman, R Huang
Absent:  J Weng, R Davis
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Sadly, in the fourth term, and through our 
own fault we suffered two unexpected 
defeats. The first against was Bishops 
where, going into the final minute of the 
game, we gave up a turnover and lost. 
And, some unfortunate scheduling against 
Groote Schuur, meant that we lost a game 
on a ‘technicality’. 

Despite the interruption of exams, the 
long break between first and fourth terms 
and the loss of some key players to the 
U19 team the boys have bonded well and 
continue to be supportive and respectful of 
each other. I appreciate their commitment 
and discipline at practice, am pleased with 
their efforts to learn and expand their skills 
and overall I think they have shown good 
sportsmanship throughout the season.

I’m very happy with the team dynamic and 
extremely happy with Tim Muthama in his 
role as U16 captain. He has been a source 

of motivation, encouragement and has led the team by 
example both on and off the court.
S Jones
P13 W10 L3 D0
COACH: S Jones MANAGER: A Fransman  
TEAM:  T Muthama (c), Z Halday, M Kabongo Matala, L Madubela,  
M Mohamed-Fakier, A Morris, M Potgieter, J Richardson, G Whyte

In the last few games of the season when we have been 
successful in activating these strategies we have been able 
to dominate and win against SACS, Wynberg and recently 
Westerford – schools that we have traditionally found 
difficult to beat. If we are able to continue in this direction, 
I am certain that we will position ourselves as formidable 
competitors within the U16 league.

Basketball U16A
First Row Seated (L-R):  J Richardson, Mr A Fransman, T Muthama, Mr S Simpson, S Frizlaar,  
Mr S Jones, L Madubela
Second Row (L-R):  K Mketsu, A Morris, Z Halday, M Matala, T Chakapfava, M Mapoma, T Parker, 
S Vumisa
Absent:  G Whyte, M Mohamed-Fakier
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U14A 

We started the season with a home game against Pinelands 
and the team easily took the match from the first half. We 
lost the second game against a strong Heideveld team and 
Wynberg was lucky to take the next game by two points in 
the final minutes. We beat SACS after a slow start by four 
points but Westerford High School was better prepared than 
us, so we lost the encounter by eight points. We ended the 
first part of the season with another loss against Bishops.

The second part of the season tipped off with a bang! 
The first game against SACS proved to be quite a test of 
the team’s pre-season regime and, missing one of our key 
players in Enkosi Stofile, the team struggled in the first half. 
With a starting five comprising Dylan Voros, Kiyaan Wicomb, 
Hlanganani Mgijima, Jack Turner and Chilton Yip, SACS had 
a head start of 10-6 by half time. The focus was on defence 
coming into the second half and it was definitely a game 
changing strategy, having Mgijima and Turner solidifying 
the inside really helped Bosch hold SACS to those 10 points 
right up until the fourth quarter. The boys fought hard and 
clawed their way back into the lead, finishing the game 
in dramatic fashion with a narrow 16-13 victory led by the 
combined offensive efforts of Turner and Yip. However, it was 
the defensive effort from the entire team, from starting five 
to bench that was most commendable.

After a narrow victory to start the season the next couple 
of games weren’t so favourable, suffering a tough loss at 
the hands of Wynberg and then another one to our rivals 
Bishops.  However, this didn’t discourage us, the hunger and 
passion in this young group of gentlemen inspired all who 
came to witness them in action. It was a joy to watch them 
play the game simply to enjoy it and build camaraderie.

With foreboding weather on the horizon we set out against 
Groote Schuur in a final away game that still rattles the 
brain to this day with how fast-paced and action-packed 
it was! Both teams came out strong in the first quarter, 
however the clouds opened in the second quarter forcing 
the game to an early conclusion before the first half could 
end. This left the scoreboard reading 6-4 to Groote Schuur 
and an unhappy Bosch team. The game could have gone 
both ways and it was easy to see which side had the mental 
advantage as our Bosch boys wanted nothing more than to 
get back on the court and fight on!
C Shirley
P10 W5 L5 D0
COACH: C Shirley MANAGER: Z Nongqotho TEAM: E Stofile (c), J Hayward,  
H Mgijima, L Mohammed, J Turner, D Voros, L Voros, K Wicomb, C Yip

Basketball U14A
First Row Seated (L-R):  N Abrahams, Mr S Simpson, J Turner,  
Mr Z Nongqotho, E Stofile
Second Row (L-R): K Mzaca, L Voros, J Hayward, E Li, D Voros, C Stevens
Third Row (L-R): C Yip, K Wicomb, H Mgijima, L Mohamed, Y Essop
Absent:  L Mncameni
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U19A 

Despite two disappointing defeats in the final two games of 
the season, the team of 2019 can look back on another very 
successful year for the 1st XI.

We began early in January and after a close draw against 
Noordheuwel in the opening fixture, the team hit its straps 
with comfortable victories over Waterkloof, Northcliff and 
Potch Volkskool and saw Quinn van Oordt achieve his first 
century for the 1st XI in the Northcliff game.

The Independent Schools’ Festival saw us take on Hilton 
which was billed as one of the heavyweight clashes of the 
year. On a slowish wicket we ground our way to 187/8 in 
our 50 overs with Keegan Mountjoy’s 58 proving crucial. 
The Hilton chase began well, but the introduction of Guy 
Sheena into the attack changed the nature of the game 
and he ended with figures of 5/9 in eight overs to secure 
an 82 run win for Bosch.

Wins over Clifton, Pinelands and Curro meant that we 
went into the Paarl Boys’ game with lots of confidence and 
momentum. Sheena produced another five wicket haul to 
bowl Paarl out for 90 after we had got to 233/7 with the 
bat, resulting in a comprehensive win. Perhaps some over-
confidence led to a poor batting display against SACS and 
despite figures of 6/54 by Siviwe Nkonzombi, we lost by 
three wickets.

An easy win over Pearson set up the two day game against 
Grey High in Port Elizabeth, but as we have seen in the 
past, a result is difficult to achieve in this fixture as it 
petered out into a tame draw. A good win against Paul 
Roos was followed by a nerve-wracking one wicket win 
against Affies. Shrewsbury, Malvern and Wellington visited 
from the UK and the Bosch boys produced a hat-trick of 
wins against the tourists.

A loss in the semi-finals of the national T20 and a draw 
against Bishops left only the season-ending fixture with the 
Old Boys. A sporting declaration in a rain-affected match 
meant that the boys managed to squeak over the line in the 
final over to record a two wicket win.

After a stayers’ tour to Durban, where many lessons were 
learnt, and wins against Somerset College and SACS in 
T20s, the fourth term kicked off with Cape Schools’ week in 
Graaff-Reinet. Consecutive centuries by the captain, Lehan 
Botha, resulted in excellent wins against Grey High and 
Selborne and the week ended off with a convincing win over 
Queens.

We headed straight to Pretoria for the North / South T20 
competition where Botha continued his excellent run of 
form with a century against Waterkloof and 91 against Grey 
College. Ethan Cunningham was also in destructive form 
with 85 not out against Grey and 62 in 32 balls against 
Rustenburg. A narrow loss in the semi-finals saw us beat 
Northwood in the playoff for third place. Wins against the 

CRICKET

CRICKET
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two Paarl schools on our return took us into the Matric exam 
period and with the number of Matrics in the team, this was 
bound to have an effect on the performance in the last two 
fixtures, which resulted in defeats to Wynberg and Bishops.

As always, thanks must go to many people for making 
this such an enjoyable year. Credit must go to Graham 
Johnson and the rest of the ground staff for producing 
some exceptional playing surfaces this year. We are truly 
blessed to have such dedicated staff. To the parents and 
in particular, Lawrence and Charmaine Botha, for always 
ensuring that the boys are so well-catered for on match 
days, a very heartfelt thank you. Rondebosch is still the 
place to be at any tea time!

R Dalrymple, J Zeeman
P39 W29 L7 D3
COACHES: R Dalrymple, J Zeeman TEAM: L Botha (c), G Sheena (vc), J Collier,  
E Cunningham, C Fraser, A Gamieldien, K Klein, M Moore, K Mountjoy, E Nates, 
S Nkonzombi, Z Schmidt, Q van Oordt, C van Rensburg, C Walbrugh

U19B 

The 2nd XI can look back on another successful season with 
pride. In a year where a changed outfit took to the field almost 
every week, it was most encouraging to see players make 
the step up and deliver performances worthy of consistent 
selection. There is no doubt that Rondebosch is blessed with a 
wealth of cricketing talent and it was comforting to know that 
a wide range of players could be relied upon.

A good balance between performances with bat and ball 
provided the platform for seven wins in the first half of 
the season. Two games were drawn, the first a nail-biting 
encounter against SACS which went down to the final over 
of the day, where all three results were still possible; and 
the second a weather affected draw where another win 
was looking most probable in Port Elizabeth at Grey. This 
meant that the 2nd XI went into the second half of the 
season unbeaten.

The second half of the season saw a number of the junior 
boys get an opportunity. A massive thank you, however, to 
the Matrics of the 2nd XI who remained committed to the 
cause and attended practices and matches throughout 
their examination period. Their contributions in guiding 
the future of Rondebosch cricket did not go unnoticed. 
Only four games were managed in the third term, with 
comfortable victories recorded in the first three. The fairy 
tale season unfortunately could not quite be completed with 
a disappointing loss in the final fixture of the season.

It’s difficult to single out individuals as so many contributed 
over the course of the season in different ways. But a special 
thank you must go to Matthew MacLeod Smith and Reese 
Scheepers who both led the team admirably. Thank you to 
the parents for their consistent support and for catering 
for our home games as well as to the ground staff for their 
unbelievable work throughout the year. Rondebosch cricket 
is in a good space and I look forward to watching those who 
remain next year continue to grow from strength to strength.
T Edwards
P13 W10 L1 D2
COACHES: N Venter, T Edwards TEAM: M MacLeod Smith (c), R Scheepers (c),  

Cricket U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr R Dalrymple,  
L Botha, Mr S Simpson, G Sheena,  
Mr J Zeeman 
Second Row (L-R)  Q Van Oordt, K Klein,  
A Gamieldien, C Jansen Van Rensburg,  
T Negus, J Collier, E Nates
Third Row (L-R)  C Fraser, K Mountjoy,  
M Moore, E-J Cunningham, S Nkonzombi, 
C Walbrugh
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S Bakker, C Fraser, N Gabriels, A Gamieldien, J Harley, T Joubert, J Kirsten,  
E Lakey, C Lavery, K Lesch, M Orgovanyi, B Masumpa, A Rooke, Z Schmidt,  
N Schoultz, F Sleet, A Steyn, A van der Merwe, C van Rensburg

U19C 

Another year, another season, some new faces and some 
old but what an unforgettable 2019 cricket season for the 
3rd XI. This team just went from strength to strength and 
showed why they are one of the best teams in the school 
and in the province. An unbeaten season is something 
special and of which each player who wore the white, blue 
and gold for this team should be proud. Congratulations are 
in order for Connor Lavery, Fraser Sleet, Albertus van der 
Merwe and Nathan Schoultz who were picked for the 2nd XI 
for the last half of the 2019 Season. 

There are so many highlights as this team did not stop 
putting in outstanding performances and getting the results. 
A special mention of Gustaf Pienaar who not only took over 
the captaincy but was the top run scorer as he amassed 
500 runs, averaging 50, and an outstanding top score of 172 
in his final schoolboy cricket match against rivals, Bishops. 
With the bat, the team put on some memorable big scores: 
the first was the 385 runs against Paarl Boys’ and then 381 
against Bishops. Our other top run scorers were van der 
Merwe, Matthew Campbell, Nur Gabriels, Brandon Jones and 
Neill Marais. With the ball in hand, we were spoilt for choice 
with experts in our pace attack and our spin department. 
We can’t forget the 3/18 by Campbell, 4/16 by Lavery and 

CRICKET

the 3/16 by Hlomla Ncana. Our top wicket takers were 
Campbell, Lavery, Jono Harley, Tom Joubert, Pienaar, Ethan 
Lakey and Sleet. The boys showed immense improvement in 
their performances, skills and knowledge of the game. One 
thing we can all do is to never stop learning. I have grown 
and learnt so much from these young men – such as always 
putting your best foot forward, no matter the situation – and 
for that, I thank them. Altius et Latius.
W Guma
P11 W11 L0 D0
COACH: W Guma TEAM: C Lavery (c), G Pienaar (c), K Bron, M Campbell,  
N Gabriels, J Harley, B Jones, T Joubert, E Lakey, N Marais, A van der Merwe,  
H Ncana, N Schoultz, F Sleet, A Steyn
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comprehensive win against Wynberg where the team played 
some of its best cricket. Unfortunately, we lost the return 
fixture against Wynberg in the fourth term.

Luke Hartman was our most consistent batsman with 
Tiago Negus dominating with the ball. Luke Pillay was an 
inspirational leader and deservedly received the award 
for the ‘Players’ Player of the Year’. I would like to thank all 
involved for a very enjoyable year of cricket.
K Gracey
P7 W6 L1 D0
COACH: K Gracey TEAM: L Pillay (c), L Hartman (vc) J Bloemetjie, Z Galiem,  
M Galvaan, J Gloor, J Hunt, L Lowrie, T Negus, Y Parker, T Renkowitz, J Simkins,  
A White

U15A 

With the most talented and well-balanced U15A team in 
many years, it is no wonder that it was a season filled with 
highlights. A good 148 run win against Waterkloof and a 98 
run victory against Menlo Park, with Jacques Jooste (68) and 
Maahir Joseph (3/40), set the season off. 
Jooste (99), Fayaad Daniels (57) and Declan French with 
3/29 against Paarl Boys’, followed by an eight wicket win 
against SACS, with Stefan Kemp taking 3/17, kept the good 
momentum. A tight 12 run win against Grey High was due 
to a brilliant Jamie Ricketts with 4/38 in 21 overs. Azaan 
Hussain (48) and Joseph (52) led us to an eight wicket 
victory against a strong Affies team. 

The match against Shrewsbury (UK) was the day Bongile 
Mfunelwa scored 101 and Daniel Gillette took 3/13. Wynberg 
was beaten by eight wickets due to 5/24 by Ricketts. He 
followed with 5/22 against Bishops for another eight wicket 
win. Mohammad Saidoo (47), Kemp (54) and French (3/23) 
made good contributions against Selborne. The 140 run win 
against Maritzburg College was special with Daniels (98), 
Hussain (83) and Gillette, with 3/5, on song. Joseph scored 
116 runs against St Andrew’s and followed with 81 against 
Paarl Gym where Jooste (59) and James Moriarty (2/15 in 10 
overs) helped us to a 205 run win.

Paarl Boys’ was beaten by 154 runs with Jooste (74), Daniels 
(65), Mfunelwa (63) and Moriarty with 4/31, the stars on the 
day. Jooste’s 87 runs led to a 71 run victory against Wynberg 
before we played London Schools’ Cricket Association in a 
tough match. We won by a mere eight runs due to Saidoo 
(55) and Joseph (4/23). Alex Blows (73) came right in the 
last match to beat Bishops by 100 runs. 

U19D 

In a word, sensational! The ‘Kings’ continued their winnning 
form in 2019, playing eight and dominating every minute of 
each game. Undoubtedly, the side’s strength lies in the fact 
that year in and year out, we rotate with the very best of 
Rondebosch depth in cricket. For about four years, the Kings 
have maintained the same ethos: enjoy what you do and the 
results will come. This year was no exception. Playing good 
cricket while having fun allowed for the boys to truly strut 
their stuff. Powerfully led from the front by captain Luke 
Delmulle who averaged around 50 with the bat, the team 
played with purpose to truly encompass what it means to 
play cricket for Rondebosch. 

The side was well-balanced with batsmen, Ryan Muggleton 
and Fayyaaz Pangarker, who consolidated at the top order. 
Delmulle and Noah Kriger always came in to affirm the fact 
that the opposition knew that they were playing against 
quality. Big hitting came from the likes of Kyle Blackmore, 
Kyle Jackson and Jarryd Gloor, while craftiness and cunning 
ambition came from players like Connor van Eden and 
Robbie Blow. 

With the ball, we were unstoppable. Express pace from Ben 
van Rhyn and Kriger matched the spin technique of Delmulle, 
van Eden and Tom Joubert; while reliability behind the 
stumps was never in doubt with the ever present Pangarker. 

It was a truly memorable year that will live long in the 
memory of those who took part. We wish the Matrics 
nothing but the best for the future and we hope to see them 
soon in an Old Boys’ game or two.
W Domingo
P8 W8 L0 D0
COACH: W Domingo TEAM: L Delmulle (c), K Blackmore, R Blow, K Bronn, J 
Gloor, F Galiem, J Hawkins, K Jackson, T Joubert, N Kriger, D Lee, R Muggleton, F 
Pangarker, L Pillay, C van Eden, B van Rhyn

U19E 

The U19Es were a side that really enjoyed their cricket. 
There was always a lot of commitment on practice days 
where the boys managed to find a great balance between 
improving their games and enjoying themselves. We started 
the season with a good win against Paarl Boys’. This was 
followed by narrow wins against SACS and Paul Roos and a 
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The boys were not only superstars on the field, but they 
grew in confidence and built their character through 
this wonderful game. Thank you to Mr Emile Bam for his 
commitment, energy, diligence and knowledge. A big thanks 
also to the parents for their support, friendship and the best 
teas in the Cape.  
J Snijmann
P22 W18 L1 D3
COACH: E Bam MANAGER: J Snijmann TEAM: F Daniels (c), A Blows, D French,  
D Gillett, A Hussain, J Jooste, M Joseph, S Kemp, B Mfunelwa, J Moriarty,  
J Ricketts, M Saidoo, G Williams

U15B

It’s been a great season for the team who have been playing 
cricket together since last year. It was a special bunch of 
boys to work with and there is a lot of potential within 
the squad. The year began in exciting fashion with a nail-
biting one wicket win against Paarl Boys’ High followed by 
a comprehensive victory against SACS. Another close win 
against Fairmont’s A side made it three for three. Two losses 
in our next three games were good learning experiences and 
these were offset by a nice win against Wynberg.

The boys enjoyed a good start to Term 4 with a win against 
Paarl Gym. They had a good season where the results went 

their way except for the final match. It was a close game 
against Bishops and a tight loss for the team – we had to 
defend 88 runs in 35 overs.  

Our top run scorer for Term 4 was Thaaqib Jacobs with  
146 runs and our top wicket-taker was Josh Fourie with  
10 wickets. Thank you to the school and the parents for their 
support and assistance with the boys.
S Shabalala 
P12 W7 L3 D2
COACHES: G Kaplan, S Shabalala TEAM: T Jacobs (c), J Birhange, A Dube,  
A Dyasi, J Fourie, D Gillett, M Hendricks, N Lipinski, T Sharp, A Simpson,  
J Valensky, I Vallie, G Williams 

U15C

It’s been an interesting season for the boys, some of them 
have played together since Prep School and some of them 
only met last year. It was a special bunch of boys to work with 
and there is a lot of potential within the squad with four boys 
earning the privilege of playing for the B team. 
The boys enjoyed a good start with a win against Paarl 
Boys’ High but then some results didn’t go their way. We had 
close games against SACS, which we drew, and Bishops, 
which was a final over win. But the team worked hard to 
improve their skills. 

Cricket U15A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr E Bam,  
F Daniels, Mr S Simpson, J Jooste,  
Mr J Snijmann 
Second Row (L-R) A Blows, G Williams,  
S Kemp, D French, M Joseph, B Mfunelwa, 
T Jacobs
Third Row (L-R) M Saidoo, D Gillett,  
J Ricketts, J Moriarty, A Hussain

CRICKET
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Playing in Term 4 is always a tricky affair with end of year 
tests and exams looming, however, the boys stuck to their 
guns in attending training and the matches that followed. 
Our first match of the term was against Paarl Boys’ where 
we were bowled out for a low score of 69. Unfortunately, 
we could not defend this total and we lost by six wickets. 
In the next match against Wynberg, away, they batted first 
and posted 120/8 in their allotted 20 overs. Unfortunately, 
we fell 20 runs short. Our third and final match was against 
Bishops and we continued the trend of posting low totals 
with 92/8. Bishops managed to get the score with three 
wickets in hand. Praise goes to Matthew Williams for his 
4/17 bowling performance. 

Thank you to the team for this season and good luck to 
those playing cricket next year. Thank you also to the 
school and the parents for their support and assistance.
J Carew, S Shabalala 
P9 W2 L6 D1
COACH: J Carew, S Shabalala TEAM: F Hindmarch (c), B Barnard, T Bayliss J De 
Villiers, A Dube, N Gopal, A Mukandi, T Stanley, J Stiles, M Williams 

U15D 

The U15D cricket side started the year with narrow losses 
to Paarl Boys’, St Josephs and Paul Roos. The boys showed 
great character by bouncing back to beat Wynberg and 
SACS and, with Bishops unable to field a side, sealing a 
memorable Triple Crown. We ended a very successful first 
term by beating Cannons Creek.

Unfortunately, the two term break seemed to disrupt our 
rhythm as we struggled for consistency. We lost narrowly 
to Wynberg in the away leg of the derby and had a bye 

against SACS. Although we did manage to end the year on 
a high by beating Pinelands by three wickets. I wish the 
boys all the best for the years to come. May their love for 
cricket continue to grow.
O Slingers
P8 W4 L4 D0
COACH: O Slingers TEAM: J Tiffin (c), L Basson, T Bayliss, C Conradie, L Knipe,  
M Lighton, A Mukandi, S Mukazi, Y Paleker, T Stanley, N Wepener, D Willie

U14A 

Each U14A year brings an exciting challenge. It is always 
interesting to discover each boy’s uniqueness and how 
these talented players come out of the melting pot to 
represent the best of U14 cricket at Bosch. Deciding on 
the best combinations took a bit longer than usual but, 
despite the injuries, the side settled down and proved their 
formidability in the fourth term. They finished the season 
by trouncing Wynberg, Bishops, Paarl Boys’ and Paarl Gym. 

The season started with an emphatic win against Paarl 
Boys’, then a draw against SACS. A tour to Port Elizabeth 
followed and the batting potential emerged as Rondebosch 
put on 268/8 against Grey. Unfortunately, rain intervened 
with Grey on 115/5. Pearson were swept aside and then, 
back home, Paul Roos were beaten by four wickets. We 
lost our way a bit in the next couple of games but in 
the process, lessons were learnt. A tour to Durban and 
Hilton provided the highlight where boys bonded and the 
character of the side was put to the test. Rondebosch 
emerged with a credible three wins against some good 
opposition. The two losses were taken on the chin but this 
only strengthened the boys’ resolve to do better.

Cricket  U14A
First Row Seated (L-R):  R Conrad,  
Mr D Mitchell, J Neill, Mr S Simpson,  
G Sulcas, Mr L Nel, N Sendin
Second Row (L-R)  C Sayers, K Lalor,  
E MacGregor, J Buchanan, C Brehem,  
G Engelbrecht, J Pauw, S Venge, C Whitson
Absent:  A Snyman
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Ethan MacGregor had the distinction of scoring the first 
century of the season against SACS and Giyan Sulcas 
started his good form in the fourth term with a well-
measured century against Hilton on tour. An incredible 
20 half centuries bore testimony to the depth of the side. 
Jordan Neill scored five of these with a top score of 87. 
Further half-centuries were scored by: Sulcas (four), Jack 
Buchanan (four), MacGregor (two), Aidan Snyman (two 
including an 81), Raashied Conrad (two) and Nicholas 
Sendin as a wicket keeper / batsman contributed with a 
good 79. There were also a few 49s thrown into the mix.

The off spin combination of Neill and Sulcas with the foil 
of Jack Pauw’s leg spin led the way in terms of wickets 
in the first term. They were ably supported by the seam 
of Conrad, Callum Sayers, Cameron Whitson and Graeme 
Engelbrecht. In the fourth term, Kei Lalor (six against Paarl 
Boys’) and Chad Brehem (six against London Schools and 
five against Clifton) came to the party. Congratulations to 
Neill for being the leading wicket taker for the season. 

Captaincy in cricket is never easy and congratulations must 
go to Sulcas for his player management and leading by 
example. He was well supported by the dedicated example 
of Neill. A special word of thanks to the parents for their 
support and their fantastic catering, under the directorship 
of Mr and Mrs Sulcas.
L Nel
P21 W11 L6 D4
COACHES: L Nel, D Mitchell TEAM: G Sulcas (c), C Brehem, J Buchanan,  
R Conrad, G Engelbrecht, K Lalor, E MacGregor, J Neill, J Pauw, C Sayers,  
N Sendin, A Snyman, S Venge, C Whitson  

U14B 

My first practices with these boys were fantastic. They 
were well-disciplined and always keen to learn more about 
the beautiful game of cricket, which is important because 
at their age they need to enjoy the game. After selecting 
my 11 for the season we prepared well for the first game 
against Paarl Boys, away. The boys were amped and ready 
and it was indeed a great start with a big win.   We then 
had a bad run in form and lost two games in a row against 
SACS by one wicket and Wynberg by 60 runs.

I could never fault the boys for the losses because they 
always gave 100% and came back to train harder, which 
showed character and discipline. Maturity at their age was 
extremely high. They knew when it was time to play games 
and when they needed to be serious. We bounced back to 
beat Bellville as well as the derby game against Bishops, 
which to me was the match of the season. The boys 
definitely ended the first term on a high. 

They then took that momentum into the second half of the 
season to win four out of the six games, which was lovely 
to see. A year flew by so quickly and these boys matured 

in cricket. They showed that they could put up high scores 
as well as take them down. They possess everything a 
cricketer needs to go further in their career and I can only 
see them go from strength to strength. I look forward to 
spending many more seasons at this great high school with 
a great bunch of cricketing boys.
A Gaffoor
P12 W6 L6 D0
COACH: A Gaffoor TEAM: T van Wyk (c), D Cloete, J Cohen, T Dalrymple,  
L Jordan, M Malherbe, J Pretorius, G Pickering, C Sayers, J Sowade, A Vallie,  
S Venge

U14C  The U14Cs had a great team spirit and always 
played to the best of their abilities and with smiles on 
their faces at every cricket practice. Captain Jack Joubert 
or as we called him, ‘Jack Attack’, played a massive role in 
the team’s success. He always encouraged his teammates 
whatever the score and showed great leadership skills. The 
first term was very successful as we only lost one of the six 
games played. This showed a remarkable performance from 
every single player in the team. 

The highlight for the fourth term was definitely the 
game against Wynberg where Ethan Manning scored 67 
runs – the most any of our boys had scored this term. To 
watch this boy bat was a thing of beauty, his timing and 
awareness on the field was really something to behold. 

There were some games where the boys’ lack of 
concentration cost us and they just needed some extra 
motivation to get them back on track. All credit must go to 
Joubert for pulling the boys together and focusing on the 
task at hand, which was to play their best and to play for 
their brothers on the field. I commend the boys for their 
behaviour, on and off the field, as well as for their good 
sportsmanship. 

The team and I had an amazing connection and I hope to 
see these players competing at their best and striving to 
play in the B or even A teams. It’s truly been a pleasure 
working with these boys and I wish them every success in 
their cricketing endeavours.
K Kleinsmith
P11 W8 L2 D1
COACH: K Kleinsmith TEAM: J Joubert (c), L Baatjies, JC Corns, T Dalrymple,  
R Daya, Y Gabriels, E Manning, B Person, C Probert, L Singa, C Stimie, N Swier, 
A Walsh, J Wyngaard

U14D 

Once again the U14 age group provided the coaches with 
a lot of talent from which to choose. From the first game, 
against SACS, the U14 ‘Dynamites’ put in a really good 
performance to score 200 runs: Jordan Corns 87*, Matthew 
Manning 71. This form carried on into the next few games 
where the team won comfortably, bowling out Paarl Boys 

CRICKET
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for 55 runs and beating JG Meiring High School by over 100 
runs: Josh van Oordt 55*, Rahul Daya 5/13. The team was 
halted by Paul Roos when they lost by 70 runs: Christian 
Swanepoel scored 69. Restricting Bishops to 75 runs was a 
great way to end the season and the boys were ecstatic.

The whole team seemed to gel really well, the atmosphere 
was positive and every boy seemed happy to be part of the 
squad. They performed well and a few players were called 
up to the C team. The boys represented the school with 
pride and showed respect at all times. There were a few 
changes to the squad in the fourth term, however, this did 
not hamper the team in a major way. Our captain, Connor 
Dearlove, and opening batsman, Ben Bovim, scored 47 and 
28, respectively, to anchor the team to 188 in the first game 
against Groote Schuur. In the next game against Paarl Boys’ 
our other captain Harry Richmond’s 35 saw the team to 140. 
Wynberg handed us our toughest loss by bowling us out 
for 66. The fighting spirit was tremendous as we got five 
wickets backed up by good fielding. Bishops was our last 
game where we fell nine runs short of the total. 

The team really improved in the fourth term especially in 
how they played the game, like batting smarter and giving 
the opponents less extras per game. Thank you to the boys 
for the effort they have put in all year and to the parents for 
providing refreshments, transport and support.
L Sibeko
P10 W6 L4 D0
COACH: L Sibeko TEAM: C Dearlove (c), H Richmond  (c), L Baatjies, B Bovim,  
J Corns, R Daya, M Frith, J Goosen, G Hawkins, L Lekoma, M Manning, N Maritz, 
N Msakiwe, S Parker, C Swanepoel, J Thompson, J van Oordt 

U14E 

This year was made challenging by the fact that there were 
boys in the team who had not played cricket before. Bosch 
boys, though, always rise to the task and this team was no 
different.

We did not start the season off terribly well as we lost 
our first three matches to SACS, Pinelands and Plumstead. 
However, there was considerable individual and collective 
improvement in the team. The amount of extras decreased, 
the bowlers kept to tighter lines, the fielding became less 
unorthodox and the batsmen started converting low scores 
to moderate scores.

The result of this was that we won our two remaining 
fixtures against Wynberg and Groote Schuur. The pick of the 
performances in these matches were by Naadir Mowzer (37) 
and Joshua Thompson (33) against Wynberg; and a 3/16 by 
Joaquin Mias against Groote Schuur.

The momentum towards the end of Term 1 was phenomenal 
to witness.

Term 4 is always challenging as the spirit gained in the 
first term must be re-energised, which isn’t easy after two 
terms of fiercely competitive winter sports. Our one and 
only match in the last term pitted us against Groote Schuur 
for a return fixture. A tremendous effort by Mias (61) and 
Thompson (39) held us for a 114 second-wicket partnership 
that helped the team end on 154/4 after 20 overs. Groote 
Schuur were restricted to 134/6, resulting in a 20 run win. 
Well done to the boys for their spirit and their commitment 
to cricket. 
K Appiah
P6 W3 L3 D0
COACH: K Appiah TEAM: N Mowzer (c), L Foord, M Frith, S Halday, G Hawkins,  
T Hendricks, C Jefferies, L Kunene, J Mias, S Mohamed, H Richmond, T Rodinis,  
C Swanepoel, J Thompson, J van Oordt
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U19A 

The 2018/2019 season was unforgettable 
and the best season a Rondebosch 1st 
team had to date. At the 2017 South 
African Schools Boat Race we, the 2019 
Matrics, came seventh place and 
after our race watched seemingly 
superhuman athletes race in the 
prestigious A-final. However, at 
the 2018 Boat Race that same 
group, along with a very 
hungry group of juniors, were 
able to beat all the odds and 
race in the A-final to come 
second overall. One cannot 
talk about this regatta without 
mentioning our fighter pilot of 
a cox, Clev Gilliam, who kept us 
in check and took lines that saw 
some of the nation’s best crews and 
coaches go weak with nerves.

ROWING

Rowing U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr C Morrison, T White,  
Mr S Simpson, G du Plooy, Mr N Muller
Second Row (L-R):  C Bezuidenhout, C Gilliam, 
M Metelerkamp, S Schlesinger
Third Row (L-R):  K Henry, J Sands, R Clegg, J Jacobs

We also went on to make history in the quadruple scull 
with wins at every regatta and a silver at the South African 
Championships. All four members of the quad were selected 
to attend South African Junior Worlds trials. Despite many 
illnesses and injuries towards the end of the season, we 
were able to consistently put a class crew on the water 
owing to the depth provided by the always-eager ‘Seagulls’. 

As captain I want to thank every parent, coach, teacher and 
rower over the last 10 years or so of Rondebosch Rowing 
for their continued support to make this season’s amazing 

achievements possible, as well as a special thanks to our 
head coach, Nicholas Muller. This was a season filled with 
many amazing experiences and unforgettable people and 
I’m sure the future is bright for Rondebosch Rowing. Altius 
et Latius.

G du Plooy
COACHES: N Muller, G Dodge MANAGER: L Byren TEAM: G du Plooy (c),  
C Bezuidenhout, R Clegg, C Gilliam, K Henry, J Jacobs, M Metelerkamp, J Sands, 
S Schlesinger, T White

ROWING
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U16A 

The 2018-2019 season officially began in October. With the 
arrival of the winter sportsmen, the U16 squad was ready 
to ‘move some boats’. A healthy competition with Bishops 
allowed for an exhilarating few races of hounding each 
other down the course of the Misverstand Sprints and the 
Alfred’s Regatta, both roughly 500m in length. December 
exams were then upon us, yet training continued. We hit the 
holidays satisfied with a good half-season but knowing that 
a lot more work was needed to get us up to scratch for the 
national regattas in February and March. 

A great January camp with the usual excellent coaching by 
Tristan Louw and Tom Sands allowed for some more fierce 
provincial regattas at Elgin. This set the tone for the national 
regattas, the first of which was the Buffalo and Selborne 
Sprints hosted in East London. Noticeable results included 
David Person’s first place position in sculls, Ben Day and 

Rowing  U16A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr T Sands, S Panagiotidis, Mr S Simpson, B Day, Mr C Morrison, C Mackenzie,  
Mr T Louw
Second Row (L-R):  G Stones, C Bell, G Stone, S Joubert, F Colquhoun

Griffin Stone’s second place in the pair as well as a second 
place for the eight, an excellent race never to be forgotten. 
We ended the season in March at the most prestigious 
schools’ regatta, the South African Championships. With 
the ‘Granadilla’ double bringing along the gees, we were 
ready to perform on a national level. Unfortunately, the 
championships did not go as well as we would have liked, 
but nevertheless it was an awesome experience. Day and 
Stone came third in the country and were selected for the 
SASRU UK Development Tour. Not to forget Rory Wallace 
with some exceptional performances on the ergo machine 
throughout the season. Overall it was a great season and 
many memories were made.

B Day
COACHES: T Louw, T Sands MANAGER: L Byren TEAM: B Day (c), C Bell,  
F Colquhoun, S Joubert, C Mackenzie, D Martin, S Panagiotidis, D Person,  
T Raynham, G Stone, G Stones, C Swanevelder, R Wallace
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Rowing  U15A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr C Morrison, R Arenhold, Mr S Simpson, H Govan, Mr L Byren
Second Row (L-R):  J Liddle, F McIvor, S Mosig, D Sherry, D Schlesinger

U15A 

The team performed superbly as they developed into a 
cohesive unit which was not only competitive but that had 
a great amount of fun together. As the most unusual of all 
the rowing squads, the U15s have cemented themselves as 
the best rowing team in the age group within the province. 
The UCT ergo regatta was one of the closest races, which 
indicates an exciting prospect for the coming year. Knysna 
and the South African Championships were particularly fun 
this season as we not only raked in the medals but also had 
a huge amount of gees building while we were at it. I hope 
that the boys continue to train as hard as they have as it 
will be a big jump into the U16 season and the beginning of 
learning how to row sweep oar.

I really enjoyed rowing with my team and making many 
memories. In my opinion, our age group became the best 
it could possibly have been with its ups and downs (there 
were no downs). A huge thank you to Morgan Woolfson who 
was the best coach ever and who turned us into the rowers 
we are today. I could not have asked for a better group of 
friends with which to spend the year.

R Arenhold
COACH: M Woolfson MANAGER: L Byren TEAM: R Arenhold (c), J Croft,  
H Govan, J Liddle, F McIvor, S Mosig, D Schlesinger, D Sherry, P Stergianos, 

ROWING
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SWIMMING

After the truncated season last year, it was good to get 
back to a full swimming season.  Led by Charl Botha, our 
swimmers kicked off the season with some comprehensive 
wins in the local league.  

The most tightly contested gala ended up being the 
Interhouse Gala, going down to the very last relay to decide 
the winner and fourth and fifth place. Fletcher prevailed in 
the end, in large part due to the four record-breaking efforts 
by Gavin Smith, against a rampant Canigou, with Luke 
Slabber breaking three records and Jake Schoeman breaking 
one. The Victor Ludorum and best U19 swimmer predictably 
went to Smith, while Slabber claimed best U16 swimmer.  
Taylor Luck took the U14 best swimmer on the day, capping 
a trophy laden day for Fletcher.

Overall the school swim team dominated the local league, 
winning all seven galas.  In the fourth term, with our Matrics 
‘retired’, captaincy went jointly to Smith and Wonhee Lee. 
In the end, out of 105 races, the Rondebosch swimmers 
finished first in 82 and second in a further 15.

Once again, the school had several swimmers competing at 
a National level in various championships. Given both the 
quantity and quality of top level swimmers in the school, 
there is no reason for the sport not to go from strength to 
strength in 2020.

R Claassen
P7 W7 L0 D0
COACH: D Bonney MANAGER: R Claassen TEAM: C Botha (c), W Lee (c), G Smith 
(c), G Blomdal, P Botha, O Delport, P Delport, L Foord, R Hofmeister, L Leggatt,  
J Louw, T Luck, M Malherbe, W Potgieter, S Rey, L Slabber, S White

First Team
First Row Seated (L-R):   
L Slabber, Mr R Claassen, C Botha,  
Mr S Simpson, G Smith,  
Mr D Bonney, W Potgieter
Second Row (L-R):  S Rey,  
P Botha, T Luck, L Foord,  
M Malherbe
Third Row (L-R):  R Hofmeister,  
G Blomdal, P Delport, O Delport
Absent:  W Lee, S White
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TENNIS
Tennis has continued to grow in 2019 with a large intake 
of Grade 8s, some joining teams and the majority playing 
to social tennis. We also added an extra tournament this 
year with our attendance at the Sun City Schools’ Tennis 
Tournament. 

The first term saw our teams completing the season with our 
1st team winning the boys’ South first league and our 2nd 
team winning the second league. We decided to have them 
placed in the first league for the new season, which caused 
a ripple effect, moving all of our teams up a league, and we 
added a 7th team for the fourth term. This did result in a 
strain on the lower teams but they have improved week on 
week. Including both tournaments overall we have won 60% 
of all matches played.

The 1st team attended the Kearsney Tournament in May but 
unfortunately the weather was the winner with three of the 
five games rained out. In September they went to Sun City 
and did well, finishing third overall.

Thando Longwe-Smit continued to perform well at both 
national and international level. We wish him well as he 
heads off to the USA next year to study and further his 
tennis career. The junior players have done well in stepping 
up to fill his place and this has kept our 1st team unbeaten 
at local level for the entire year.

The boys were once again coached by Linden Natus and we 
have a full team of staff members as managers, thank you 

all for your undying efforts to tennis. Thank you to Ms Fraser 
who took over Social Tennis in the last term and I know it 
will go from strength to strength.

May the 2019/20 season be a good one for all teams.

S Harris

First Team
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr S Harris, Y Abbas, Mr S Simpson, G Joubert,  
Mr L Natus
Second Row (L-R):  M Stronach, B Cox, R Moss, J Roberts, L Walker
Absent:  T Longwe-Smit, M Engelbrecht

TENNIS

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
STUDY ADVISORS
W W W . I E A B R O A D . C O MI E   A B R O A D

info@ieabroad.com

All of our services are FREE of charge. Prospective students are required 
to pay for their studies abroad. We do not offer full scholarships. 

VISA APPLICATIONS
Our International Study 

Advisors will give you 
expert visa assistance.

UNIVERSITY APPLICATIONS
Our International Study Advisors
will assist in your university 
application and submission 
(including follow up and tracking).

PRE-DEPARTURE ASSISTANCE
Our International Study 
Advisors will assist you with 
all your pre-departure needs i.e. 
accommodation. 

ADVISING
Our International Study 

Advisors will guide you on 
what course and university 

will best suit you.

IE Abroad is a professional education consultancy that assists students wishing to study overseas. 
Our consultancy is the official direct in-country representative for our university partners. 

+27 60 812 7080

1st Floor, Unit 116, Millennium Business Park, 
19 Edison Way, Century City, Cape Town, 
7441, South Africa

Registered UCAS center

Edwards
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•  Technology  
•  Office furniture and more...

Name it, 
we have it!
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TODAY:

021 510 5701
www.edwardsofficenational.co.za

4 Koeberg Road, Maitland 
Cape Town
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WATER POLO
U19A

The 1st team had many ups and downs this season and 
although we may have not reached our full potential, we 
did our school proud. The boys’ atmosphere and behaviour 
in and around the pool was impeccable and was the 
foundation for the special team ‘vibe’ created by such a 
diverse group of individuals. The season started with a 
bitter one goal loss to Reddam in the SACS night league. We 
subsequently bounced back to defeat them at home in the 
Saturday fixture only a few weeks later. 

We had the inverse situation with Bishops as we suffered 
a loss to them in the Saturday fixtures but managed to 
dismantle them during the SACS night league fixture. This 
was a common thread for the side in our build up to the KES 
tournament. These up and down performances continued at 
KES and we managed to sneak away with seventh place. It’s 
worth mentioning that we lost to the champions (SACS) in 
the quarter finals and our captain, Troy Fisher, was selected 
as part of the tournament team. The only school fixture left 
after KES was a semi-final against Reddam in the Mazinter 
Cup, which we unfortunately lost by one goal.

That concluded the first half of our season and the players 
returned after the winter as determined as ever. With a 
slight change in the look and feel of the team we went on 
to have an undefeated Southern Suburb build up to the 
SACS tournament. Unfortunately, we struggled to get the 
ball rolling at the beginning of the tournament and found 
ourselves facing many frustrating situations. The team pulled 
it together and snatched a crucial draw in the last pool 
game to go through to play SACS in the quarters. Again, 
we lost to the tournament champions in the quarter finals, 
a repeat of KES. A special mention again goes to Fisher for 
making the tournament team. 

There wasn’t much time to waste after SACS and we turned 
our attention to the future – the Saint’s Stayers Water Polo 
Tournament. We managed to get a double win in the buildup 
to the tournament and topped our pool after day two. Again, 
we lost to the eventual champions in the quarter finals, 
except that this time it was Reddam who got the better of 
us. A special mention of Dan Kalell who was selected for the 
tournament team. 
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U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr G Endley,  
T Fisher, Mr S Simpson, D Van Selm,  
Mr K Haralambous,
Second Row (L-R):  J Reiback, T Haarhof,  
O Shaw, D Kalell, R Oliver, R Fisher
Third Row (L-R):  C Strydom, M McLagan,  
K Stewart, G Ellis Brown, T Kelly, EJ Durand
Absent:  Mr O Daffarn

WATER POLO
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To conclude I think it is work mentioning that the Bosch 
side suffered only one defeat at home. Another special 
mention must go to Mark McLagan, our goalkeeper, for an 
exceptional season which saw him selected for the U19B 
province side. Guy Ellis Brown is also in the same province 
team whilst Fisher and Keagan Stewart where selected to 
represent the A side. Rourke Fisher and Richard Oliver were 
both selected to represent the U16A side while Kalell was 
unlucky to have missed out on A side selection and will be 
playing for the U16Bs. We wish these players well for their 
provincial games. The 2019 1st team can be proud of what 
they as a side and as individuals have achieved. 

K Haralambous 
P35 W18 L12 D5
COACH: K Haralambous MANAGER: O Daffarn TEAM: T Fisher (c), EJ Durand,  
G Ellis Brown, R Fisher, T Haarhof, D Kalell, T Kelly, M McLagan, R Oliver,  
J Riebeck, O Shaw, K Stewart, C Strydom, D van Selm  

U19B

The U19B team achieved the extraordinary feat of remaining 
unbeaten throughout the entire year. Of the nine games 
played, we won seven and drew two, both draws coming 
against a very strong Bishops side. There were a number of 
boys from each of the grades (10, 11 and 12) who contributed 
to a nice diversity in the team and resulted in a great vibe.

The team started the year well with a 9-1 win over Wynberg. 
The second game was the toughest of the first term against 
Bishops. The end score was 6-6 with Nic Williams having an 
excellent game in the goal. We trailed the entire game and 
only drew even right at the end with Rhys McBeth scoring 
a five metre. The next two games were both victories, over 
SACS (4-1) and Westerford (10-2).

The fourth term saw the arrival of two new players, Jay 
Reiback and Tim Kelly, while Jono McConnell and Chris 
Tuohy were called up to the 1st team. The first game back 
was a tough 3-2 victory over Paul Roos. A lack of fitness as 
a result of the winter was clear and due to some injuries, 
U15 players were called up to the team. Nevertheless, it 
was a good performance with Joel Veysie scoring a crucial 
goal on a man-up. The next game of the term saw a huge 
improvement in performance with a score of 12-1 over 
Wynberg. The fitness of the boys already looked better as 
they completely dominated the Wynberg side. The other 

two victories in the term were against SACS (10-3) and 
Westerford (10-4). The final game of the season was against 
rivals, Bishops. The scoring was back and forth throughout 
the game with both teams posing a danger on attack. In the 
end, there was nothing to separate the teams and the final 
score was 7-7.

I commend all of the boys in the team on their efforts and 
performances throughout the year. They all had great 
attitudes towards the sport and were a pleasure to coach.  
I wish them the very best for the future.

D Bruchhausen
P9 W7 L0 D2
COACH: D Bruchhausen TEAM: L Bottomely, G Brorson, W Day, C Engelsman,  
T Kelly, R McBeth, J McConnell, B Pickford, J Reiback, C Tuohy, C Wares,  
N Williams, J Veysie

U19C

The 3rd team was highly successful this year, only losing two 
games, which is up there with one of the top teams in the 
league in terms of results. Not only did the boys manage to 
pull off some cracking results but their skills and the level 
of water polo increased a tremendous amount. This meant 
that many players were willing and able to knock on the 2nd 
team door and fit right in whenever needed. The 3rd team 
formed a great bond with a bunch of new friendships made 
along the way – thanks to the amazing game of water polo. 
Many of these boys will be back next year and can’t wait to 
get back in the water. We bid the Matrics farewell and thank 
them for their service. 

R Stone 
P8 W6 L2 D0
COACH: R Stone TEAM: J Klette (c), J Ancketill, O Delport, P Delport, T Hofmeyr,  
J King, J Louw, D Whyte 

U19D

It was a memorable year for the U19Ds, better known as 
the Dodos. Made up mostly of Grade 11s, our team was 
destined to have a youthful spark. The first term went by 
with only one loss to arch rivals Bishops. A nail-biting win 
against SACS saw our keeper, Duke Whyte, score from his 
own cage in the last couple of seconds to hand us a 6-5 
victory. 
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Our team was full of raw talent, not requiring much fitness 
during practice with the likes of Justin Klette and Joe Loe 
leading the attack with Josh Anketill as the main centre 
forward. The hardworking defenders like Stephen Mawman 
and Bailey Wood made sure that we did not concede a lot 
at the back. Filling up the midfield with a pure holding role 
was Matt Reed and Luke Hopkins who deserve more praise 
than they received. 

The fourth term saw the Dodos continue to pick up wins, 
unfortunately, a last game defeat against Bishops ended our 
unbeaten run. I thoroughly enjoyed coaching this group of 
fine young gentlemen and look forward to see the continued 
growth of Bosch water polo. 

O Daffarn 
P9 W7 L2 D0
COACH: O Daffarn TEAM: D Whyte (c), J Ancketill, T Gomes, L Hopkins, J King,  
J Klette, J Louw, K Louw, S Mawman, R Piper, K Reed, M Reed, B Wood

U19E

The “Floaters” had a good year overall. With individual 
matches, however, the results were a bit all over the place, 
ranging from winning by margins of over 10 goals to drawing 
to Bishops in the first term. Thankfully though, the team 
seemed to pull themselves toward themselves as the year 
progressed, resulting in a crowd-pleasing, last-second 3-2 
win over Bishops for our final match.

Practices were a bit on the creative side, as opposed to the 
more rigorous structure of the higher up teams. But the boys 
responded well to this and came up with some truly inspired 
plays that served to confuse both themselves and, most 
importantly, their opponents. In this regard, I think I can 
be forgiven for my cries of, “When has this ever worked?!” 
to the bench, only to promptly eat my words as the score 
increased in our favour.

Overall, it was a solid year of water polo for the Floaters 
and I look forward to seeing the boys’ inventive strategies 
continue to baffle and amaze in the future.

B Taylor
P7 W6 L0 D1
COACHES: A Mather, B Taylor TEAM: A Duncan (c), K Amos, B Bannatyne,  
T Botha, J Dietrich, AJ Duncan, A Dupper, C Furlong, C Gilliam, B Joubert,  
 Krone, D le Roux, S Montoya-Pelaez, J Nel, A Sampson, C Swanevelder,  
J Thomas, D van Zyl, Q von Wiese, M White, A Williams, AJ Wray, D Wright

U15A

This year was a big learning curve for our U15A team. We 
started relatively slowly in the league games, with some 
mixed results, and struggled to find form against the very 
strong Bishops and SACS sides. 

We left Cape Town to compete in the Parktown tournament 
in Johannesburg, but didn’t quite hit our straps in the pool 
stages and so had to play the tournament favourites, St 
John’s, in the quarter final. There were flashes of brilliance 
but overall we lacked the killer blow and went down 6-5. 
We left Johannesburg disappointed and eager to get some 
revenge in the Mazinter Cup.

We beat a well-drilled SACS side in the semi-final and faced 
up against our other rivals Bishops in the final. We put up a 
great fight for three chukkas but, unfortunately, ran out of 
gas in the last part of the game – Bishops retained the title.

In the second half of the year a new team was born – one 
with passion, focus and a deep desire to win. After a very 
tough winter pre-season the boys were ready for the Ian 
Melliar Cup. We dominated the pool stages and the quarter 
final. Then we played SACS in the semi-final and narrowly 
lost an absolutely cracking game, 7-6, which was no doubt 
the game of the tournament and possibly the year. 

U15A
First Row Seated (L-R):  J Wilkinson,  
Mr S Simpson, A Botha, Mr M Johnston,  
M Mansvelt
Second Row (L-R):  J De Villiers,  
L Bennewith, J Medcalf, C Redelinghuys, 
R Isserow
Third Row (L-R):  L Ncwana, C McTavish,  
N Owen, F Schellhorn

WATER POLO
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I am so proud of the way the boys were able to turn the year 
around and play some quality water polo in the last half of 
the season. The team was led fantastically by Andy Botha, 
Josh Wilkinson and Mark Mansvelt – it was a difficult year for 
them as well, as they had to balance their own form with the 
team’s interests. The class of the team was shown as 10 boys 
were selected to be part of the Western Province set up.

M Johnston
P32 W21 L11 D0
COACH: M Johnston MANAGER: S Bidoli TEAM: A Botha (c), L Benewith,  
J de Villiers, M Mansvelt, C Mc Tavish, J Medcalf, M Ncwana, N Owen,  
C Redelinghuys, F Schelhorn, J Wilkinson

U15B

The “Beavers” had a stellar year of water polo, despite 
multiple injuries sustained at practice as well as various 
incidents of early onset hypothermia. With 80 goals scored 
over 10 matches and only 18 conceded, the team proved to 
be a force with which to be reckoned. 

Up front one could find Gareth Blackmore, whose cannon-
like shot ended the career of any goalie who faced him. 
At the back, Ethan Young proved to be a brick-wall to any 
opposition of any shape or size, often embarrassing prop-like 
hole men and unsuspecting keepers alike. Liam Clavaux and 
Keagan Hazell played well-rounded attacking and defensive 
polo, which provided the team with the structure necessary 
for greatness, and managed to play well in a multitude of 
positions. 

Luke Dickson quietly scored some unexpected goals at 
times that were crucial to winning a number of matches, and 
consistently worked hard to better his opponents. Michal 
Hofmeyr, Luke Leggatt and late addition Konnor Adlington 
added fast-paced, aggressive play, scoring multiple goals 
throughout most matches, after leaving opposition players 
shocked in their wake. Josh van Rensburg added the much 
needed lefty touch to all of our games, often occupying 
positions the opposition just couldn’t defend. 

Warrick Jones played an explosive and fiery match on all 
occasions, impressing spectators with his showmanship and 
cheekiness. Ryan Isserow had a massive impact on all spheres 
of the team. His precise attacks and determined defence 
ensured that opponents were humiliated by their apparent 
lack of ability to stop him. In the cage, Lihlumelo Ncwana and 
Daniel Sweetlove effortlessly stopped any opponent lucky 
enough to get past our defence. Their precision passing also 
enabled many spectacular goals to be scored. 

I am incredibly proud of the growth that each individual 
made, as well as the constant effort to play cohesively as a 
team. Morale was always at a high in every situation, which 
contributed to an incredibly successful and enjoyable year 
of water polo. 

P Gray
P10 W8 L1 D1
COACHES: P Gray, R Isserow TEAM: L Dickson (c), K Adlington, G Blackmore,  
L Clavaux, K Hazell, M Hofmeyr, R Isserow, W Jones, L Leggatt, L Ncwana,  
D Sweetlove, J van Rensburg, E Young

U15C

The team had a good season of water polo and only lost two 
fixtures this year, to SACS in the first term and Bishops in the 
final fixture of the year. Rourke Fisher did an outstanding job 
as coach. The players appreciated his insight into the game 
and his ability to demonstrate what was required in the 
pool. Practices had a strong fitness component and the boys 
trained with vigour. Fisher spent a great deal of time honing 
ball skills and the results showed. The team developed 
into an excellent unit and generally had the better of the 
opposition by a large margin.

More importantly, the boys had fun at practice and the 
team spirit was excellent. The players were eager to learn 
and their skill set improved with each passing week. It was 
a pity that we lost the final fixture of the term but Bishops 
were better on the day. We have a strong group of players 
entering the senior league and many of the players will be 
pressing for higher honours in 2020.

N Teubes
P7 W6 L1 D0
COACH: R Fisher MANAGER: N Teubes TEAM: S Swanepoel (c), M Anderson,  
M Bassadien, R Cahill, M Clementi, J Collins, D de Lijster, R Earl, C Gallacker,  
D Leaver, E Lochtie, W McPetrie, K Roberts, M Stevens 

U15D

We comfortably fielded a D team and it was a great pity 
that we only had a handful of fixtures this year. Not many 
schools have a D team, so we only played five matches. Jonno 
McConnell coached the team and he unselfishly passed on 
his water polo knowledge to the boys. He had a great rapport 
with the players and they appreciated his passion for the 
game. The fact that we only had one fixture in the fourth term 
did not dampen the team spirit. The boys trained throughout 
the year regardless of having a fixture or not. 

The players provided excellent opposition for the C team 
and skills improved with each passing week. I am convinced 
that the skills learnt this year will stand them in good stead 
as they move in to the senior league. I hope to see many of 
our boys continue to play water polo and press for higher 
honours in 2020. 

N Teubes
P5 W1 L3 D1
COACH: J McConnell MANAGER: N Teubes TEAM: M Vermeiren (c), J Berry,  
M Bouman-Hughes, D Falls, J Hallett, E Labuschagne, R Loe, T Loe, A Louw, A Mia, 
L Moore, H Moss, E Ntondini, M Parker, M Paulsen

U14A 

A season for the ages. I don’t think anyone could have 
imagined what we would achieve this year when they set 
foot into the pool area for the first time. We started with a 
pre-season camp that focused mainly on passing, shooting, 
fitness and basic skills. The hard work that the boys put in 
during this time was commendable. The season began with 
the common goal of remaining unbeaten at the ‘Fortress’, 
to win the Dave Pitcairn Cup and to make the final of the 
prestigious Jeppe tournament. 
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A few highlights of the year, under the leadership of Ethan 
Klerck, included receiving gold at the Dave Pitcarin, Ken 
Short and RBHS national tournaments, the epic football 
warm ups and remaining undefeated throughout the year. 
At the Ken Short Tournament our toughest test was the 
semifinal; the defensive performance that the boys put on 
display is not one that is often seen. The heart of every 
defence is its goalie and David van Zyl led the way with 
some spectacular saves. The final was played against SACS, 
at the starting whistle the old Rondebosch war machine got 
rolling again and rumbled SACS to claim the trophy. 

Much was expected of the team in the third and fourth 
terms because of the reputation that the first term had 
bestowed on them. The boys didn’t take much notice of it 
and carried on from where they had left off, with victories 
in the pre-season ‘Hellfire Cup’ and our own Rondebosch 
Tournament. We recorded our biggest win against SACS, 8-4, 
to seal the deal and the team’s perfect competitive season, 
unbeaten till the end. This is something that the boys can 
be proud of as I believe that they are only the second RBHS 
U14 team in the history of the school to do so. These boys 
have gone from strength to strength this year not only in the 
water polo pool but outside it as well. They have developed 
into exemplary young men and I look forward to watching 
them reach new heights in the future.

J Fisher
P32 W31 L0 D1
COACH: J Fisher, J Swanepoel MANAGER: B Taylor TEAM: E Klerck (c),  
M Goodwin, C Grant, E Holgate, L Johnson, A Loftus, S McBeth, L Miller,  
C Olivier, J Pender, B Reibeck, C Starke, D van Zyl, S Whyte

U14B

The U14B water polo side had a magnificent 2019 campaign, 
going through the full year undefeated. This is testament to 
all of the hard work, determination and gees that the boys 

have shown. As the year went by, the more technical our  
drills became, the harder our swimming and the more intense 
our footy games. It’s been a year of growth for these young 
men and I’m super proud of their progress. 

Some key moments of the season were our very own Unika 
Ngxnono making the Western Province U14B side and a very 
strong counter attacking outfit of Matthew Smith, Christiaan 
Laubscher and Darcy Schellhorn. The hard work of Finn 
Clements and Riyadh Isaacs occupied our central attack with 
key distribution and threat coming from Sebastian Smuts, 
Jason Heynes, Andrew Stubbs and Stefan van Wyk. Our brick 
wall at the back in the form of Ryan Dallas was instrumental 
in big saves throughout the year, followed by Luke Johnson 
adding extra support in the goal. 

Well done on an immense year boys! You can all be proud 
of your individual growth as well as an undefeated and 
outstanding team performance. See you boys around the pool!

J Swanepoel
P9 W6 L0 D3
COACH: J Swanepoel TEAM: C Laubscher (c), F Clements, R Dallas, J Heynes,  
R Isaacs, L Johnson, U Ngxnono, D Schellhorn, A Stubbs, M Smith, S Smuts, S van Wyk 

U14C

Although I only coached for the last term, I was  
unbelievably impressed at the way this team plays. After 
quite a poor first term, we improved a lot to have a great 
end to the season. Even though it was odd coaching boys 
from my own grade, I’m looking forward to seeing my friends 
improve through the years.

E Klerck
P9 W5 L3 D1
COACH: E Klerck, D van Zyl MANAGER: B Reiback TEAM: C Macdonald (c),  
G Bates, J Brooks, A Davis, J McElroy, H Mellish, T Muller, T Murray, B Probert,  
L Robinson, E Roos, A Taylor

U14A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr B Taylor, J Pender, 
Mr S Simpson, E Klerck, Mr J Fisher,  
S McBeth, Mr J Swanepoel
Second Row (L-R):  B Reiback, M Goodwin,  
C Grant, E Holgate, D Van Zyl, C Olivier
Third Row (L-R):  L Miller, S White, L Johnson, 
C Starke

WATER POLO
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#100reasons
TO STUDY AT VEGA

98 98

Apply at Vega for world-class 
IIE degrees in brand communication, 
brand management and design.

FIND YOUR
PURPOSE

2020 REGISTRATION OPEN
OPEN DAY 25 JAN 2020

2#2 The thought leaders 
and trailblazers in design, 

brand, and business.2#98 1 out of every 2 
IIE Vega graduates 
secured employment 
before graduating.

55#5 Master complex 
problem solving, 

critical thinking, and 
creativity - the top 3 
skills on a 2020 CV.
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Altius et Latius
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WINTER SPORT

CHESS
U19A

Our A team chess had a very successful 2019 Winter season, 
playing in the Southern Suburbs Schools’ Chess League and 
the Western Cape Schools’ Chess League. The first four 
boards in the leagues were played by Nico Martin, Tae Heon 
Kim, Imran Moosa and Furqaan Barday. The team performed 
extremely well in the Southern Suburbs league, playing 15 
games and only losing two. The A Team will move on next 
season to the A Division of the Southern Suburbs Schools’ 
Chess League. 

The Western Cape Schools’ Chess League had five matches 
for the year. The A team in addition to board five and board 
six being played by members of the B Team, namely Ziyaad 
Shaboodien and Yaseen Majiet, won all five games. As such, 
they qualified for the Western Cape Top School Play-offs 
and won three of the four rounds:
• Round 1 vs St George’s  4-2 
• Round 2 vs St Cyprian’s 6-0  
• Round 3 vs Jan van Riebeeck  3-3 
• Round 4 vs Reddam House Atlantic 4.5-1.5 

Our A team won the U18 competition at the Western Cape 
Top School Play-offs and moved on to play at the WC 
Provisional Chess Tournament in Ceres. There were lots of 
new challenges for all of the players. Of the five games 
played, we lost two drew two and won one and were ranked 
fifth in the tournament. Nico Martin won the board one prize 
for the U18 mixed. 

The A team also played at the Annual Jamie Tindall 
Tournament at Wynberg. Matches were played against 
Groote Schuur, Wynberg Girls’ High School, South Peninsula 
and Wynberg Boys’ High School. The A team came second 

in round 1 and played against SACS, Wynberg Boys’ and 
Westerford in round two. They came third in the tournament. 

A special mention must be made of Nico Martin who has 
qualified to represent South Africa in Mumbai, India. 

A special thank you to Nico Martin and Tae Heon Kim for 
their leadership roles in their duties as captain and vice-
captain. The success that the A team has experienced this 
year is due to the hard work and efforts made by all involved 
in the sport. A special thanks must also be made to Andrew 
McInnes. Andrew has sacrificed a lot of his personal time to 
support the boys and be present for all of the tournaments 
and matches. Through his support the playing skills of the  
A team has improved drastically. 

W Govender
P15 W9 L2 D4
COACH: A McInnes MANAGER: W Govender TEAM: N Martin (c), F Barday,  
T Kim, I Moosa 

U19B

The B team is going from strength to strength in their 
playing skill. The team was re-established this year due to 
the growing numbers in the sport. This has allowed the skill 
level to improve with lots of challenges for boards in the 1st 
team. Ziyaad Shabooodien has taken the responsibility as 
captain and makes an extra effort to motivate and guide 
the lower boards. The B team board 1 and 2 played on the 
Western Cape Schools Chess League. 

W Govender
P15 W4 L7 D4
COACH: A McInnes MANAGER: W Govender TEAM: Z Shaboodien (c), A Downie, 
H Govan, Y Majiet

U19 A and B
First Row Seated (L-R):  T Kim, Mr S Simpson, 
N Martin, Ms W Govender, Z Shahoodien
Second Row (L-R):  F Barday, Y Majiet,  
A Downie, I Moosa, H Govan
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CROSS COUNTRY

Cross Country 
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr W Kew, Ms M van Zyl, T Smith, Mr S Simpson,  
P McKeown, Mr T Klein, Mr B Taylor
Second Row (L-R):  T Dalrymple, T Murphy, T McKeown, O Faure, T van der 
Schijff, J Hallet
Third Row (L-R):  S Joubert, O Henderson, A White, J Lorimer, Z Halday, J Swartz
Fourth Row (L-R):  A Lorimer, R Meyers, L Cloete-Hopkins, R Davidson,  
A Laugksch

The cross country team has continued to go from strength to 
strength, with the passion, commitment and infectious vibe 
of our members. The team is still growing in numbers and the 
positive attitude of our runners is hard to miss. Even when 
our faces were grimacing on the toughest trail runs, we were 
always smiling (on the inside).

Our weekly training schedule wouldn’t have been the same 
without the early morning Friday runs, which were a staple 
of our week throughout the year. The 10 km lighthouse 
run has become an annual tradition, with a large number 
of Bosch boys once again competing. The cross country 
team this year even had a few multi-talented athletes who 
competed in both the Xterra and the Warm Water Weekend 
Triathlon. The interschool league races saw our athletes 
placing in top positions and the competitive nature of our 
boys was only increased by the stiff competition amongst 
the Grade 10s. The team was even able to experience the 
infamous Jan van Riebeeck course, which was an exciting 
experience (Tim Murphy may disagree). The team this year 
was captained by Patric McKeown and Theon Smith.

There were countless happy memories made this year, one 
highlight being the Speedo Easter Egg Hunt. The team had 
lots of fun, including the Matrics, who received a few weird 
looks (you had to be there). Another highlight was the camp 
in Grabouw. From ultimate frisbee to touch rugby, long trail 
runs, card games and strange talks in our dormitories, it was 
certainly a memorable experience (even though Ms van Zyl 
couldn’t make it).

The huge success of our team can be attributed to our 
dedicated, quirky and driven coaches. Our speediness on 
race days would not have been possible without Mr Kew’s 
unrelenting interval sessions; and our form wouldn’t have 
been nearly as strong without Mr Morrison’s killer core 
workouts. Both Mr Taylor and Mr Morrison were new coaches 
this year and led from the front, being strong athletes 
themselves. Coach, Tim Klein, has continued to stick with 
the team as an inspiring leader and role model. A list a mile 
long of the things Ms van Zyl has done for the cross country 

team would still not be able to do justice to the contribution 
that she has made. With her enthusiasm and energy, Ms van 
Zyl was largely responsible for this being an unforgettable 
season.

M van Zyl
COACHES: W Kew, T Klein, C Morrison, B Taylor, M van Zyl TEAM: P McKeown 
(c), T Smith (c), T Dalrymple, R Davidson, O Faure, Z Halday, J Hallet, O 
Henderson, S Joubert, A Laugksch, T McKeown, R Meyers, T Murphy, L Ryklief,  
T Smith, B Strauss, J Swartz, T van der Schjiff, A White

P McKeown
Patric McKeown was selected for the Western Province Cape Metro U20 
team to compete at the Western Province Championships held at Hottentots 
Holland High School. He completed the eight kilometre race in 24 minutes and 
40 seconds. Congratulations to Patric for a phenomenal season of running!

CROSS COUNTRY
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GOLF

What a year for our 1st  team golfers as we played 11 
matches, won eight, lost one and drew two. With these 
results we won the Western Province Southern League for 
the first time in many years. The 1st team competed for 
the ultimate prize in WP golf and beat the winners of the 
Northern League, TGSE, to take the crown as WP Schools 
Golf League champions. A special mention needs to go to 
Jack Buchanan for making the South African U15 team. He 
also was unbeaten for the whole season at number one. The 
team was well supported by Kieran Urqhart, Aidan Rooke, 
Matthew Campbell, Tiago Negus, Tom Joubert and Max 
Orgovanyi.

The highlight for the season was the Westville Boys’ High 
School Sun City Golf Festival that was hosted at the Gary 
Player Country Club and the Lost City from 30 April to 3 
May. Thirty schools and provincial invitational sides from 
across South Africa, as well as Zimbabwe and Namibia, 
participated in this high quality tournament. There was a 
‘modified medal’ style playing format, putting teams as well 
as individual performances to the test. The competition 
was split into an A and B Division with the top 15 teams 
progressing to the finals on the last day. Our A side was 
placed sixth in the A division overall, while the B side was in 
the prizes, collecting a fourth place finish in the B Division.

Buchanan achieved an outstanding top 10 finish out of the 
150 golfers, coming in fifth overall with an individual gross 
score over three rounds of 217 (74, 67, 76). Tiago Negus 
excelled in the B division with a top 10 finish, coming an 
overall ninth with scores of 88, 78, 75 for a total over three 
rounds of 241.

We had a great Garden Route tour and the boys enjoyed 
some of the finest golf courses: Arabella, Mossel Bay, Goose 
Valley and ending at the beautiful, but challenging, St 
Francis Links.

The 2nd and 3rd teams both enjoyed a good season in their 
respective leagues. Thank you to Mr de Kock and Mr Forbes 
for all of their support and lifts throughout the season. It 
is with a tinge of sadness that we come to the end of the 
school golfing career of Rooke, our captain, and Campbell. 
A very special thanks goes to our sponsors, Coca-Cola 
Peninsula Beverages, who contributed so generously towards 
the golfing apparel, and to our parents who have supported 
their boys so keenly in the development of their golf at this 
level.
E Bam
P11 W8 L1 D2
COACH: E Bam  
TEAM: A Rooke (c), J Buchanan, M Campbell, T Joubert, T Negus, M Orgovanyi,  
K Urqhart

Golf 
First Row Seated (L-R):  M Orgovanyi, Mr S Simpson, A Rooke, Mr E Bam,
M Campbell
Second Row (L-R):  K Urqhart, T Joubert, T Negus
Inset: J Buchanan
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HOCKEY
U19A 

Once again, the 2019 season proved that Rondebosch is 
consistently one of the most successful hockey playing 
schools in the country. Success is the byproduct of an 
incredible hockey culture at Rondebosch and the 1st team 
underscored the character and work ethic that a coach 
aspires for in his team. Notwithstanding the results, the 
character, team spirit and enjoyment of the boys is the 
benchmark that they set for future generations.

The boys were privileged to start the pre-season with an 
overseas tour to the Netherlands and Spain. The bonding 
and learning that took place were priceless. Coaching 
sessions by international players and coaches were 
invaluable and the ensuing games against some of the top 
clubs in the country, if not in the world, set the standard. Of 
the seven games played, three were drawn and four were 
lost but in the process combinations and systems were 
planned, in order to get ready for a tough local season.

The local season proved the worth of the tour, as the boys 
were able to become more resilient and show character when 
their backs were to the wall. Only one match was lost during 
the season and despite the disappointment of four draws, 
the boys defended their Knock-Out Cup against Bishops in 
the final to win an enthralling match 1-0. A further highlight 
was the convincing double over Wynberg and then the Triple 
Crown in the third term. This culminated in a final match nail 
biter against Bishops to win 3-2 in a ding-dong battle.

Kudos must go to Liam Sorensen (captain of the Western 
Province side), Jordan New, Cole Walbrugh, Reese Scheepers 
and Brett Sparks, who were all selected for the various 
South African age-group sides. Douglas Cox (WP A) and 
Robbie Blows (WP B) must also be congratulated on their 
provincial selection. This is no mean feat for a school side to 
have so many South African representatives.

Hockey U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  J New,  
Mr S Harris, C Walbrugh,  
Mr S Simpson, L Sorensen,  
Mr L Nel, D Cox
Second Row (L-R):  J Gray,  
R Blows, B de Kock, J de Waal,  
B Sparks,  
R Scheepers
Third Row (L-r):  J Hazell,  
P Rossouw, D Frost, M White,  
M Miller, M Stead

A special tribute must be paid to the Matrics of 2019:
Liam Sorensen – His silky skills and leadership will be 
missed. His inspirational leadership against Bishops will be 
remembered, as well as being one of the best drag-flickers in 
the country.
Cole Walbrugh – His support as vice-captain and 
contribution as the best defender in the country did not go 
unnoticed. Someone opposition attackers feared.
Douglas Cox – His presence and experience as a striker and 
leadership by example as a vice captain will be missed. His 
goal scoring at critical times was game changing. Unlucky 
not to make the South African side.
Bradley de Kock – On his day, de Kock could outclass 
anyone. His positive attitude and calm demeanor was 
always appreciated.
Joseph Gray – An incredible team man who worked tirelessly 
to perfect his skills. His attacking skills as a right half will be 
missed. His goal against Wynberg was memorable.
Jordan Hazell – Started off as a link and then had some 
blinders as a half. Hazell improved beyond words and 
became a critical role-player in the team. His all-round skills 
were exciting to have in defence.
Jordan New – A fantastic season as goalkeeper and some 
of his phenomenal saves depressed the opposition. Who will 
forget his game saving exploits against SACS and Bishops?
Paul Rossouw – Rossouw will be remembered for his 
incredible hands that I would consider as among the best in 
the country. His solo skills that bamboozled opponents were 
mesmerizing and created many goal opportunities.

L Nel
P16 W11 L1 D4
COACHES: M Edwards, L Nel MANAGER: S Harris TEAM: L Sorensen (c), R Blows, 
D Cox, B De Kock, J De Waal, D Frost, J Gray, J Hazell, M Miller J New,  
P Rossouw, R Scheepers, B Sparks, M Stead, C Walbrugh, M White
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U19B 

It is very challenging to live up to reputation. However, the 
minute a side plays the game for the sheer enjoyment of 
the sport, the task becomes significantly easier. Therefore, 
yet again, the 2nd hockey side or ‘Sardines’ went another 
season unbeaten. Eleven wins from 12, and one draw, saw 
yet another season of pace, purpose and power. Under the 
leadership of Joel Veysie, the Sardines produced some of the 
most fantastic and memorable performances to date. With 
passion and heart as well as pride for the badge, the boys 
showed immense character. 

The highlights of the season were, arguably, the 8-0 
hammering of Wynberg in the second week of the season 
and, of course, the miraculous comeback against Bishops 
where, after trailing by one goal, the team came back with 
three goals in the space of three minutes to defeat our 
bitter rivals. With a purposeful attack, die hard defence and 
skilful midfield, the team was well balanced and showed 
true chemistry throughout the season. 

It was a pleasure to coach a group like Joel Veysie, Gary 
Allen, Byron McCall and Jason Le Roux for two years. I can 
honestly say that Sean Muller, Tom Soboil and Noah Kriger 
lived up to the billing of a formidable attack and as for 
Cameron Chadwick, having a world-class keeper makes all 
the difference to a side that plans to go unbeaten. I wish the 

Matrics everything of the best for the future and, Grade 11s 
let’s push to do even better next season. Altius et Latius.

W Domingo
P12 W11 L0 D1
COACH: W Domingo TEAM: J Veysie (c), G Allen, S Bovim, C Chadwick, N Kriger, 
C Lavery, J Le Roux, N Marais, B McCall, S Muller, T Soboil, D Webber, B Wood

U19C 

It is only fitting that we sum up the 2019 hockey season 
with one key motivational term, “Just keep working”. This 
is how the team started and finished off the season, with 
some hard-working performances throughout the campaign. 
The 3rd side, or ever so present “Wombats”, put in the work, 
week in and week out, and for that I am truly grateful. This 
team pushed not only each other but me as their coach to 
become better and a force with which to be reckoned.

The potential of this team was put to the test in the first 
game of the season, suffering a narrow defeat 3-2 to the 
Paul Roos 2nd team. A defeat in the opening game of the 
season was a bitter pill to swallow for all, as we thought it 
should have gone our way. The boys kept their spirits high 
and looked determined to turn things around. The next set 
of matches proved to be very difficult with three consecutive 
draws. The boys pushed on, gained serious momentum and 
won their last four games of the first half of the season. They 
proved that their talents were not going to go unrecognised. 
They finished off the second half of the season as unbeaten 
champions, with nine wins on the trot. The team proved that 
hard work, patience and self-belief always pay off. 

The success of this team came from every individual. Mark 
Lemke’s crucial but calm saves in the D. In defence, Gustaf 
Pienaar, Josh Forbes, Luc van Houten, Mark McLagan, 
Jordan Thompson and Fraser Sleet kept us composed 
and in the game at all times. In midfield, Luke Delmulle, 
Daniel Loebenstein, Tom Lighton, Douglas Krone and Jaden 
McEwan expressed good control, skills and distribution in 
driving us forward. Forwards Carlo Siebel (captain), Brian 
Kitshoff, Stuart Adam and Christian Petersen were ever 
so present in the D with skills, composure and finding the 
backboard. I hope the boys go on to do great things and 
not leave hockey far behind but close to their hearts. I wish 
them well in their future adventures. Altius et Latius.

W Guma
P13 W9 L1 D3
COACH: WS Guma TEAM: C Siebel (c), S Adam, L Delmulle, J Forbes, B Kitshoff,  
D Krone, M Lemke, T Lighton, D Loebenstein, J McEwan, M McLagan,  
C Petersen, G Pienaar, F Sleet, J Thompson, L van Houten

U19D 

The U19D hockey side had a very successful season. The 
boys showed a lot of character and achieved some great 
results. The team was not short of firing power up front. 
Matthew Campbell scored 21 goals and Kieran Hyde scored 
15 drag flicks. Most of the forwards also have hat-tricks 
under their belt. This attack was complemented with a solid 
defence. Callum Riddell (GK) made some phenomenal saves, 
boasting 10 clean sheets. 

HOCKEY
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The side can proudly claim the Grand Slam, beating 
Wynberg, Bishops and SACS both home and away. They also 
achieved a sensational result against Paarl Boys, winning 
17-0. These great results are a testament to the hard work 
the boys always put in at practice. The side was fortunate 
to have been captained by Fraser Sleet; he was a true 
leader on and off the pitch. Sleet was supported by his vice-
captain, Hyde. The two led the team with exuberance and 
were role models to the Grade 11 boys. 

Thank you to the parents for your commitment in supporting 
the team over the season. There was always a great 
atmosphere at each game. A special mention must be made 
of Mr Hyde, who photographed each fixture and ensured 
that the season’s memories were captured. Thank you to the 
boys for a phenomenal season and I wish all of the Matrics 
well in their future endeavours.   

M Williams 
P12 W10 L1 D1
COACH: M Williams MANAGER: R Bowley TEAM: F Sleet (c), S Brundyn,  
S Butler, M Campbell, M Devoti, V Fletcher, K Hyde, M Jaga, K Lesch, C Riddell,  
S Schlesinger, L Spiers, J Thompson, S Van Rensburg, H Vinevala, O Wakeford

U19E 

The 5th team had a challenging season against a variety 
of opposition, ranging from the 5th teams to the 1st teams 
of schools from all around the Cape. We had some tough 
games, not always winning, but managing to improve our 
hockey every time. Our season culminated with the final 
match against our perfect opponents, the 6th team. After 
an extremely hard fought match and an amazing defended 
penalty flick by our stand-in keeper, Levi de Lijster, we came 
away as the victors.

The team had an amazing spirit, with everyone leaving part 
of their personality on and off the field. I don’t think that 
I heard Alex Smith from the box once, but he managed to 
make some cracker saves to keep us in the game on every 
occasion he got. In the halves, Tim Murphy, Ethan Bell and 
Ben Wittenberg all managed to run as if they weren’t sure 
whether they were playing half or striker. Yaseen Khan and 
Alex Ikin were our rocks at the back, ensuring that no one 
entered the D easily through a crunching one-handed tackle. 
Albert van der Westhuizen, our dutiful captain, had maybe 
five minutes on the bench the entire season, much to the 
dismay of his teammates.

The links developed some strange dependencies: De Lijster 
needed the bench due to his “sprint and rest” technique – 
which helped him score the winner against Bishops. Charl 
Louw relied on the umpires to explain every decision they 
made. Hiroki Fujiwara relied on the player marking him to be 
slower than he was and Rocket League definitely helped out 
with some aerial skills. Ilitha Sithebe relied on my confusing 
him with his brother so that he got enough game time. 
Sangyeon Park was a workhorse, despite his measly practice 
attendance. And when Jared Heynes was given free rein, 
magic happened. 

The strikers held their own with Stuart van Wyk insisting 
that he actually can score goals and Isiphile Sithebe just 
doing his best. Jarrad Grobler impressed everyone with 

his work rate and dedication. Together, they managed to 
keep us ahead of the opposition. All in all, the season was 
extremely enjoyable, and I look forward to next year.

P Wolski
P13 W8 L4 D1
COACH: P Wolski MANAGER: L Byren TEAM: A van der Westhuizen (c), E Bell,  
L De Lijster, H Fujiwara, J Grobler, J Heynes, A Ikin, Y Khan, C Louw, T Murphy,  
S Park, I Sithebe, I Sithebe, A Smith, S van Wyk, B Wittenberg

U19F 

The U19Fs had a rough start to the season, meeting for the 
first time only 24 hours before our first match and realizing 
that we lacked both a goalie and a full squad of 11. However, 
after the first two games we managed to recruit a few new 
players and then went on a brilliant run beating 2nd and 
3rd teams from other schools. A last minute loss to Bishops 
was a disappointing end to the season but, considering we 
had managed to beat them 5-2 a few weeks previously, the 
boys were fairly happy. The level of hockey played increased 
massively and the whole team managed to punch well 
above their weight. It proved to be a very fun and rewarding 
season.

L Byren
P10 W7 L3 D0
COACH: L Byren TEAM: M Blows (c), N Bardien, S Cader, M Dawood, C Dean,  
M Hooper, A Kisten, S Knusten, R Lake, A Manjra, Z Manjra, J Mosig, D Schaffers, 
L Van Der Walt, R Wilson  

U16A 

This season was an enjoyable and successful one that was 
filled with many challenges. All of the credit must go to the 
players for some good results and performances. Our team 
started off with the pre-season tour to Holland and Spain. 
This was a learning curve for them, but was thoroughly 
enjoyed by everyone. When the season finally got under 
way, the boys had some experience under their belts and 
were ready to take on the Cape Town schools under the 
strong leadership of Keagan Culligan.       

The team started the season with two excellent draws 
against Paul Roos and Wynberg. After losing to Bishops in 
the knock-out semi-finals, we had to re-look at ourselves and 
keep our confidence until the end of the first round. As the 
first round progressed the side grew in maturity and it was 
fantastic to see how the team improved. We ended the first 
round with a convincing 5-1 win against Bishops.     

Well done to Brett Sparks who represented Western Province 
A and to Alex Blows and Fayaad Daniels who represented 
WP B at this year’s IPT. Congratulations go to Sparks who 
was named ‘Player of the Tournament’ and Blows for being 
the ‘Most Valuable Defender’ at the IPT. 

The second round did not go too well for our side as we 
lost to Wynberg and SACS, then drew against Bishops in 
our final game. A big thank you to our assistant coach, 
Miguel Edwards, and to our manager, Rob Bowley, who 
have played a major role in our team’s success this year.                                
A special thank you to all of the parents for all of their 
support and encouragement. I thoroughly enjoyed being part 
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of this awesome team and wish every player all the success 
for 2020. Lasting memories! 

S Hendricks
P13 W7 L3 D3
COACHES: S Hendricks, M Edwards MANAGER: R Bowley TEAM: K Culligan (c), 
E Africa, S Bakker, D Biccard, A Blows, C De Bryne, J Diedrich, J Donald, J Gloor, J 
Hawkins, D Leonard, J McConnell, K Melia, M Muller, E Young

U16B 

This team epitomises Rondebosch’s hockey strength with a 
group of talented and “coachable” boys able to play some 
exceptional hockey and compete at a high level. Our team 
started off the season strong with important victories over 
teams like Pinelands, Wynberg and SACS. This promising 
start set the team up for a memorable season. 

The momentum gained from the impressive first few games 
was met with a speed bump in the form of a strong Bishops 
team on a cold Saturday morning. This unfortunate result 
fired the boys up for the second half of the season. The 
team showed tremendous character and determination to 
overcome their dip in form and ended their season in the 
best way possible, with a win over Bishops. This dominant 
4-2 win over the old rivals was a perfect display of what 
this talented group of boys is capable of. All of the hard 
work that the boys put in throughout the season culminated 
in this result, which will forever be one of the coaches’ and 
players’ fondest memories. 

A special thanks has to go to the team’s captains, Ethan 
Africa and Jean Strauss, for their excellent captaincy. It is 
fair to say that the team has grown both on and off the field 
this season. It has been a privilege to be part of this closely-
knit team that has a lot of potential and great things can be 
expected from this group of boys in the future. 

D Sparks 
P12 W8 L3 D1
COACH: D Sparks MANAGER: C Nicholls TEAM: J Strauss (c), E Africa, R Aitken, 
B Cox, L Hartman, M Manning, T Phipson, C Roberts, A Sampson, P Soboil, C 
Traest, E Van Oudtshoorn, D Van Zyl, S Veldboer, D Wright

U16C 

Firstly, I would like to thank the boys for a phenomenal 
season! Having only lost one game, they scored a total of 52 
goals while only conceding four. The boys should be proud of 
their very successful 2019 hockey year! 

While we started off with a loss against Paul Roos, the 
boys pulled together as a team and started playing hockey 
worthy of the Rondebosch standards. The team consisted 
of a solid and dependable back line, which normally left our 
goal keeper bored on the field; but when needed he was 
always there for the crucial saves. The links were a crucial 
part of the team as our formation relied on them playing as 
forwards and defensive players at the same time, a job that 
not many players can undertake. Our forward line proved to 
be dynamic and adaptable, being able to execute various 
set plays, which resulted in our high goal count. This allowed 
us to have an average of four goals per game.

I believe what made us such a successful side was that the 
boys understood the importance of team work and that it 
wasn’t about relying on individual players. They were all also 
very eager to learn and were great at using what they had 
learnt at practice in the match. This allowed us to explore 
and adapt our style of hockey to what suited us best, 
resulting in an extremely successful year. The boys should 
really be proud of themselves – they all grew a tremendous 
amount throughout the year. I wish them all the best for 
their futures. 

Thank you to the parents and families for coming through 
to support every match. As well as a big thank you to our 
manager, Ms Verster, who was always there to support us 
all.  It was a privilege to coach this U16C team. It was a fun 
year filled with many exciting moments! 

D Hellenberg
P13 W10 L1 D2
COACH: D Hellenberg MANAGER: S Verster TEAM: C Bell (c), T Botha, R Chung, 
L Hartman, G Hutchinson, A Klein, C Kuttner, L Madubela, S Montoya-Palaez,  
M Reed, J Simkins, G Stones, J Viljioen, W Wakeford, M Walsh, AJ Wray

U16A
First Row Seated (L-R):   
J McConnell, Mr S Simpson,  
K Culligan, Mr R Bowley, J Donald
Second Row (L-R):  J Gloor,  
E Young, C de Bruyn, J Hawkins,  
D Leonard, A Blows
Third Row (L-R):  M Muller,  
S Bakker, J Dietrich, D Biccard,  
K Melia

HOCKEY
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U16D 

The season of 2019 was very two sided to say the very least. 
The boys started off very confidently with a solid 5-3 win 
against Paul Roos. This led to an amazing first half of the 
season with five wins and only two losses. However, after 
the mid-season break, we came back with a slightly over 
confident attitude and quickly realised that we needed to 
step up our level of hockey. Unfortunately, we struggled to 
maintain our fantastic form and lost our first three games. 
I think that a major contributing factor was having a few 
practices cancelled due to poor weather, followed by a long 
weekend.

Despite all of the disruptions, we worked hard and came 
back to win our final game with a 1-0 victory over Fairmont, 
to whom we’d previously lost by 1-0 and 3-0. So this was a 
massive way to end off our season!

It’s been an extremely memorable season in which we all 
had a bunch of laughs and some seriously great times! The 
boys showed a large amount of dedication and character 
and I’m sure that their hockey careers will be just as fruitful 
and entertaining.

To the boys, I’d like to say thank you very much for the 
season! It’s been an absolute pleasure getting to know you 
all and having the opportunity to be your coach. I really 
hope to see you all on the astro next year and I wish you all 
of the very best for your future endeavours! 
Altius et Latius.

M Giddey
P11 W6 L5 D0
COACH: M Giddey MANAGER: S Verster TEAM: T Rynkiewicz  (c), L Cloete-
Hopkins N Draper, C Elliott, R Huang, L Madubela, L Morrow, M Mosdell,  
S Mosig, S Panagiotidis,  D Person, T Raynham, G Stone, A Wheeler

U15A 

The season with the U15As has been my best so far as a 
coach, not necessarily because of our excellent results, but 
because I had the privilege of coaching such an amazing 
group of young gents. We started off strongly as the only A 
side to beat Paul Roos. We then continued our winning ways 
until an unfortunate 3-2 loss against Wynberg, our only loss 
for the season. 

However, the highlight of my season was the fact that, even 
amidst all of the seriousness, we still found time for some 
quality banter and laughter. I was also extremely proud 
of seeing everything that I attempted to teach the boys 
(including my attempt to culture them in music selection pre-
game in the change room) finally start to take shape during 
our last few games. In my opinion, the U15As played some of 
the most entertaining and Bosch quality hockey of any side 
at the school. 

We could not have made it through the season without the 
assistance of Mr Harris who always made sure that if we 
ever needed something, we received it. Thank you to our 
captain, Brandon Barnard, who showed incredible leadership 
throughout the year and kept everyone calm, on the same 
page and goal focused. Thank you also to Mr Bowley and 
Mr Edwards for all of their invaluable help and support 
throughout the year. And lastly, thank you to everyone and 
to my team for an unforgettable season. I hope that they all 
enjoyed it as much as I did and hopefully learnt something 
along the way.

D Thorburn
P15 W14 L1 D0
COACH: D Thorburn MANAGER: S Harris TEAM: B Barnard (c), C Adam,  
C Adlington, M Blount, J De Villiers, L Dickson, D Gillet, K Hazell, F Hindmarch,  
N Lipinski, M Mansvelt, L Ncwana, D Sherry, A Simpson, G Williams 

U15A
First Row Seated (L-R):   
Mr S Harris, B Barnard,  
Mr S Simpson, L Ncwana,  
Mr D Thorburn 
Second Row (L-R):  C Adam,  
K Hazell, F Hindmarch,  
K Addlington, L Dickson, G Williams
Third Row (L-R):  D Gillett,  
D Sherry, M Blount, M Mansvelt,  
A Simpson, N Lipinski, J de Villiers 
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U15B 

It couldn’t have been a better season with these boys! But 
there was one problem come the first practice — 80% of 
them were clueless as to what a trough was. As the season 
progressed, the boys started growing, not only as individuals 
but as a team. 

We saw the likes of Matthew ‘Uncle’ Paulsen burning people 
with his wheels down the left flank (which was unheard 
of as the man’s top speed before this was a blistering 
3km/h); Matt Bouman-Hughes scoring his first goal in an 
all-important comeback victory against Bishops to protect 
the undefeated streak we were on the verge of losing; Noah 
Walker’s commitment, although he was sick, but still coming 
back to operate in midfield; and Liam De Wet featuring 
prominently during the half time team huddles. 

There was never a dull moment with these young men. 
Having them for my first coaching job made my life easier 
with their constant willingness to learn. With this, we were 
able to finish the season undefeated. A special highlight 
was the last Bishops game where the gents turned over a 
1-0 deficit in the last five minutes of the game to win it 2-1! 
This was an indication of how these boys have developed 
mentally and proved that it is important to have that ‘never 
give up’ mentality, even when things are going south. 

Working with these gents was a pleasure and I can’t thank 
them enough. A special mention of our leadership team,  

SJ Swanepoel and Azaan Hussain, for always keeping the 
boys in line and steadying the ship when I was not there. 
Thank you also to the parents for all of their support. I’m 
excited to see what the future holds for these young men and 
can’t wait to see them do great things!

L Sigwabe 
P11 W10 L0 D1
COACH: L Sigwabe MANAGER: W Domingo TEAM: SJ Swanepoel (c), A Hussain 
(vc), M Bouman-Hughes, C Conradie, L de Wet, A Ford, D French, J Hallet, T Jacobs, 
L Leggatt, T Martin, J o’Grady, M Paulsen, N Walker

U15C 

To say it was an honour to coach the U15C side this season 
would be an understatement. The amount of hard work and 
determination the boys put in this season truly made it a 
privilege to be their coach. The start of the season saw the 
team facing a very tough Paul Roos side and, unfortunately, 
we came off second best. However, this set the players’ hard 
work and determination into gear for the rest of the season 
and they pulled off a very impressive 7-0 victory against 
Bishops, which was a huge improvement. 

From here on out, the boys matured, not only as individuals 
but as a team, with periods of great intensity, some quality 
goals and link up plays. Unfortunately, there were quite a few 
byes and cancellations, which was tough for the boys as they 
were eager to get out there and play some more aggressive 
and intelligent hockey. Our team then encountered a few 
U16A sides: they beat Settlers 2-1, lost 4-1 to Cannons Creek 
and 2-1 to Fairmont. However, the boys weren’t discouraged 
by their tough opposition and put up some amazing plays of 
which they should all be proud. 

Then we played Bishops again, in two more games. We beat 
them 3-1 and drew 4-4 to their U16D side after being 2-0 
down at half time. It was a very entertaining game to watch 
and a highlight of my season as coach. We ended the season 
with a very convincing 7-0 win over SACS and the Triple 
Crown. It was a pleasure to manage such a great group of 
guys and I wish them all of the best for the future, thanks for 
making this season an unforgettable one!

J Alt
P9 W4 L4 D1
COACH: J Alt MANAGER: M Nell TEAM: Y Narker (c), M Berry, C Brasler, L Brierley-
Bekker, D Buhagiar, M Joseph, J Liddle, M Lighton, F McIvor, C McTavish,  
C O’Mahony, B Robbins, D Schlezinger, M Stevens, J van Rensburg

U15D 

The U15D side started the season with a strong win against a 
quality SACS side, winning 2-1. A team with a lot of raw talent 
progressed week after week, undefeated in their U15 age 
group and only losing to U16 teams. The 34 goals scored in 10 
games made for an exciting match each week and inevitably 
brought about a successful season for the U15D gents.

G Scott
P10 W8 L2 D0

COACH: G Scott MANAGER: M Nell TEAM: C McTavish (c), L Bennewith,  
S de Lijster, E Labuschagne, R Loe, T Loe, A Louw, Y Masiba, W McPetrie, A Mia,  
N Owen, T Sidinile, P Stergianos 

HOCKEY
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U14A 

The U14A hockey team had a great year. The season began 
with the Nomads Tournament, hosted by Wynberg, after 
which the league commenced. The tournament was a tough 
start as we played five of the top schools in the country, 
some of which had already officially started their league 
seasons. However, the boys stepped up to the challenge and 
produced some outstanding performances. Beating Hilton 
College and Maritzburg College were two amazing results 
against two unbelievable teams.

The Western Province Knockout Cup was our next challenge 
and a huge learning curve for the boys. Though they went 
down in shoot-outs in the semi-finals, they experienced 
the pressure of a playoff and the tension of a shoot-out. It 
was unfortunate not to make it to the final but it’s always a 
fantastic experience to go into a shoot-out.

Our final tournament was the Founders Festival hosted by 
Parktown Boys’ High School, midway through the season. It 
was a great tournament for the team, playing five, winning 
three, drawing one and losing one. Drawing to Kearsney, 
against a team littered with provincial players, and then 
winning the other three matches against Parktown, St John’s 
and Affies made it a great series of games. Our only loss 
was against Jeppe, a quality group of mostly provincial 
players. The boys learnt a lot, travelling to Gauteng and 
playing at altitude taught them the importance of fitness 
and smart hockey.

Overall, we had a great league season. We only lost two 
of our 13 games, one of which was against SACS where we 
narrowly lost in the last few minutes. We scored 42 goals 
for and seven against bringing our goal difference to 35 – a 
fantastic season!

The U14A team have grown tremendously since the Nomads 
Tournament. These young men played some magical hockey 
and I can see a huge amount of potential. They have a great 
future ahead of them.

S Griffin
P26 W16 L6 D4
COACH: S Griffin MANAGER: P Ghignone TEAM: L Miller (c), B Bovim,  
J Buchanan, G Engelbrecht, M Goodwin, L Jordan, G Lawson, T Luck,  
N Msakiwe, G Pickering, J Thompson, J Twigg, A Valley, A Walsh

U14B 

We can sum up the U14Bs’ season as one of great 
determination and hard work – at practice as well as during 
matches. Despite the team going through a couple of 
changes over the course of the season, the core group of 
boys remained steady and showed great heart to achieve 
their results. 

The results were a mixed bag with some well fought-out 
wins and some very narrow losses, many of which came in 
the last minute due to small lapses in concentration. On 
several occasions, we also managed to come close to our 
bigger rivals, such as Wynberg, SACS and Bishops. 

From the outset, I had told the boys that the result didn’t 
matter if they could walk off the field saying that they had 
given it their all! The most notable example of this came in 
our second to last game against a very well-put-together 
SACS side. Although not a win, it was the best game of 
hockey that the boys had played all season. They showed 
fight and determination right up to the final whistle!

U14A
First Row Seated (L-R):  J Twigg, 
Ms P Ghignone, L Jordan,  
Mr S Simpson, L Miller, Mr S Griffin, 
N Msakiwe
Second Row (L-R):  J Thompson,  
M Goodwin, D Cloete, A Valley,  
M Louw, G Lawson
Third Row (L-R):  J Buchanan,  
G Pickering, B Bovim, G 
Engelbrecht, T Luck, A Walsh
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Overall, the season was a big learning curve with each one 
of the boys coming to practice and matches with a will to 
improve. Our practices were filled with a lot of fun, learning 
and laughter! It was a privilege to witness each one of 
them grow as the season went on. I wish them all of the 
best with their hockey careers at Bosch and may they make 
friendships that last a lifetime! 

B Eaton
P13 W4 L6 D3
COACH: B Eaton TEAM: E Holgate (c), A Amm, I Bamjee, B Bovim, D Cloete,  
L Foord, E Holgate, R Lamprecht, B Le Roux, M Louw, J Malan, T Muller, U Puzi,  
S White, J Wiggelinkhuizen

U14C 

Fortunately, at a school like Rondebosch the success of a 
season is not merely determined in terms of wins or losses 
because, if it were, then our season would have been 
recorded as a dismal failure. However, this was far from the 
truth. Some of our players had never played hockey before 
and thus the season was one of rapid growth and learning. 
Despite the results often not going our way, the players 
continued to give 100%. This resilience and perseverance can 
only be admired. In this regard, our captain, Tristan Galp, 
played a significant role in keeping the side positive and 
motivated – it is never easy to captain a losing side. 

 
Most of our games were close affairs and this included when 
playing some A and B sides. Generally, our team lacked 
speed and this inability to press forward with any pace or 
urgency resulted in us having to defend for large portions of 
our matches. Harry Richmond was outstanding in goal and 
saved us on many occasions from what would have been a 
humiliating defeat. 

HOCKEY

In conclusion, it was an absolute pleasure to coach and 
be involved with such a great bunch of young men. Their 
manners and positivity were admirable but, most of all, they 
all grew in confidence and ability as the season went on. I 
would like to thank all of the parents for their support and 
encouragement. I look forward to watching this group move 
through the ranks in the coming years as I firmly believe that 
with their positive attitude and work ethic their results will 
improve.

G Paarman
P13 W1 L9 D3
COACH: G Paarman TEAM: T Galp (c), F Clements, M Engelbrecht, Y Essop,  
M Frith, J Loebenstein, J Malan, K McKend, L Mohammed, T Murray, A Patel,  
H Richmond, T Sonday, N Stulting

U14D 

This season was a huge learning process for this team as 
the majority of the boys had never even watched a game 
of hockey, let alone picked up a hockey stick. The season 
started out with some tough fixtures and minimal players. 
When they finally came together, they really improved as a 
group and became better players, as well as friends within 
the team. 

The highlight of the season was definitely just before the 
June holidays when the boys were performing at their best. 
They really showed off how much they had learnt by pulling 
off two back to back wins, 5-0 and 7-0. These games were 
a real encouragement, proving to the boys that you will be 
rewarded for putting in the hard yards at practice. 

I thank all of the parents for getting the boys to and from 
practices and matches, even to the bright and early 8 am 
games. Thank you also to our team manager Mr Paarman 
as well as Mr Bowley for always setting us up with fixtures. 
Finally, to the boys, thank you for a great season and I wish 
you all the luck in your upcoming years. Altius et Latius.

G Strybis
P13 W2 L9 D2
COACH: G Strybis MANAGER: G Paarman TEAM: H Mellish (c), A Adams,  
D Azevedo, A Blockman, Z Butler, R Dallas, I Martin, M Mohamed, A Stemmet,  
A Stulting, A Taylor
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RUGBY

U19A 

A healthy core of players from the 2018 season remained 
and their experience was invaluable. Lock, Matt Gray, led 
this pack with 35 matches going into the season. Managed 
dutifully by Trevor Edwards, with myself and Joel Carew new 
to coaching at 1st team level the knowledge and experience 
of former 1st team coaches, Clinton van Rensburg and Mark 
Lindenberg, added massive value. 

We believed the side had the potential to compete against 
the very best and, for parts of the season, the boys played 
at an incredible level. An amazing work ethic and attitude 
towards training lay the solid foundation needed to compete 
against some of the best teams in the country.  

A highlight of the year was an eight match winning run, 
which included the first win against a Winelands school in 
eight years when we beat Boland Landbou 36-26. Further 
wins against Eastern Cape powerhouses St Andrew’s and 
Grey, as well as wins over Wynberg and SACS made for 
exciting times. We finished off the season superbly by 
completing a double over SACS and beating Bishops.

While we had a number of standout individuals in 2019 
they very much functioned in a team environment, relying 
on everyone to perform their roles effectively. Many of the 
memorable wins were based on the strength of our forward 
pack. Carew’s in-depth knowledge of each boy’s character 
and how to get the best out of them was instrumental in 
the performances of the pack as a unit. In Bryan le Roux, 
Troy Fisher and Lukhanyo Vokozela we possibly had one of 
the top front rows in the province. Le Roux and Vokozela 
were selected for SA Schools and SA Schools A respectively. 
Fisher racking up 35 1st team caps was testament to 
his contribution over two seasons. This trio was backed 
up by two other Craven week props, Jason Johnson and 
Lamla Nunu, while veteran lock Gray had a fantastic year. 
He earnt a fiftieth cap and was selected for the Western 
Province U19 squad. Next to him in the second row, William 
McDonald performed admirably in his first year; while in 
the loose forwards, we had individuals who complemented 
each other very well. Matt Cohen was our workhorse at 
open side, Campell Slater provided go forward and energy 
to the squad, while Joshua King added massive value as 
an organiser and played a big role in both attacking and 
defensive lineouts.

In the halfbacks Ishma-eel Safodien and Kian Davis directed 
play superbly, which saw both rewarded with provincial call 
ups. Jordan Collier led the side from 12, while Matt Macleod 
Smith also did a great job at centre as well as at loose 
forward. Out wide, our top try scorer, Dalvon Blood, was 

well supported by the strength and speed of Jake Tredoux, 
Tiaan van Loggerenberg and Connor Kotzé. These skills were 
complemented by the playmaking abilities of Lehan Botha 
and Conor van Eden whose excellent goal kicking played 
a deciding role in a number of matches. Both Blood and 
van Eden received provincial colors pushing the provincial 
representation of the 2019 group up to nine boys, which was 
a tremendous achievement.  

It is said that you learn more from losing than from 
winning and the season provided its fair share of learning 
opportunities. At the end of the second term, we started a 
run of tough fixtures that coincided with a few injuries to key 
players. This led to five consecutive losses, which affected 
the boys’ self-belief. The low point was probably a loss to 
Wynberg at home. The season was certainly in danger of 
derailing, with our winning run seemingly a distant memory.

Huge credit needs to go to our captain, Collier, during this 
time. His levels of performance both on and off the field 
kept reaching new heights and the boys could not have 
wished for a more resilient leader. The penultimate match 
away at SACS was suddenly mightily important. The focus 
and desperation to set things right in the lead up to the 
match led to an amazing turnaround in our fortunes and 
we defeated SACS for a second time. A very confident 
Bishops side arrived for the final match of the season and, 
despite Bosch having a few prominent players out, a sense 
of calm and confidence had settled in the group. This feeling 
certainly contributed to a fantastically committed and 
accurate performance resulting in a memorable final match, 
which saw Bosch win 21-10 to cap off the year in the best 
possible way.

P Benade
P18 W11 L7 D0
COACHES: P Benade, J Carew MANAGER: T Edwards, J Gerber TEAM: J Collier 
(c), S Bauriedl, D Blood, L Botha, K Cattaneo, M Cohen, K Davis, T Fisher, M 
Gray, K Jackson, J Johnson, J King, C Kotzé, B le Roux, S Loftus, M MacLeod 
Smith, W McDonald, L Nunu, I Safodien, C Slater, J Tredoux, C van Eden, T van 
Loggerenberg, C van Rensburg, J van Schalkwyk, L Vokozela, A Young

U19B 

The Soldiers started their 2019 campaign with losses 
against San Isidro, a touring Argentinian side, Paul Roos and 
Boland Landbou, followed by good wins against Brackenfell, 
Wynberg (away) and Parel Vallei. The rest of the second 
term saw the Soldiers winless against SACS but they came 
close to beating Stellenberg, 22-20 and Bishops, 22-17.
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The first hurdle in the third term was Paarl Gym who were 
flattered by their 28-15 win. Wynberg were conquered again 
but then Paarl Boys’ came to the Tinkie Heyns to show their 
strength with a 59-3 win over our boys. It was another close 
shave against SACS, but a 54-0 win over UK visitors, King’s 
School Canterbury, set the stage for a grand finale to send 
Bishops back down the road, 25-19, the highlight of an up 
and down season. 

Captain Kyle Jackson led from the front with Alec Young, 
Ross McDonald, Eric Jacobs and Kyle Blackmore (our most 
improved player) not far behind. Among the backs, the 
defensive qualities of Aidan Rooke, Tiaan van Loggerenberg 
and Fayyad Galiem stood out; while the half-back 
combination of Kelian Cattaneo and Cameron van Rensburg 
was solid. Van Rensburg slotted over two valuable drops – a 
lost art in schoolboy rugby. Special mention must be made 
of forwards George du Plooy (who only played in the last 
two games) and James Prowse (only played four) who added 
value when they joined up late in the season. Conor van 
Eden became a Soldier for the last battle against Bishops 
and, with a try, two conversions and two penalties, played a 
major role in that win.

Cattaneo was the top points scorer with 93 from four tries, 
26 conversions and seven penalties. Try scoring honours went 
to wing Thomas Probert with six, centre Van Loggerenberg 
with five and hooker/prop Blackmore also with five. Sincere 
thanks go to Wayne Jackson for running touch and exhorting 
the boys from the sideline. The Soldiers played as a team 
for each other and the fighting spirit and gees will be 
remembered long after the scores have been forgotten.

J Gerber
P15 W6 L9 D0

COACHES: E Bam, J Carew MANAGERS: J Gerber, J Snijmann TEAM: K Jackson 
(c), K Blackmore, L Botha, K Cattaneo, G du Plooy, F Erasmus, F Galiem,  
D Hartley, E Jacobs, R McDonald, H Ncana, L Nunu, T Probert, D Rattray,  
A Rooke, J Sands, T van Loggerenberg, C van Eden, C van Rensburg,  
J van Schalkwyk, C Whitson, A Young

U19C 

It was one of those seasons whereby if you allowed winning 
to define you’d struggle as a coach. But if you look at it from 
a player success development point of view you will sleep 
easier. It was a very tough season for the Bosch 3rd team, 
the “Dogs”. We struggled to get going, mixing structure with 
fitness. When the team started clicking we played some 
really good Rondebosch rugby that made us coaches very 
proud. 

The Paarl schools are always tough to beat and their 3rd 
team rugby was very strong. The likes of Paul Roos, Paarl 
Gym and Paarl Boys’ were eye openers for us in the way 
they played but our boys never gave up. We did pick up a 
good win against Parel Vallei on the Tinkie Heyns Field. And 
who will ever forget the three points against Paarl Gym? 
I commend the boys because in many of our games they 
showed Trojan defence and lots of guts. 

The Southern Suburbs derbies were just as crazy as the 
Paarl schools with Bishops and SACS teams playing good 
rugby but we did manage a good win against Wynberg on 
the Tinkie Heyns Field after we narrowly lost against them 
in their backyard. We had good wins against Brackenfell, the 
False Bay TIP team, and also a good performance against 
the King’s School Canterbury touring team from the UK. 

We grew strong as a team and the boys loved playing for 
the “Dogs”. I truly believe that some of the Grade 11 boys will 

U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr T Edwards, J King, Mr P Benade, J Collier, Mr S Simpson, M Gray, Mr J Carew, C van Eden, Mr R Sims
Second Row (L-R):  C Slater, M MacLeod Smith, C van Rensburg, T van Loggerenberg, M Cohen, T Fisher, L Vokozela, I Safodien
Third Row (L-R):  S Bauriedl, K Jackson, L Nunu, J Reiback, A Young, C Kotze
Fourth Row (L-R):  J van Schalkwyk, B le Roux, W McDonald, J Tredoux, L Botha, K Davis
Absent:  D Blood, K Cattaneo, J Johnson, S Loftus
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play a good role next year in the senior teams at Rondebosch. It was a pleasure to work with 
Rondebosch Old Boys, Brett Paulse and Nick Gara, and with Mr Pienaar, our manager. I thank 
them for all of their efforts.

K van Rensburg
P15 W5 L10 D0
COACHES: N Gara, B Paulse, K van Rensburg MANAGER: G Pienaar TEAM: T Hofmeyr (c), S De Lapelin Dumont, C Dell, J du 
Plessis, G du Plooy, G Ellis Brown, F Erasmus, G Goatley, T Grobler, T Hofmeyr, D le Roux, M Lubbe, R MacDonald, A Mateus,  
J McGuinness, H Ncana, L Nogueira, J Prowse, T, Schoon, B Seymour, L Smith, K Stewart, C Strydom, D van Selm, A Wittels

U19D 

Despite the results not going our way this season the character displayed by these gentlemen is 
testament to the type of young men Rondebosch is producing and parents can certainly be proud 
of their sons’ efforts this season. The depth was relatively shallow this year and we rarely had a 
5th team, which made us the lowest team in the school. Nevertheless, the boys never gave up 
and showed extreme fighting spirit.

There were no two consecutive weeks in the season where we had the same team. This lack 
of team chemistry could have been the thorn in our side. However, this provided opportunities 
for certain boys to get called up and in the end they played pivotal roles in our team and 
structure. We suffered two narrow defeats against Bishops losing by one and five points in 
the second and third term, respectively. In both of these games, the boys showed passion 
and determination – qualities that will serve them well later in life.

With so many highlights on and off the field, it’s not the specific results that will be 
remembered but more the development of the players and how they grew as individuals. 
These men’s work ethics, resilience and ‘never say die’ attitudes will serve them well in the 
future. Their family and friends can be proud of their efforts. Although the results didn’t 
go our way, it was a remarkable season and one never to be forgotten.

K Gracey
P13 W1 L11 D1
COACHES: K Gracey, L Stone MANAGER: G Vlotman TEAM: T Kelly (c), D Whyte (c), D Ahmed, K Bronn,  
A Duncan, J Du Plessis, C Engelsman, G Goatley, L Gossouw, J Harley, J Jacobs, C Le Borgne,  
D Le Roux, S Maqubela, S Mawman, R McBeth, T Schoon, B Steyn, C Touhy, A Wittels

U19E 

The Flyers started the season with a brilliant victory over rivals 
Wynberg where an outstanding try was scored by fullback 
Luke Pillay. It came from a beautiful “baby eagle” cross kick 
from Damon le Roux, which had a Naas Botha like accuracy. 
Rumours were spread that a Triple Crown was on the cards.

Unfortunately, the Flyers struggled for the rest of the first 
part of the season due to constant changes as higher 
teams called upon many of our crucial players. The 
dream of winning the Triple Crown was ended with 
a tough loss to SACS whose backline attack was 
simply too strong for our defence. This loss was 
followed by another loss to Bishops whose 
intensity was too big to match.

The second part of the season was a 
tough one as most of our original players 
were now plying their trade  
in the 3rd and 4th sides and we struggled to field 15 players 
on numerous occasions. This part of the season shouldn’t be 
remembered over all of the previous good times though. There 
are many more amazing moments to look back on. Who can forget 
a rampaging Mawman hurtling down the sidelines during many 
of the touchies sessions at practice or the energy Luke ‘Beenie’ 
Beneke brought every time that he stepped onto the Fortress.

RUGBY
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By far the biggest highlight of the season was our dramatic 
victory against the Groote Schuur 1st team. From experience 
I can say that there are only one or two games per season 
where a team reaches its full potential and this was our 
game. The Flyers went in as underdogs and came out 
victorious with a last minute try that secured a two point 
victory against all odds.

J Diekmann
P9 W3 L6 D0
COACH: J Diekmann TEAM: D Ahmed (c), L Beneke, K Bronn, W Day, C Dell,  
O Delport, A Dupper, J Hartley, E Jones, N Kriger, L Krog, N Kyle, D le Roux,  
S Mawman, D Meyer, A Mowlana, G Pienaar, L Pillay, J Swanepoel, C Touhy,  
O Wakefield

U16A 

The statistics indicate a 47% success rate for the U16A team 
of 2019. An U16 rugby year is often seen as a watershed for 
players and the Bosch boys found things much tougher than 
their previous two seasons. Credit must go to the coaching 
staff, Gus Leslie and Kofi Appiah, who kept the boys focused 
in preparation for the weekly battles. Cameron de Kock 
led from the front and proved to be an excellent choice as 
captain. Highlights of the season included the wins against 
Boland Landbou, Stellenberg and the second round victory 
over Wynberg.

N Teubes
Coaches’ comments:
The Rondebosch U16 age group faced a challenging 2019 
season.  A number of frontline players were absent and, at 
times upwards of seven regular A side boys were missing. 
Massive congratulations go to the many B and C team boys 
who stepped in for the full season and performed so well. 
While this will have improved the depth in this age group, 
it definitely affected results with a number of very close 
defeats. Well done to the many young men who showed real 
commitment and bravery throughout the season. A special 
thanks goes to Cameron De Kock who has captained this 
group for the past two years.
G Leslie

Before the season started, we knew it would be a challenging 
one as we had lost a host of players for different reasons 
ranging from leaving the country to leaving the school. This 
was compounded by the injury count before and during the 
season. However, having worked with the boys in 2018 and 
by knowing their individual strengths and weaknesses, we 
felt confident that we could be competitive in most of our 
fixtures – and we were. It was encouraging to work with boys 
who had previously played in lower teams. Even against more 
fancied opponents, the lads stayed in the game in most of 
the fixtures. Their improvement at the A-level will stand them 
in good stead over the next few years. 
K Appiah

P15 W7 L7 D1
COACHES: K Appiah, G Leslie MANAGER: N Teubes TEAM: C de Kock (c),  
A Campbell, E Cunningham, C da Costa, C Davis, N Gabriels, B Jones, T Kim,  
D Kovacs, N Krone, D Lewis, A Lorimer, J Lorimer, J Obarey, R Oliver, M 
Orgavanyi, K Plüddemann, C Swanevelder, J Thomas, J v Zyl

U16B 

It was a tough start to the season facing two schools from 
down the N1 and these first two games came with heavy 
losses. This poor start coupled with the fact that the age 
group had lost a lot of players made it seem like it could 
be a long season. A confidence builder was needed, which 
came in the form of Brackenfell. The boys ran in tries from all 
around the park and you could see that something special 
was brewing. Our first derby of the season followed against 
Wynberg. The pivotal moment proved to be an Albertus van 
der Merwe interception try followed by raucous celebrations 
under the poles. This was one of the highlights of the season. 

A notable performance happened away, at Stellenberg. 
At times it seemed as if the opposition had 16 men on the 
field but, against all odds, we clung on to a victory. After 
a convincing home win against SACS we had two of our 
crowns and had set the stage for Bishops. Unfortunately, 
we did not recover from a slow start to the game. We went 
down by one point and the Triple Crown slipped through our 
grasp once again. 

U16A
First Row Seated (L-R):   
Mr K Appiah, M Orgovanyi,  
Mr S Simpson, C de Kock,  
Mr G Leslie, C Davies,  
Dr N Teubes  
Second Row (L-R):  A Campbell, 
T Kim, MC Galvaan,  
K Plüddemann, J Thomas, 
C Swanevelder
Third Row (L-R):  J Lorimer,  
B Jones, A Lorimer
Fourth Row (L-R):  J van Zyl,  
C da Costa, E Cunningham,  
N Krone, N Gabriels, D Kovacs
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After the holidays we returned to practice with one goal. 
This term we would become champions of the Southern 
Suburbs. We started the term well and took another 
Suburbs’ scalp in the form of Wynberg. One down, two to 
go. Against SACS the game seemed lost at 12-7 down with 
minutes to go; but up stepped Ben Day to score the winner 
followed by a full team celebration for which we had now 
become famous. So, it all came down to one game. The last 
time the boys would pull on the Bosch jersey together at 
age group level. And wow did they do the occasion proud! 
They produced one of the best all round games of rugby 
I’ve ever seen. We secured a win and with that our first 
Triple Crown. In truth, I could mention every player as they 
all contributed to what was an unbelievable season. On a 
personal note I would like to thank all of the boys for the 
last two years. We have made some special memories and  
I am sure that our paths will cross again.  

B Bowes
P14 W9 L5 D0
COACHES: B Bowes, R Southern MANAGER: N Teubes TEAM: R Oliver (c),  
J Ancketill, A Campbell, B Day, R Fisher, C Furlong, Z Galiem, MZ Galvaan,  
T Kim, B Loftus, K Makhasi, B Rutherford, M Stronach, J Thomas, A Van Der 
Merwe, J Van Zyl, C Wares, N Wessels, M Wright-Joubert 

U16C 

Looking at the scoreboard for 2019 it appears as though our 
U16C side had a poor year. However, many of our starting 
players often played for the B side and one was a regular 
starter for the A team. In addition, injuries and other issues 
meant that our team lineup changed frequently, so for many 
of the members of this team this was their first taste of C 
side rugby.

Nevertheless, I am confident that most of the players have 
developed over the year and are far better than when the 
season began. In this regard, I would like to single out 
Ilyaas Davies who improved a fantastic amount in terms of 
intensity on the field and at practice. It is my hope that we 
have impressed upon the players the need for an improved 

work ethic at practice. If we succeeded in this alone, it 
hopefully bodes well for the depth of our senior sides next 
year. I feel I must mention the fantastic spirit brought to 
the team by Benjamin Day, Joshua Kirsten and Timothy 
Muthama in particular. They really gave the team a boost 
when it was needed the most. 

D van der Linde
P13 W2 L11 D0
COACH: M King MANAGER: D van der Linde TEAM: T Muthama (c), H Ahmed,  
K Amos, T Arends, M Brinkhuis, F Colquhoun, B Cowan, I Davies, B Day,  
S Frieslaar, R Gamildien, B Joubert, T Joubert, S Kigaba, J Kirsten, L Lawrie,  
D Martin, T Muthama, J Nel, P Njoroge, C Peddie, J Peddie, M Prowse,  
J Rossouw, H Swanepoel, Q von Wiese, N Williams

U15A 

The boys enjoyed a fantastic pre-season camp, which 
was filled with hard graft, teambuilding activities and 
tons of laughter. After a narrow defeat to KES, the team’s 
confidence grew with two comfortable victories over 
Windhoek Gym and Tygerberg at the Wynberg Festival. 

A tough opening encounter against a pacey Paul Roos team, 
who wanted to make amends for last year’s defeat, saw us 
win a tighthead that led to a match-winning try and 10-7 
victory.

 Boland Landbou had to contend with the magic of the 
Tinkie Heyns and our boys ran riot to claim a well-deserved 
29-11 win. Comfortable victories over Brackenfell and Parel 
Vallei followed and a master class in retaining possession 
at Wynberg saw us keep the ball for over 20 phases on 
two occasions to record a 19-0 win. SACS fought valiantly, 
but the U15As prevailed 38-0. In a war of attrition at 
Stellenberg, Rondebosch rescued victory from the jaws 
of defeat with a super set phase try and a last gasp, 
long-range penalty kick. Bishops was a tight affair, but a 
17-12 victory meant an unbeaten second term of rugby 
in all league matches for the men of the Meadows. An 
achievement that will be cherished by the team.

RUGBY
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A narrow 14-5 loss to Paarl Gym opened the third term. 
It was a rusty performance by our Rondebosch men but, 
after fighting with the heavyweight champions, they 
could hold their heads high. Tough derby victories over 
Wynberg and SACS sandwiched an epic clash against Paarl 

Boys’. After leading for most of the match, a 
menacing driving maul broke the hearts of 

the Rondebosch crowd. A 24-24 draw saw 
the men from Paarl jump for joy at the 

final whistle. Injuries meant 
a reshuffled side threw 

something different 
at Bishops. An 

elegant display 
of the Bosch 

Intelligent 
Game led 
to an 
excellent 
38-12 
win, 
doing 
this 

occasion justice as Rondebosch achieved the Headmaster’s 
Grand Slam. 

A phenomenal season can be attributed to a special group 
of young men, an invested team of coaches and a positive 
group of parents and supporters. Thank you to everyone who 
contributed to this incredible group of legends.    

J Zeeman
P16 W13 D1 L2
COACHES: K Kleinsmith, J Zeeman MANAGER: R Dalrymple TEAM: J Jooste (c),  
L Knipe (vc), J Birhange, G Blackmore, M Clementi, M Hofmeyr, W Jones,  
S Kemp, M Mansvelt, J Medcalf, J Palmer-Owen, G Pedegana, M Readhead, 
J Ricketts, F Schellhorn, D Sweetlove, M Taylor, J Wilkinson

U15B 

The U15B team of 2019, known as the “Badgers” began 
with a tough loss to Paul Roos but immediately bounced 
back with a special 10-0 win over Boland Landbou on 
Badgers Park (Meadow B). This began a winning streak in 
which Brackenfell (59-8) and Parel Vallei (60-0) were swept 
aside, Wynberg was beaten 26-13 and a try in the last play 
secured a 10-7 victory over SACS. The momentous run ended 
with a 13-12 defeat away at Stellenberg. The boys were fired 
up as we played, arguably, our best match of the year to 
take the Triple Crown with a 31-14 victory away at Bishops. 

Losses away at Paarl Gym and SACS and at home to 
Wynberg and Paarl Boys’ (after leading both of these 
matches at half-time) dampened our winning record but 
did not discourage the boys. A 28-10 victory on a sunny 

Badgers Park to complete the double over Bishops 
ensured that we finished our season playing 
the attractive brand of rugby that we had 
aspired to play.

Finlay Schellhorn has a great rugby IQ, 
Josh Berry played with lots of heart 
and Joe Mwandira brought a strong 

physical presence. Ryan Arenhold was a ruthless breakdown 
specialist, whilst Andy Botha contributed 73 points thanks 
to his accurate right boot. Michael Anderson led by example 
as a hard-working number six and lineout specialist. Liam 
Clavaux’s regular big hits and strong carries inspired those 
around him. Mark Mansvelt was a key contributor to “story 
time” at practice and a consistent performer, scoring 11 tries. 
James Tiffin, John Stiles and Enoch Ntondini all performed 
well when called upon. 

Michael Taylor, the architect of each attacking phase, was 
instrumental at scrumhalf and Josh de Villiers controlled our 
attack with style at flyhalf. Centres, Reece Cahill and Ken 
Tshimanga, resembled a brick wall in our defence. The back 
three of Quonda Ntikinca, Sunday Mukazi and Nathi Volmink 
always backed themselves and made magic each time they 
got their hands on the ball. Reece Earl and Patrick Loram 
both impressed when they had the chance.  

M Ginsberg, G Roberts
P13 W7 L6 D0
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COACHES: M Ginsberg, G Roberts TEAM: M Anderson (c), R Arenhold, J Berry,  
A Botha, R Cahill, L Clavaux, J De Villiers, R Earl, P Loram, M Mansvelt,  
S Mukazi, J Mwandira, Q Ntikinca, E Ntondini, F Schellhorn, J Stiles, M Taylor,  
J Tiffin, K Tshimanga, N Volmink

U15C 

Term 2 was a difficult period for the U15Cs. The lack of 
depth put the side under immense pressure and we really 
struggled for continuity. The boys toiled hard but saw our 
chances at victory dwindle, often in close fought games. 
The team was unable to build on an extremely spirited 
performance against Boland Landbou, which resulted in 
an elusive home win, and failed to secure any more home 
victories that term. There was an outstanding performance 
away to Stellenberg with our hooker-cum-wing Nasir 
Wepener making one of the greatest school boy tackles ever 
– but alas it was on our own player. This didn’t dampen the 
mood as we rallied as a team and ran out the victors. We 
took the momentum of that week into the away leg of our 
Bishops derby but couldn’t quite get it over the line. The end 
result saw a well fought draw.

We went into the winter break battle wounded but excited 
to rectify things. Term 3 saw us continue with our good 
run. We displayed composure in holding a strong Wynberg 
side at home only for the flood gates to open in the second 
half. We played exceptional rugby and lost narrowly to 
both Paarl Boys and Paarl Gym. The last two games really 
bore testament to the fighting resolve the boys had shown 
throughout the year. A gutsy 12-5 win against SACS, a team 
which beat us by 40 points in Term 2, was truly a highlight 
of the season. Enoch Ntondini and Tyrone Bayliss got the 
crucial tries. It was a true underdog story!

The climax of the season saw us take on Bishops at 
home. Our Rondebosch boys “Chungus” saved the best 
performance for last and we ran out victors, 34-21. There 
were fantastic performances by all of the boys on the field, 
ably led by the team captain Finlay Lochtie.

The boys can be proud of the manner and attitude of their 
performances throughout the season. They displayed the grit 
and determination so valued as a Rondebosch boy. We wish 
them well as they embark on their future journeys in rugby.

O Slingers
P11 W4 L6 D1
COACH: W Williams MANAGER: O Slingers TEAM: F Lochtie (c), T Bayliss, J 
Bulcraig, D Cornal, L Cornal, R Earl, C Gallacher, M Hendricks, S Khan, P Loram, 
M Mahlo, Q Nticinca, E Ntondini, C Redlinhuys, T Stanley, S Stellenboom, J 
Tiffen, Y Vallie, J Van der Merwe, R Walker, N Wepener, G Whyte, D Willie

U14A 

The U14A season started off with great results against 
KES, Tygerberg and Windhoek Gymnasium at the Wynberg 
Festival. It was immediately evident that we had a very 
talented group of players. The boys put in a number of 
impressive performances throughout the season and showed 
why they could develop into a quality outfit. 

Immense heart was shown on numerous occasions, 
especially against Paul Roos in a narrow 12-7 loss where 
we couldn’t quite get over the line at the end of the game. 
And the time that they soaked up extreme pressure, with 
a courageous defensive effort on our tryline, to hold on for 
a hard fought 10-5 victory against Stellenberg, away. The 
match against Wynberg away was a thriller that not many 
people will forget with a penalty being kicked over after full 
time to win the game 17-15. 

The most dominant performance of the season was away 
at SACS where the team played with confidence and put on 
a quality display to convincingly beat our opponents 28-7. 
The season was capped off with the boys winning their 
first derby against Bishops at home. There will be many 
memories that will stick with the boys, such as the penalty 
after full time by Yaseen Gabriels for the win against 
Wynberg; the massive hits and superb runs by Nichollas 
Molyneux; the physical carries by Nicolas Swier; the electric 
turn of pace that Djuma Amissi possessed; and many more. 

U15A
First Row Seated (L-R):   
Mr R Dalrymple, W Jones,  
Mr S Simpson, J Jooste,  
Mr J Zeeman, L Knipe,  
Mr K Kleinsmith 
Second Row (L-R):  J Birhange, 
M Taylor, J Palmer-Owen,  
M Clementi, J Wilkinson,  
M Readhead, F Schellhorn,  
S Kemp
Third Row (L-R):  D Sweetlove,  
J Medcalf, M Mansvelt,  
G Pedegana, M Hofmeyr,  
J Ricketts, G Blackmore

RUGBY
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The boys must be commended on the way that they improved 
their skills, general awareness of the game and the efforts 
that they put in during fitness sessions at practice. Overall, 
they came together this season and started to develop 
into a team. They played the game in the right spirit and 
experienced a successful first season of rugby at Rondebosch.   

D Mitchell
P16 W10 L6 D0
COACHES: J King, D Mitchell MANAGER: T King TEAM: Ryan Du Rand (c),  
C Whitson (c), S Abrahams, D Amissi, L Baatjies, W Brink, J Cohen, R Conrad,  
Y Gabriels, E Gordan, R Isaacs, E Klerck, N Molyneux, J Neill, C Olivier, P Phiri,  
N Swier, T Van Wyk

U14B 

The U14B team had an exceptional season both on and 
off the field. The boys showed character and grit in tough 
moments, leading to memorable wins over our Southern 
Suburbs rivals. The rugby displayed by the boys could only 
be summed up by the words of Garth Shenker, “future first 
team.” Running the ball from all over, throwing passes in 
contact and just allowing the boys to play the rugby that 
they wanted to really brought out the best in them. We 
managed an impressive unbeaten run against the A team 
on Wednesdays, which translated into 309 points for us on 
Saturdays and only letting in 109.

The forwards were immense. Whether it was bone-
crunching tackles from the likes of Cole MacDonald or 

U14A
First Row Seated (L-R):   
N Molyneux, Mr D Mitchell,  
R Du Rand, Mr S Simpson,  
C Whitson, Mr J King, D Amissi
Second Row (L-R)|:  S 
Abrahams, Y Gabriels, E Gordan, 
W Brink, L Baatjies, J Cohen,  
C Olivier, R Conrad
Third Row (L-R):  J Neill,  
E Klerck, P Phiri, N Swier,  
R Isaacs, T Van Wyk
Absent:  Mr T King

running over the opposition like Liam Baatjies, the forwards 
truly dominated. The boys showed great composure in 
critical situations that led to some special tries. The 
forwards truly were the engine room of the team and can 
be proud of every bit of their season. 

The skill shown by the backline throughout the season was 
brilliant. The opposition was left with no answers on attack, 
rarely tasting the gain line. On attack we brought out some 
flavour to our set piece, scoring tries of which even Rassie 
Erasmus would be proud. There was never a dull moment for 
the backline, whether it was during story time or sending 
some rather over the top set pieces on the WhatsApp group.

I couldn’t put my finger on a standout moment this season as 
every day was more entertaining than the previous. Whether 
it was a Spur lunch or getting in the corner for five minutes 
of “fun” the boys always had smiles on their faces. It was an 
incredibly rewarding season for us as coaches and I’m sure for 
the parents who watched their sons take some giant leaps 
to become true gentlemen! We can’t wait to see where the 
boys end up and without a doubt, plenty donning the 1st XV 
jerseys in years to come. Thank you all once again for such an 
amazing season and good luck for everything to come!

J van Rensburg
P13 W7 L6 D0
COACHES: G Shenker, J van Rensburg TEAM: M Malherbe (c), S Abrahams,  
L Baaitjies, J Corns, Y Gabriels, C Geddie, J Goosen, C Grant, J Heynes, J Joubert, 
C Laubscher, L Lekoma, A Loftus, S McBeth, C MacDonald, C Olivier, J Pender,  
N Sendin, L Singa, C Starke, A Stubbs, J Turner, D Van Zyl
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U14C 

This year has been an incredible introduction to what 
Rondebosch rugby is all about for these young men. A team 
filled with good spirit, the right attitude and an overflowing 
amount of love for the game and for each other was the 
recipe for all the success that came our way. As the season 
developed it was very clear that I was dealing with a team 
that consisted of boys all driven by the same will to be 
successful. The U14 age group had an overflowing amount of 
talent, which was clearly evident in the age group’s success 
throughout the year. However, the U14C team shone the 
brightest as they only lost three games the entire season. 

Our three losses were a narrow 10-7 defeat to Paul Roos in 
the first game of the season and two tough games against 
Paarl Gym and Paarl Boys. The rest of the season went by 
flawlessly, besides a very tough encounter against SACS 
the second time around. This was a match that I am sure 
the boys will not forget for a very, very long time. They were 
forced to lift their game after being down 5-0 at the end of 
the first half and they ended up winning 21-12.

To win a Grand Slam is a very special achievement, one that 
very few people can claim. To win one in your first season of 
Rondebosch rugby is even more special. Besides one game 
against SACS, our Southern Suburbs rivals were nowhere 
near as good as our young men. Our two games against the 
boys from across the road saw us put up a total score of 74 
against them without conceding a single point ourselves. 
Coaching this team this year has been an absolute pleasure 
and being surrounded with amazing people made my job 
so easy. I wish all of the boys good luck for the rest of their 
rugby playing years at Rondebosch. I hope that they are all 
as successful as this year has been.

M Grobler

P14 W11 L3 D0
COACHES: M Grobler, J Moses MANAGER: M Grobler TEAM: O Barttram (c),  
C Breham, J Brooks, C Dearlove, C Duncan, J Els, J Goosen, J Heynes, L Lekoma, 
E MacGregor, S McBeth, J Pauw, B Reiback, N Sendin, J Smith, M Smith,  
C Starke, J Turner, S van Wyk, D van Zyl, J Welthagen 

U14D 

What a season for the U14D boys. From only winning two 
out of five games in the first half of the season to winning 
four out of five in the second half. Not to mention that the 
team had eight players who had never played rugby before 
and still went out to get that big W over Paarl Gym. The 
boys did very well in improving their basic skills and fitness 
levels and, surprisingly, seemed very thankful for the fitness. 
Their mindset changed when practice sessions became fun 
and they could express themselves in the position they 
wanted to play. Our goal was, after all, to develop them and 
make the sport one to be enjoyed. 

I personally enjoyed coaching such a talkative, energetic 
group of boys. The potential residing in this team is beyond 
the imagination. These boys gave it their all! I am excited to 
see what the future holds for every single U14D player. 

R Venter
P10 W6 L4 D0
COACHES: R Venter, J Johnson TEAM: J Pauw (c), M Aumann, A Davis,  
C Duncan, C Gossayn, L Halvorsen, J Hayward, T Hendriks, N Jakoet, L Johnston, 
H Mginjima, B Person, H Potgieter, J Pretorious, B Probert, L Robinson, T Rodinis, 
E Roos, D Schellhorn, M Smith, C Swanepoel, S Venge, J Welthagen

RUGBY
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BOSCH RUGBY SUPPORTERS’ CLUB 
The appointment of Clinton van Rensburg in a full time capacity in 2019 has had a remarkable impact on Rondebosch rugby. 
With his focus fully on Bosch Rugby the vision, direction and passion he has brought to building a long term culture and 
legacy has been significant to say the least. 

Drawing on books like Extreme Ownership and building on the Bosch HEART (Humility, Effort, Ambition, Respect, Teamwork) 
mantra has inspired and led a dynamic coaching and support team. New initiatives like the Captains’ Breakfast, the Coaches’ 
Indaba, Nashua Skills Project and the Bosch Rugby Camp helped to communicate and inspire boys and coaches. The core 
driver and belief has been clearly that building culture, legacy and character is foundational and results are a fruit that 
follow.

The Bosch Rugby Supporters’ Club (BRSC) is proud of their part in supporting the long term vision. One of our goals for 2020 is 
to better communicate what we do so that more parents, Old Boys and supporters can be part of the journey and wonderful 
ecosystem of Bosch Rugby. Our founding mission statement is:

The Bosch Rugby Supporters’ Club (BRSC) supports Rondebosch Boys’ High and Preparatory Schools in a manner that 
enhances the enjoyment and safety of the sport for all rugby players, coaching staff and supporters of rugby.

The BRSC raises funds for the development and support of rugby at Rondebosch Boys’ Preparatory and High Schools. Our 
objectives are to mobilise interested people to support rugby at the schools and to provide funding for the benefit of the 
players through networking opportunities.

As we go forward we really want as many supporters as possible to clearly know how they can join and contribute towards 
helping to build a program that grows boys into men with character. 

From a results point of view, the highlights would be the 1St XV win over Bishops at home in the last game of season; the 
U15As remarkable 81% win ratio; and the boys who represented Bosch at Craven Week. We had eight boys participate in this 
year’s Craven and Academy Weeks. Bryan le Roux and Lukhanyo (Boepa) Vokozela represented the Craven Week team, while 
Ishma-eel Safodien and Jason Johnson represented the Craven Week XV.

Dalvon Blood, Kian Davis, Lamla Nunu and Connor van Eden all played in the Western Province Academy team, who also won 
their respective unofficial final. Nunu and Blood were called up to the Craven Week XV team for the last two matches due to 
injury. All of our boys performed exceptionally well.

In addition, le Roux was selected for SA Schools, though, unfortunately, had to withdraw on the eve of the tournament due to 
injury. Vokozela was called up to the SA Schools A team where he performed very well.

We look forward to 2020!
Altius et Latius

P Cunningham 
CHAIRMAN
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SOCCER
U19A 

Bosch spirit is a term that I often hear, especially on match 
days. What is Bosch Spirit? Well for me, it’s when you are 
drawing 1-1 away in the big derby, with limited time left, and 
still come out victorious. It’s when you lose your toenail due 
to someone stepping on you and still say, “Coach I can still 
play if you need me”. Bosch spirit is when you face teams 
with pro academy players but you don’t care because they 
are facing Rondebosch. 

No matter the obstacle in front of these players, they 
always gave their all and were great sportsmen. Our 
aim was to remain unbeaten for the 2019 season but, 
unfortunately, we fell short with a single loss. I am still very 
proud of what the players accomplished this season. Most 
of the team members will remain next year and we have 
a few upcoming talented youngsters. So in 2020, we feel 
we can recreate the successful 2017 season known as the 
“invincible season”.

R Meyer 
P11 W5 L1 D5

COACH: R Meyer MANAGER: B Halday TEAM: K Sheppard (c), M Blows,  
A Haffejee, J Klette, E Lakey, A Mali, B Masumpa, F Pangarker, J Ritchie, J Rose,  
Z Schmidt, L Stevens, J Stofile, T Tshapela, B Van Rhyn

U19B 

The first half of our season really flew by. The boys came 
out in full force for pre-season training, really eager to get 
started. We worked hard, implementing new strategies in 
our first few sessions, and tested them out in our first match 
against St George’s Grammar School. The boys were still 
getting used to playing with their new team mates and 
adapting to U19 soccer as most of them played U17 last 
year. We played well and dominated the match – and had 
Elvin Mibey knock the crossbar twice, but luck wasn’t on 
our side and we had to settle for a 0-0 draw. We continued 
training throughout the term with the boys improving after 
each session. We then had a match against our U19A team 
which we narrowly lost 2-1, yet we kept our heads high 
and kept working hard. This was evident when we came up 

SOCCER
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against Livingstone High School, which turned out to be our 
final fixture of the term, and won 3-2, thanks to goals from 
Jaden Stauch, Luyanda Rengo and Robbie Moss. This win 
kept the boys in good spirits and eager to take on the next 
half of the season.

The second term was a really tough one for us as we 
struggled to keep up the momentum. A few matches didn’t 
happen due to unforeseen circumstances and heavily 
flooded fields, which halted our progress. Despite this, we 
continued to strive for excellence in every aspect of our 
game and kept working hard until the very end. The fruits of 
these efforts were seen by all as we ended off our season 
with a 5-1 win over the Old Boys’ team. Overall, I think the 
boys were excellent and always gave of their best, both on 
and off the field. The most pleasing thing for me was that 
they were always willing to learn!

Y Patel
P8 W3 L4 D1
COACH: Y Patel TEAM: I Arend (c), A Allie, L Borain, J Carelse, R Davids, C Dean,  
J du Toit, T Maker, E Mibey, R Moss, Y Soomra, L Spiers, J Stauch, M Stone,  
L Rengo, R Valaitham

U17A 

Rondebosch Boys’ U17A soccer 2019 nearly emulated the 
1st team of 2017 by going unbeaten in the season. Our only 
loss was against Wynberg in the early stages of the season 

when the boys were still trying to find their feet; and also 
considering that most of them still qualify to play in the 
U15 age category. As the season progressed they became a 
good unit, working hard at training and getting the results 
on the playing field. They managed to turn the loss against 
Wynberg around in the home fixture and by winning, home 
and away, in a high scoring game against Bishops. We also 
came up against tough opposition, such as Islamia and 
Muizenberg High, that tested the boys’ character – and they 
passed with flying colours! 

The cherry on the top for some of the boys was that they 
got called upon to do duty for the 1st team, namely Josh 
Fourie, Jordan Valensky, Yaseen Parker, Maahir Bassardien, 
Joel Olarogun and Nkosinathi Volmink who scored on debut. 
Looking at the team I would say that the future of Bosch 
soccer is in good shape. 

Well done to the boys! They deserve a pat on the back and 
without them we wouldn’t be able to enjoy the beautiful 
game. Thank you to all involved with Bosch soccer – you 
know who you are. A special thanks to our team manager, 
Mr Siljeur, and to Mr Halday.

G Solomon
P12 W8 L1 D3
COACH: G Solomon MANAGER: B Siljeur TEAM: J Olarogun (c), M Bassardien,  
J Blommetjie, L Bonga, C Ebing, J Fourie, E Ncube, S Nkonzombi, E Ntondini,  
Y Parker, S Sablay, R Schippers, J Valensky, N Volmink, S Vumisa

U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr R Meyer,  
M Blows, Mr S Simpson, K Sheppard,  
Mr B Halday
Second Row (L-R):  E Lakey, J Stofile,  
J Rose, J Ritchie, L Stevens, T Tshapela
Third Row (L-R):  J Klette, D Bransby,  
F Pangarker, B Van Rhyn, A Haffejee
Absent:  A Mali, B Masumpa, Z Schmidt
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U17B 

Our season started with a 3-1 victory against Calling 
Academy where the team played extremely well. As the 
season progressed we lost a number of key players due to 
injury and illness. As a result, we drew and lost to several 
teams. As a coach, I am proud of the boys because they 
were committed and always had respect for the opposition, 
not only in competition but off the field as well. 

The most enjoyable moment, and not only because we won, 
was when we produced a world-class performance against 
Muizenberg High School. After the match I could see what 
winning really meant to the players.

Thank you to the U17B boys for their discipline throughout 
the season and to their parents for their support. Thank you 
also to Mr Halday for his unbelievable support, and to the 
school for affording the boys the opportunity to play soccer. 

A Khan
P10 W4 L5 D1
COACH: A Khan TEAM: Z Kagee (c), R Amien, S Bowman, I Davies, M Fortuin, 

M Gaffoor, Z Galiem, R Gamildien, T Majal, H Majiet, M Mapoma, F Mohamed-
Fakier, M Ndude, C Ngcizele, N Royker

U15A 

The U15A squad had a very successful soccer season. When 
I speak about success, it’s not just about the results but also 
the improvement in each and every player. 
I have to give credit to the players’ huge amount of 
commitment to training. The boys performed well throughout 
the season. There was good sportsmanship as well as good 
results.

In 2018, the U15A squad won the Wynberg Boys Super Cup 
and this year we tried our utmost but, unfortunately, we 
lost in the semi-finals; though the boys definitely enjoyed 
every moment of it. We did fantastically well, however, at 
the St Andrew’s College Soccer Tournament in Makhanda 
(Grahamstown). We arrived 20 minutes before our first 
match, tired after an early morning flight and long drive 
to the field. So we started off with a defeat against a 

U17A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr G Solomon,  
J Olarogen, Mr S Simpson, N Volmink, 
Mr B Siljeur
Second Row (L-R):  S Vumisa , S Sably,  
M Bassadien, Y Parker, C Ebing, E Ntondini
Third Row (L-R):  L Bonga, E Ncube,  
R Schippers, S Nkonzombi, J Fourie,  
J Valensky, J Bloemetje

U15A
First Row Seated (L-R):  I Vallie,  
Mr Z Nongqotho, A Tunzi, Mr S Simpson,  
J Mias, Mr S Mc Laurie, A Dube
Second Row (L-R):  A Dyasi, C Stimie,  
C Stevens, C Sayers, M Vermeiren,  
B Mfunelwa
Third Row (L-R):  S Parker, D Willie,  
S Mukazi, N Mowzer, E Manning, T Parker
Absent:  J Bester

SOCCER
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very stubborn and well organised Sports Academy outfit. 
Thereafter, everything went well. The boys were ready 
to tackle each and every team and we ended as overall 
winners. In total, our team scored an outstanding 46 goals 
over nine games, winning seven, drawing one and losing one.

We ended the season off with a derby match against 
Bishops. There was huge hype around this game and the 
boys stepped up to the occasion by beating Bishops 3-1. 
I would like to thank my manager Mr Nongqotho for his 
efforts, the players for their commitment, Mr Halday for 
always making things possible and also the school’s support 
of soccer.

S Mc Laurie
P14 W10 L2 D2
COACH: S Mc Laurie MANAGER: Z Nongqotho TEAM: J Mias (c), J Bester, S De 
Klerk, A Dube, A Dyasi, E Manning, B Mfunelwa, N Mowzer, S Mukazi, S Parker,  
T Parker, C Sayers, C Stevens, C Stimie, A Tunzi, I Vallie,  M Vermeiren, D Willie

U15B 

The 2019 season was one that provided many challenges 
on the field. However, with every challenge comes the 
opportunity to grow. Rather than be discouraged, in true 

Rondebosch style, the U15B team dug deep and showed 
resilience. Despite having many results not end in our favour, 
often against predominantly “soccer” schools, the boys came 
to training and matches every week with a desire to improve 
on the previous week’s performance. 

All of their hard work and determination eventually paid off 
in the second half of the season. They produced some of 
the best collective performances of the season, including a 
convincing 3-1 derby win and a 6-6 draw with Groote Schuur. 
As they say, it’s not how you start the race but rather, how 
you finish it. I can confidently say that the Rondebosch U15B 
team finished as strong as we possibly could, considering 
where we began. I am proud to have worked with these 
young men in what has been a season of growth and 
development for all. 

M Ronnie
P11 W2 L8 D1
COACH: M Ronnie MANAGER: A Fransman TEAM: U Ngxonono (c), E Bartman, 
T Bassier, H Cassiem, T Chakapfava, S De Klerk, M Kabongo, L Kunune, D Leaver, 
O Lendrum, K Mketsu, I Moolla, H Moss, K Mzaca, L Ncube, C Probert, S Smuts, 
E Stofile, K Wicomb 
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SQUASH
U19A 

Our first team had an outstanding season. They won all of 
their Super League matches and achieved the Triple Crown 
as well. Our first tournament was the Western Province Top 
Schools tournament where we played Bishops in the final, 
winning 4-1, to win the title for the twelfth consecutive year. 
Our 1st team represented Western Province at South African 
Top Schools, finishing second. Their only loss was against 
Selborne, 3-2 in matches.

Jacques Duminy, our vice-captain, had another phenomenal 
season. He won all of his Super League matches as well as 
those at the South African Top Schools Squash Tournament 
where he beat the current South African U19 number one. He 
won the U19 Western Province Youth Championship and was 
selected to play number four in the Western Province Men’s 
A-Section. He was also number one of the Western Province 
U19 team that finished second at IPTs. As an U17 player he 
finished off the season as South Africa’s U19 number two. 
He won the U19 African Open Championship and has been 
selected to represent South Africa in Malaysia as the U19 
number two. He was also awarded the trophy for the Top 
Junior Player at the Western Province Junior Squash Awards 
Ceremony.  

Luke Delmulle had a very good season winning 10 of his 13 
matches. He played number two in our 1st team and was 
part of the South African Top Schools Team. He also played 
at number two in the U19A Western Province team that 
finished second at IPTs. Delmulle showed good leadership 
skills as captain of the 1st team during an outstanding 
season. 

Nathan Schoultz also had a very good season winning 10 of 
the 13 matches that he played. He played number three in 
the 1st team and was part of the South African Top Schools 
team. Schoultz also finished second in the U16 Western 
Province Open Championship. 

Giyan Sulcas had a phenomenal season. Still U14, he 
challenged himself into the 1st team and played at number 
four. He showed that he is a force to be reckoned with and 
finished this season unbeaten in the Super League, at South 
African Top Schools, IPTs, U14 South African Schools Open 
and U14 South African Closed Championships. He finished 
the season off as South Africa’s number one U14 player. He 
was selected for the U14A Western Province team that won 
gold at IPTs and represented the school at South African 
Top Schools. He also managed to win the U14 Western 
Province Ladder Invitational Ranking Tournament, the U14 
Parkview South African Closed, the U14 Bloemfontein Open 
and finished second in the U16 Western Province Open 
Championship. He has been selected to represent South 
Africa in Malaysia as the U14 number one.

Cameron Brooks had a very good season, winning nine of his 
11 matches. He was part of the South African Top Schools 
Team and had a very good tournament, losing only one 
match. He was also selected for the Western Province U19B 
team that won gold in the B-division at IPTs.

Thomas Borain also got a 1st team cap and won five of his 
eight matches. He was part of the South African Top Schools 
Team, which was a very good experience for him. He was 
also selected for the Western Province U16A team.

D Geldenhuys
P13 W12 L1 D0
COACH: R Smith MANAGER: D Geldenhuys TEAM: L Delmulle (c), T Borain,  
C Brooks, J Duminy, N Schoultz, G Sulcas

U19B 

The season commenced on 26 April with two weeks of 
preparation ahead of our fixture against Milnerton – we all 
expected an exciting encounter. We managed to narrowly 

U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  T Borain,  
Mr S Simpson, L Delmulle,  
Mr D Geldenhuys, J Duminy
Second Row (L-R):  C Brooks,  
N Schoultz, G Sulcas

SQUASH
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steal this one with just a one point difference, 9-8. On 3 May, 
we went to Westerford hoping to repeat last year’s good 
results. But they were stronger than we thought and we lost 
11-4. We ended the first round of the season with two solid 
victories, thanks to the return of Veren Naidoo from injury 
and the addition of Thomas Borain to the squad. 

In the second round, we started on a disappointing note 
as we had an incomplete team against Wynberg. They 
showed no mercy and beat us 11-4. From that humiliating 
defeat, we played Pinelands A side and beat them 14-0. Our 
penultimate match was against Herschel, which was also a 
good win, once again with maximum points. Fully prepared 
to end on a high note we hosted Bishops. After a long battle 
with a number of close games we managed to beat them 12-
3. It has been a wonderful journey with this team, with some 
players who have been in the side for three years. Thank you 
to our coach, Dean Nortier, for instilling the love of the game 
and sportsmanship in our players. 

Z Nongqotho
P8 W6 L2 D0
COACH: D Nortier MANAGER: Z Nongqotho TEAM: T Borain (c), C Brooks,  
R Davidson, V Naidoo, G Pienaar

U19C 

The members for 2019 were Douglas Krone, Luke Morrow, 
Sean Veldboer, Johann Lorimer (who missed the last few 
matches due to injury) and Kyle Labuschagne. We played 
in the U19B League and didn’t do too badly at all. Our 
impressively fit members were also very involved in other 
sports such as hockey, and we could even boast having a 
main character in the RBHS/RGHS school play amongst 
us. We wish our two Grade 12 members, Krone and 
Labuschagne, all the best for the big wide world out there. 

E du Toit
P7 W4 L3 D0
COACH: D Nortier MANAGER: E du Toit TEAM: D Krone (c), K Labuschagne,  
J Lorimer, L Morrow, S Veldboer

U19D 

Despite having very few matches this season, due to illness 
in the higher teams, the U19D team acquitted themselves 
very well, only losing one match. The boys were enthusiastic 
and, at all times, gentlemen both on and off the courts and 
displayed enthusiasm and focus when playing.

P Ashwell
P4 W3 L1 D0
COACH: G van Vlaanderen MANAGER: P Ashwell TEAM: K Labuschagne (c),  
D Gordon, A Lorimer, K Nicol, B Rush

U15A1 and U15A2 

The words that defined the U15A1 and A2 squash teams in 
2019 were energy, enthusiasm and commitment. The teams 
retained a core of talented boys from last year, which was 
complemented by an influx of new blood in the form of 
excellent Grade 8 squash players. They were a pleasure to 
manage and to coach, challenging themselves during practices 
to hone their skills on the court and making the most of the 
opportunities to take on our traditional rivals on match days. 
Their dedication and ‘never say die’ attitude were exemplary!    

As we had two sides in the same league, we were bound 
by the split strength rule. This effectively meant that each 
week we had two teams comprised of half A1 and half A2 
players. There was also a tremendous amount of movement 
up and down the ladder each week, with a healthy level of 
challenging. This meant that the teams were in constant flux. 
A strength of junior squash, however, is undoubtedly that the 
boys are in many ways one team, mentoring and helping one 
another in practices and fiercely loyal to the Bosch squash 
brand. Boys are often called upon to help other teams when 
injury or illness thin the ranks. The A league teams benefitted 
from the assistance of several U15C team players such as 
Louis Swanevelder and Anesu Mukandi who made strong 
contributions with their good spirit and tenacity on court.    

The season got off to a slow start with the Wynberg Festival 
where they played teams of mixed ability and age cohort. 
This allowed the opportunity for the less experienced players 
to get on court with the top boys and win some matches.   

U15A1 and A2
First Row Seated (L-R):   
Ms L Kannemeyer, K Roberts,  
Mr S Simpson, D Cloete,  
Dr P Kew
Second Row (L-R):  M Louw,  R Lamprecht, 
T McKeown, M Mohamed-Fakier,  
T Solomons
Absent:  J Collins
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Our junior squash boys are clearly passionate about the 
sport. Notwithstanding a crammed school league (with not 
a single bye), the boys found time to participate and excel 
in a number of outside tournaments. Some highlights include 
Daniel Cloete making the top 10 SA rankings; Cloete and 
Raphael Lamprecht playing for the Western Province U14 
team that won gold at the 2019 Inter-Provincials held in 
Paarl in June; Keenan Roberts being selected for the Western 
Province U19C team; and Cloete and Lamprecht participating 
in the Bloemfontein SA Schools Open Tournament. Roberts 
and Cloete also volunteered to help out at the Growthpoint 
SA Open, where some of the world’s top French and Egyptian 
players were competing at the V&A waterfront.

P Kew
U15A1 
P14 W7 L7 D0

U15A2
P14 W8 L6 D0

COACHES: G Kaplan (U15A1), G van Vlaanderen (U15A2) MANAGERS:  
L Kannemeyer (U15A1), P Kew (U15A2) TEAM: D Cloete, J Collins, R Lamprecht, 
M Louw, T McKeown, M Mohamed-Fakier, K Roberts, T Solomons

U15C1 and U15C2 

The 2019 squash season proved to be a rewarding one for 
the U15C1 and C2 boys. The challenge for the boys was 
competing in the U15B league with, effectively, our C and D 
teams. Often we came up against B, and even A, teams from 
other schools and acquitted ourselves well, playing with 
enormous sportsmanship, grit and perseverance.

As we had two sides in the same league, we were bound 
by the split strength rule. This effectively meant that each 
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week we had two teams comprising of half C and half D 
players. This was exacerbated by the fact that the Cs and 
Ds train at different venues (WPCC and RBHS courts). There 
was also a tremendous amount of movement up and down 
the ladder each week, with a healthy level of challenging. 
However, this also meant that the teams were in constant 
flux.  Notwithstanding this, our teams played with great 
camaraderie and Bosch spirit. A highlight was the C2 team’s 
win over Bishops in the second round – the first in many 
years, as Bishops’ U15 squash has historically been quite 
formidable. The C2 also achieved the Triple Crown in the 
second round of the season.

There was a healthy competitive environment during the 
entire season with an active ladder, and not only were 
challenges played at the Bosch courts, but a number of 
boys were also successful and moved up to the C team at 
the WPCC courts. One or two even managed to challenge 
themselves up the ladder into the B team.

Squash was a popular sport among the U15s and I do not 
want to specifically mention anyone as they all applied 
themselves well in training and showed good improvement. 
We look forward to another healthy, vibrant and competitive 
season next year.

A Naude
U15C1 
P13 W3 L10 D0

U15C2
P13 W10 L3 D0

COACHES: G van Vlaanderen (U15C1), A Naude (U15C2) MANAGERS: E Fraser 
(U15C1), A Winter (U15C2) TEAM: J Corns, J Hallett, R Isserow, J Malan,  
N Maritz, M Montoya Pelaez, A Mukandi, U Ngxonono, M Parker, J Pauw,  
T Sharp, T Solomons, J Sowade, L Swanevelder, D Voros, L Voros

SQUASH
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TABLE TENNIS
U19A 

Well done to all of the boys who represented the 1st team 
this season. It was heartening to see each one’s character 
and determination, and the team’s overall efforts to improve 
their technique. Our team remained consistent with 
dedicated members playing from week to week. The team’s 
efforts to improve their technique was visible at each fixture 
and, as a result, we won most of our matches. A challenge 
for next year will be developing our skills and competing on 
a bigger scale. I hope each player continues displaying such 
enthusiasm for the sport.

C Nicholls
P8 W6 L1 D1
COACH: C Zimri MANAGER: S Ebrahim TEAM: C Dun (c), Z Banderker, J Choi,  
Z Gallant, C Louw

U15A 

Well done to all of the boys who represented us this season. 
It was good to see the team’s overall efforts to improve their 
technique. I was delighted with the dedication of players at 
practice and the enthusiasm they displayed. Due to limited 
availability, member numbers fluctuated from week to week; 
as a result, our challenge for next year will be to focus on 
developing our skills and to maintain consistency in the 
team. I hope that each player continues displaying such 
enthusiasm for the sport and focuses on improving his play.

C Nicholls
P6 W0 L4 D2
COACH: C Zimri MANAGER: B Lee TEAM: S Amien (c), G Blomdal, E Li, Y Polekar, 
A Stulting, N Stulting, C Yip

U19A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr S Ebrahim,  
C Dun, Mr S Simpson, C Louw,  
Ms C Nicholls
Second Row (L-R):  J Choi, Z Banderker
Absent:  Z Gallant

U15A
First Row Seated (L-R):  Mr S Simpson,  
S Amien, Ms C Nicholls
Second Row (L-R): A Stulting, Y Palekar,  
C Yip, N Stulting
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The tour was a truly memorable, life-changing experience. 
Having taught and experienced so many different aspects 
of RBHS life over more than 25 years, the obvious question 
is, what made this particular event stand out?

Our organising committee comprised Marion Wasdell, 
Rowan Harmuth and Chantal Rens. In addition to our Bosch 
boys, girls from Rustenburg, Parel Vallei, Rhenish, Herschel 
and Springfield brought the total number close to 50. To be 
perfectly honest I had a few reservations about being away 
for two weeks, travelling 2500km and being responsible for 
50 adolescent seventeen or eighteen-year-olds! 

The trip was long, nevertheless, we all reached Jeffreys Bay 
safely as our first night stop before heading out early the 
next morning to cross the mighty Kei River using the iconic 
ferry. This led us to our residence for the next 10 nights, 
the famous Trennery’s Hotel. There Debbie Flaks, an Old 
Westerfordian, and her two daughters joined us. Debbie is 
a remedial teacher and she brought much-needed remedial 
skills and advice.

In the morning, we made the 10 kilometre trip up the road 
to our outreach partner, Tyali Senior Secondary, where 
dozens of singing girls and boys enthusiastically welcomed 
us. I could not help but wonder how many Rondebosch boys 
would be prepared to sacrifice their holidays to catch up 
and revise Maths, Maths Lit, Accounting and Biology. The 
school’s Headmaster, Mr Swelindawo, the local chief and 
other dignitaries welcomed us warmly. After the formalities 

were over, stationery kits, books and revision 
booklets were handed out. We then entered 

the classrooms where the reality of teaching 
students in English, whose home language 
was Xhosa, really hit home.  

TOURS

TRANSKEI OUTREACH PROJECT
The initial apprehension soon disappeared during the 
lunchtime interval when the boys got involved in an 
impromptu game of soccer, which seemed to miraculously 
remove any barriers that might have existed.
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During the course of the next week, those same enthusiastic 
students returned each day. Pupils were divided into small 
academically ranked groups of about three learners, which 
allowed for maximum progress and individual attention. 
The weaker groups really benefited from having a remedial 
teacher on board to give advice and make suggestions. 
By day three, the bonds of friendship and trust were 
evident for all to see and that is when the real magic, the 
spontaneous and unplanned events started to take place. 

A pupil of Tyali High had recently passed away and some of 
our group went to visit the family. Here they met a former 
pupil of Tyali High who is currently enrolled at the University 
of the Western Cape. He had come home for the June 
vacations, but was unable to return to Cape Town due to 
a lack of funding. Our group was able to fulfil his wish by 
providing the necessary funding. When a social media post 
was made of this, a generous sponsor agreed to supply 
the raw materials for his parents to complete and upgrade 
their family home. The girls in our party then organised 
for dresses to be delivered to Tyali for their Matric Dance. 
We were also privileged to visit the local clinic where we 
distributed clothes, fruit and sanitary pads. Rowan posted a 
few pictures on the parents’ Whatsapp group and before he 
knew it, some parents had responded offering two much-
needed wheelchairs. 

By the Friday afternoon everyone had earned a well-
deserved rest. The Saturday morning saw us go up the river 
to The Gates and pay a visit to the local sangoma. That 
evening a buffet braai was enjoyed by all which was then 
followed by a fantastic musical performance by members 
of our group led by Fabian Plüddemann. It was then time 
to dance with a visiting Dutch tourist group. Who will ever 
forget the “Heli, Heli, Helikopter” song? The traditional 
beach bonfire was kept going and the real die-hards stayed 
awake to watch the sunrise. 

The second week saw 
relationships continue 
to grow between 
Tyali learners 
and our pupils. 
At the same 
time, it was 
wonderful 
to see the 

friendships develop between the boys and girls within our 
party and how well-adjusted and responsible teenagers can 
be. In this regard, I really would like to thank the leadership 
group of Matrics from the various schools for setting the 
tone. 

On the Wednesday, a traditional African closing ceremony 
was held where gifts and speeches of thanks were 
exchanged. It was during this interaction that the reality 
of what I had experienced in rural Africa really sank in. For 
10 days, I had not heard or seen any negative TV coverage, 
internet or newspaper reports. Instead, I had experienced 
people and especially the youth of different races and very 
different cultures, mix and learn from one another in a truly 
authentic manner. The joy of seeing a learner’s face light up 
as he or she understood a concept for the first time was so 
rewarding. We came away having gained so much! Nelson 
Mandela would have been proud of the fact that “his dream 
of a rainbow nation” was still alive in the most rural part of 
the Transkei. That old proverb “that it is better to give than 
to receive” was given true meaning.   

Obviously, a trip like this takes an enormous amount of 
organisation and effort and we sincerely thank Rowan, 
Marion and Chantal for all of their efforts. Also, thank you 
to those who accompanied us on our travels including Carl 
and Liesl van Rensburg, André Ross, Helene and Hennie du 
Plooy, Kathryn and Sandy le Roux, Daryl Sampson, Fabian 
Plüddemann, Michael Botha, Lorenzo Napoli and Debbie 
Flaks. In addition, thank you to all of our financial donors 
and sponsors, especially Atkinson Toyota, Ford Mekor, 
Caltex, Trennery’s Hotel and The Crazy Store. Finally, I 
would like to commend the young gentlemen and ladies 
who gave up their June holiday to make the 2019 Transkei 
trip such a memorable event for all of the right reasons. 
Thank you for contributing towards creating the most 
wonderful memories.

G Paarman

TOURS
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

World Challenge Expedition – Nepal 
Namaste! On 17 June 2019, a group of spirited young men 
from Rondebosch, Bishops and SACS embarked on an 
empowering and life-altering journey to Nepal. The diversity 
of this group made the trip all the more interesting as we 
had to put the interschool rivalry behind us and work as a 
team. Having no contact with South Africa was an immense 
challenge for all of us but it was fascinating to see how we 
embraced this as a team. 

The World Challenge encourages independence, leadership 
and responsibility. Planning for the expedition started in 
mid-2018. We were responsible for gathering all of the 
documents and information to apply for our visas, negotiate 
and book accommodation on a strict budget and finalise our 
itinerary. Each challenger had at least one day on the trip 
where he was in charge of all activities. He was responsible 
for keeping the team together and ensuring that we arrived 
safely. Teachers provided guidance and tips where they felt 
necessary.

After a 16 hour flight we touched down in Kathmandu.  We 
roamed the streets, visited the famous Swayambhunath 
Monkey Temple and attended a workshop on cultural 
differences and issues in society. We then headed off to 
the outskirts of Kathmandu to the Shree Madan-Aashrit 
Adarsha Basic School. After a welcome ceremony we spent 
the next three days brightening the walls of the classrooms. 
Community Service is a big component of the expedition 
and an eye-opener for all of us as we had to sleep in small, 
run-down classrooms and eat in the tiny tin-roof, empty hall. 
Despite these conditions the students are still eager and 
excited to learn and attend school every day.

Pokhara, situated on a lake, was the perfect place to escape 
the chaotic Kathmandu and the start of a five day hike on 
the Mardi Himal Range, part of the infamous Annapurna 
Mountain Ranges. The mountain was exceptionally muddy 
and slippery due to the heavy downpours in monsoon 
season. It was absolutely fascinating to see the porters and 
chefs in flip-flops hike up the mountain faster than us while 
we trailed behind slipping every few minutes. We hiked for 
approximately seven hours every day and the whole team, 
including our guides, gathered around a table, drinking warm 
drinks, playing card games and sharing good laughs every 
evening.

It was only fitting that we returned to Pokhara after the 
strenuous hike to relax and stroll along the lake after which 
we spent one night at the beautiful White-Water Nepal 
resort. Here we enjoyed white-water rafting and reflected 
upon the great trip that would soon be over. The last few 
days were spent exploring the hill temples and the World 
Peace Pagoda, which took thousands of steps to reach. 
After sightseeing there was the last-minute shopping. On 5 
July we departed for the airport in a massive downpour. We 
were eager to share all the stories with our families but not 
ready to leave the beautiful people in this beautiful country.

From the team, a special thank you to Ms Tracy Starke, 
Mr Trevor Edwards, Mr Ray Leveson (World Challenge 
Guide) and Mr Simpson for making this trip possible and a 
memorable one.

Z Banderker
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Wrekin College Exchange Programme 
My time at Wrekin College was filled with so many great 
memories and learning experiences both on and off the 
cricket field, which I will cherish for the rest of my life. I 
decided to go on the exchange in search of new experiences 
and challenges. Travelling to England for two and a half 
months was possibly one of the best decisions of my life. 
From the friends I made from all over the world to the things 
that I got to do – it was fantastic!  

The school is situated in a county called Shropshire, which 
is very close to the border of Wales. The scenery is just 
beautiful and Wrekin College is a very prestigious and 
historic school dating back to 1880. It has state of the art 
facilities and vintage buildings some of which are over 100 
years old.  

My cricketing experience was very much a learning one. I 
soon learnt that the pitches are slightly slower than those 
we play on in South Africa and that the ball tends to swing 
more. I had to adapt but thankfully the highly qualified 
coaches made this easier and were always there to provide 
me with some good advice. My best innings was probably 
on one of the worst pitches that we played on as it was wet; 
but without the many hours of coaching and encouragement 
I’d received it would not have been possible. I learnt a 
great deal it has made me a better cricketer. I was also 
exposed to a different cricketing culture in England and 
it was beautiful to see and experience. I would definitely 
recommend the Wrekin Cricket Exchange Programme to any 
young and aspiring cricketer who wishes to improve their all 
round game.  

Off the cricket field I also had a great time. I was fortunate 
to be hosted by the Barrett family on weekends and 
during half term. They were very kind and accommodating 
throughout my stay. During the week I stayed in the 
boarding house at Wrekin, which is quite different in terms 
of rules and culture to what we have at Bosch; but it was 
also great to experience. The food is probably some of 
the best boarding house food you can possibly get and I 
was often accompanied by the other exchange boys from 
different countries for a second helping of the bread and 
butter pudding with custard. I made so many friends at the 
school which is co-ed and has many international as well as 
local students. My time at Wrekin College was one where 

I always felt welcome and accepted by everyone in and 
around the school. I was able to see so many things and to 
learn so much. 
R Muggleton
This year we had the pleasure of hosting Ross Corbett and 
Cameron Mundell of Wrekin College for two months. The 
rugby exchange students were hosted by the Nel family 
for the duration of their stay. They settled in quickly and 
certainly embraced the experience.  

Ross Corbett
Getting to spend five weeks in South Africa was an 
experience that I will cherish forever. We got to do and see 
so many things that you can only experience in South Africa 
and I am thankful that I got this fantastic opportunity. A 
standout for me was watching the 1st team rugby – the 
camaraderie amongst all the boys was incredible to see. 
We do not get anything near to that in the UK. Being able 
to walk up Table Mountain is something you can only do in 
Cape Town, it was an amazing experience, and I am glad I 
was able to do so. I’d like to thank everyone at Rondebosch 
for being so welcoming and kind throughout my stay and 
hope that I will be able to come back one day to visit. Thank 
you all so much for an amazing time!

Cameron Mundell
An experience of a lifetime.  Unforgettable memories and 
friendships have been made during my exchange at RBHS.  
Representing the blue and gold for rugby was amazing; I 
gained valuable experience and developed into a better 
player.  The rivalry between Bosch and Bishops was an 
incredible sight – memories that will remain with me forever.  
The Nel family and the Muggletons welcomed and supported 
us during our entire stay in Cape Town, a very special 
gesture. I would encourage anyone to take an opportunity 
such as this, you will not regret it.  Bosch will always be in 
my heart – ‘let’s go Boschy Boys’

To conclude, I would like to thank the Nel and Muggleton 
families for their kindness and generosity. Thank you for 
opening up and sharing their home with these boys.
B Siljeur
TEACHER IN CHARGE: B Siljeur

TOURS
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Minnetonka High School Exchange Program 
The visit included a boat trip in the bay. Wow! Did the 
dolphins and whales put on a show. We enjoyed the most 
surreal experience when we came across a pod of about two 
thousand dolphins. They jumped, danced and laughed with 
us for most of the trip.

Our boys certainly forged solid friendships with our visitors 
and plenty of tears were shed at the airport. MHS teachers 
Chet and Lisa expressed their appreciation for what they 
described as an amazing experience.  
In September 2020 our students will visit Minnetonka High 
School in Minnesota, USA.
B Siljeur
TEACHER IN CHARGE: B Siljeur

Ten Minnetonka High School students and two teachers 
arrived in Cape Town on 12 June 2019. The exchange 
students comprised eight girls and two boys. They were 
kindly hosted by wonderful, generous Rondebosch parents 
who went beyond the call of duty. Unfortunately, due to the 
timing of their arrival, they didn’t spend a great deal of time 
at school. Instead, they joined our Grade 8s and 9s in Langa 
for the Community Project. 

From 14-17 June, they visited various spots around Cape 
Town before heading to Durban for three days, where they 
were hosted by Durban High School. Upon their return to 
Cape Town on 21 June we set off for three days in Hermanus. 
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THE WHITE RHINO TRAIL
When asking teenagers to describe their ideal holiday, the 
words “heavy backpack,” “5-am wakeup” and, most of all, 
“no Wi-Fi” would probably not rank anywhere near the top 
10. Despite this, four groups of Grade 11 boys decided that 
the tantalising promise of unspoiled nature and once-in-a-
lifetime experiences was worth putting their phones aside 
for four days of adventure. 

Our destination was the Hluhluwe-Imfolozi wilderness area, 
where we explored the White Rhino Trail. The experience of 
this journey is nearly impossible to fully describe to someone 
who has yet to experience the majesty of the wilderness. On 
the trail, we were completely immersed in the breath taking 
natural world, without any sign of other people, and brought 
back into contact with the wild. Nights were spent watching 
the stars or making life-long memories with those around 
us; included in that was Night Watch, where one stands, 
torch in hand, to make sure that our friends don’t get eaten. 
Fortunately, nothing dangerous paid us a nocturnal visit, 
however, the other group was disturbed by an elephant in 
the camp. 

In the quiet of the night, the stillness of the Imfolozi was 
undisturbed, unless you count the volume of one of the boy’s 
snores – so loud that we mistook him for a lion coming up 

behind us. Each day started with admiring the sunrise over 
a cup of hot chocolate and finished with the kind of sunsets 
that you only think exist in travel magazines. Between 
these two, the day was filled with fascinating details and 
anecdotes shared by our knowledgeable guides, Zondi 
and Siphiwe, who made the entire experience that much 
more enjoyable for everyone through their hard work and 
knowledge. 

The trail has something for everyone, whether it be high-
adrenalin adventure or up-close encounters with spectacular 
wildlife. It was filled with memories I will have for the rest of 
my life, from swimming in the river, mere feet from a buffalo, 
to jumping into the same river at night to save one of Clev’s 
socks. The trail taught us to appreciate the simple things in 
life and to be grateful for the privileged lives that we lead. 
At the end of five memorable days, it was finally time to 
say goodbye to the wilderness. But even though we were 
going back to our beloved Wi-Fi, there was something sad 
about the occasion. The White Rhino Trail leaves a lasting 
impression. I can honestly say that it is the best thing I have 
ever done and an opportunity not to be missed.

C Morrison

TOURS
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An overseas hockey tour is a highly anticipated event and 
the boys who were eligible for the European tour wanted 
to be part of the 30 plus player group chosen to go. We 
decided to travel to the Netherlands and Spain as the 
standard of youth hockey is of the best in the world, so it 
would be a serious challenge and an opportunity to improve 
the standard at which we play hockey.

An event like this happens every four years and as a result 
we wanted to make maximum use of the opportunity. This 
entailed taking two teams, one largely made up of U19s who 
would mainly benefit for the coming season and the other 
mainly U16s, the Colts, who would benefit themselves and 
the Bosch hockey community for a number of years. The tour 
was a balance of training sessions with excellent coaches 
and matches against the top ranked youth club sides as well 
as some sight-seeing. 

We flew out via Dubai to Amsterdam on 14 March 2019 and 
transferred to Haarlem, near Amsterdam, for the first three 
nights. The weekend was spent sightseeing and watching 
first class hockey at Amsterdam Hockey Club, which became 
our unofficial home club whilst in the Netherlands.

On Monday, 18 March, we transferred to Utrecht and 
narrowly missed being caught up in a police incident; but, 
as true South Africans, this did not faze us and we went on 
to play our first matches against Upwards Hockey Club. The 
U19s had a respectable draw while the Colts got a lesson 
in hockey going down 5-2. On Tuesday, we tried our hand at 
a cycling tour around Utrecht and only managed to destroy 
one bike. Then it was on to our second set of matches: 1st 
team versus Amsterdam HC and the Colts against Rood Wit 
HC. Unfortunately, the flu bug had gotten hold of us by this 
stage and we were many men down but fought through and 
did our best – fortunately we had taken a large squad. 

The following day, we had a training session with 
international coaches and then the reverse fixtures of the 
previous day. On Thursday 21 March, we went to Efteling 
theme park and then had our fourth and final match in the 

HOCKEY TOUR
Netherlands against MEP HC. Friday was our last day and 
was spent training with Austin Smith, the ex SA Hockey 
Captain, and Seb Dockier of Belguim. 

Saturday morning was an early departure to the airport to 
catch our 07h00 flight to Barcelona only to find out that it 
was a 19h00 flight; so we went back to Amsterdam Hockey 
Club for the day. We eventually got to Barcelona late that 
night and checked into our hostel, then discussed the 
rearrangement to our itinerary.

Spain was at a slower pace and, with the warmer weather, 
the boys who were suffering from the flu had time to 
recuperate. On Sunday 24 March, we played our fixtures 
against Atlètic Terrassa HC. Monday it was on to Park 
Guell followed by a highly anticipated visit to Camp Nou 
and the FC Barcelona Museum. The next day, there was a 
training session, with Spanish International coaches next 
to the Barcelona Olympic Stadium of 1992 where South 
Africa competed for the first time since isolation – still an 
impressive stadium. That evening the U19s played against 
RC Polo HC.

On Wednesday morning, we visited the Sagrada Familia 
where construction started in 1882 and is still not complete. 
Then it was a walk down the La Rambla for a swim in the 
Mediterranean for a few brave souls. That afternoon we 
headed off to Egara for matches against Egara HC for both 
teams, which was the final match for the U19 squad.

Thursday 28 March was our last full day in Barcelona, 
shopping and exploring the city for the final time before 
the Colts played a match against RC Polo HC. Then we 
went to watch an international basketball match between 
FC Barcelona and Buducnost Voli from Montenegro.Friday 
dawned and we boarded our flight back to Cape Town via 
Dubai. All financially a lot poorer but so much richer for the 
experience!  

R Bowley, S Harris
1st Squad: P7 W0 D3 L4 GF8 GA22
Colts: P7 W2 D1 L4 GF9 GA21
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NATIONAL ARTS FESTIVAL

A small, determined group of boys departed from RBHS 
ready for a cultural adventure. We spent the first night at 
Knysna Backpackers and enjoyed a meal together at the 
Spur.

We headed off to Makhanda (Grahamstown) the next 
morning, arriving just after lunch, and checked into The 
Grand Res. After recovering and freshening up, we had 
supper at the famous Long Table; homemade food in a dimly 
lit church hall drew our tiring first day to a close.

We woke early the next day, eager to experience the 
festival. A tour around the town proved that walking 
everywhere was certainly an option. At breakfast, plans 
were made from a large brochure of hundreds of shows 
– we chose nine that we wanted to see. We bought our 
tickets, handed them out, set up a schedule and hit the 
town. We had freedom to explore and experience the town – 

something that made the trip incredible and unique – it was 
our own.

Between shows, we were either eating at the Village Green 
(a ginormous market venue) or at one of the many local art 
galleries. We booked a variety of shows to expose ourselves 
to things we usually wouldn’t. My passion is art and it was 
an awesome experience. A highlight was The Creative Arts 
Digital Festival where the latest digital innovations were 
displayed in the form of Art.

The drive home hurt and when we arrived back at 
Rondebosch, life felt empty. The tour had been six days of 
non-stop awesomeness. The second I got home, I started a 
countdown, setting the date for July 2020.

C Lavery, K Hyde, K Jackson, D Hooper, S Muller, S van 
Rensburg, Mr K Jenkins

TOURS
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13 YEAR CLUB

Back row (8): O Shaw, K Hyde,  
K Henry, D van Selm, A Ponton,  
S Muller, K Labuschagne, M Smith
Third row (10): T Soboil, L Lekoma,  
C Riddell, M Caldis, T Lighton,  
R Meyers, K Leslie, A Allie, C Rush, 
C Slater
Second row (11): A Samie,  
M Hooper, G Rasmussen, I Petersen,  
T Fisher, L Delmulle, D Hooper,  
G Pienaar, T Longwe-Smit, J Gangen,  
O Henderson
Front row (11): A Kisten, N Bardien, 
T Owen, C Lavery, S Maqubela,  
C Engelsman, M Gray, J Gray,  
J le Roux, N Bronkhorst, R Davids
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STAINLESS STEEL 
SMEG OVENS

UPMARKET  
SUBURBAN LIVING

Introducing urban living at its finest. Located 
in the heart of vibrant Cape Town, Chapel 
Towers is more than just a golden investment 
opportunity – it’s the chance to become part of 
a rich historical tapestry.
Revel in the splendour of the most beautiful 
and popular tourist destination in the world, 
and immerse yourself in the culture, colour, 
spirit and flavour that sets Cape Town apart 
from the world. Set against the majestic 
backdrop of Table Mountain, the harbour and 
magical city skyline, this is Urban Heaven.

Rehana  084 055 4431
marketing@asrin.co.za

For more information,  
visit royaleonmain.co.za

Asrin Office
084 055 4431

With prices starting at R1,950,000 these units 
are ideal for small families, young professionals 
or retired couples wanting to invest in a secure 
suburban lifestyle.
The vision for Royale on Main was simple - to 
offer a limited number of residences that allow 
occupants to cultivate an inspired lifestyle. Spread 
over five levels, this sought after development 

Images used are for marketing purposes only, refer to development specification.

comprises 24 units and is perfectly positioned in 
one of Cape Town’s most in-demand suburbs.  
“Living in Tokai offers the perfect balance between 
Cape Town’s urban and rural attractions,'' explains 
Asrin Marketing Executive, Rehana Moosa. There 
are shopping centres, sports facilities, golf courses, 
hiking trails and beaches all within a short drive of 
Royale on Main’s enviable location.

Whether you are an up-and-coming professional or a family 
wanting to settle, Royale on Main is the perfect balance 
between city and suburban lifestyle.

Located in the heart of vibrant Cape Town, Chapel Towers is perfectly suited to 
the mover-and-shaker looking to call the Mother City their home.

THE LAST CHANCE TO SECURE
YOUR DREAM HOME IN THE CITY

1 2 3 4 5 6

ACCESS
CONTROLLED

LAUNDRY
FACILITIES

GYM
FACILITIES

MOUNTAIN/
HARBOUR VIEWS

SUPERIOR
FINISHES

FIBRE OPTIC 
INTERNET

RECEPTION 
AREA

PANORAMIC
MOUNTAIN VIEWS

ROOFTOP 
ENTERTAINMENT AREA

NATURE 
RESERVES

FIBRE OPTIC 
INTERNET

Visit chapeltowers.co.za

R1,950,000

R1,750,000

INCLUDING TRANSFER DUTY / VAT

INCLUDING TRANSFER DUTY / VAT

LUXURY APARTMENTS FROM

APARTMENTS FROM
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